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Abstract 

 

This document reports theoretical results of DFT calculations of periodic relaxations and            

angle-resolved NEXAFS K-edge core spectra for some solid state systems by using a hybrid              

computational methodology. Proper cluster models of these relaxations are taken in           

consideration to compute NEXAFS spectra at finite level in a molecular orbital approach. Specific              

problem addressed in this research concerns the spectroscopy of molecules adsorbed on            

surfaces. The first part of the work focuses on calculation of NEXAFS K-edge spectra both of                

ethylene and pyridine molecules adsorbed on a silicon surface Si(100), respectively at C1s and              

N1s/C1s levels for several polarizations of the incident synchrotron beam, by considering            

different adsorption geometries in both cases. In the second part, a different choice to change               

the nature of the underlying adsorbing surface is made, by switching to Ag(110) and Au(111) with                

different adducts of molecular oxygen and 1,4-diaminobenzene respectively. Likewise to the           

previous step, DFT simulations of NEXAFS spectra are performed at O1s and N1s levels for               

different polarizations of the incident synchrotron beam. In all the cases we try to obtain the                

better match with the given experiments. Our investigations show a reasonable convergence of             

the calculated angle-resolved spectra with their experimental counterparts and lead to the            

suitability of this computational approach to derive the most probable adsorbate geometry. 
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Sommario 

 

Questo documento riporta risultati di calcoli DFT di rilassamenti periodici e di spettri NEXAFS di               

core su soglia K per taluni sistemi di stato solido attraverso l’utilizzo di una metodologia               

computazionale ibrida. Appropriati modelli di cluster di tali rilassamenti vengono presi in            

considerazione per il calcolo degli spettri NEXAFS a livello finito in uno schema di approccio a                

orbitali molecolari. Il problema a cui ci si indirizza nella fattispecie riguarda la spettroscopia di               

molecole adsorbite su superfici. La prima parte del lavoro si focalizza sul calcolo di spettri               

NEXAFS K-edge di molecole di etilene e piridina adsorbite su superficie di silicio Si(100),              

rispettivamente ai livelli C1s e N1s/C1s per varie polarizzazioni del fascio di sincrotrone             

incidente, considerando differenti geometrie di adsorbimento in entrambi i casi. Nella seconda            

parte viene fatta una scelta differente per cambiare la natura della superficie adsorbente,             

passando ad Ag(110) e Au(111) con vari addotti a base di ossigeno molecolare e di               

1,4-paradiaminobenzene rispettivamente. Similmente al caso precedente, si effettuano        

simulazioni DFT di spettri NEXAFS ai livelli O1s e N1s per varie polarizzazioni del fascio di                

sincrotrone incidente. In tutti i casi si cerca di ottenere il miglior accordo con gli esperimenti                

considerati. I nostri studi mostrano una ragionevole convergenza degli spettri angolo-risolti           

calcolati con le loro controparti sperimentali e portano a concludere l’utilità di questo approccio              

computazionale nella definizione della geometria più probabile dell’adsorbato preso in esame. 
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Introduction 

 

Adsorption of organic molecules on semiconductor surfaces has been attracting a growing            

attention for its importance in emerging technologies. NEXAFS spectroscopy is widely used to             

characterize adsorbate, i.e. typically molecular super-structures on surfaces since it allows to            

investigate the adsorption specific mode as well as the extent of the molecule-substrate             

interaction. Quantum chemical calculations are important to gain most of the information from             

the experiments which are often very difficult to be assigned and rationalized. 

The main task of the present research work has been the development of a suitable               

computational hybrid scheme for numerical simulation of angle-resolved NEXAFS spectra of           

molecules adsorbed on surfaces as concerns both the design of the molecule/surface models             

and the calculation and interpretation of the spectroscopic results at finite level. 

In this view, surface models without and with the adsorbed molecules have been optimized by               

means of periodic slab DFT calculations in the Quantum Espresso code environment. Then,             

from the obtained periodic relaxed structures, suitable finite clusters have been duly cut out and               

used for the calculations of NEXAFS spectra at the 1s edge of the main involved atoms by the                  

use of the Amsterdam Density Functional code (ADF). Angle-resolved-related spectra          

calculations were then performed with a computational ADF-interfaced post-processing tool          

developed in our group during the first year of work. 

In a first step, a DFT simulation of the NEXAFS K-edge core spectra both of ethylene and                 

pyridine molecules adsorbed on the silicon surface Si(100) has been carried out, respectively at              

C1s and N1s/C1s levels for several polarizations of the supposed incident electric field, by              

considering different adsorption geometries in both cases. This gave us the opportunity to test              

both the efficiency of the angle-resolving code and to tune the proposed hybrid computational              

methodology in capability of filtering the less probable adsorption configurations. Moreover, in the             

second case, the fact that pyridine molecule on the Si(100) surface offers more complexity in               

adsorption mechanisms, with 14 potential adsorbate models against the ethene case in which             

we have only 2 prevalent adsorption geometries, represents a good environment to stress             

furtherly the goodness of the methodological approach, after appropriate comparisons with the            

experimental data taken from the literature. 

In a further step, a different choice to change the nature of the underlying adsorbing surface was                 
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made, by switching to the metal ones of Silver and Gold, respectively in 110 and 111 cuttings of                  

their regular bulks, after that different adducts of molecular oxygen (O2) and 1,4-diaminobenzene             

(PDB), respectively in silver and gold cases, were considered as adsorbed sub-systems. 

Like in the previous step, DFT simulations of NEXAFS K-edge core spectra have been              

performed at O1s and N1s levels for different polarizations of the supposed incident electric field               

to recover the match with the given experiments. It is remarkable that in case of PDB on Au(111)                  

we can benefit of the support of novel experimental data from a collaborating research group,               

actively working on surface NEXAFS and XPS spectroscopies in the Aloisa Beamline at the              

Elettra Synchrotron in Trieste. It must to be also noted that PDB on Au(111) studies are not                 

closed because the interpretation of the related theoretical data is still in progress and further               

details have to be refined before to get contents suitable for publication on international scientific               

journals. 

In all the above cases, the reasonable match of the calculated angle-resolved spectra with their               

experimental counterparts lead to conclude the suitability of this computational approach to            

derive the most probable adsorption configurations for the molecular super-structure on the            

given surface but it is also clear that a lot of work has to be still done to focus furtherly on                     

modelling strategy starting from a well-posed cluster approach in terms of ‘the way to define the                

right cut’ to have a good model to reproduce the spectroscopic observables at finite level in the                 

molecular orbital approach. 

This documents presents six main parts with different sub-sections inside. 

NEXAFS Spectroscopy part is a simple introduction to the experimental spectroscopic           

methodologies we approach theoretically with DFT methods used in our studies to simulate the              

XAS spectra, with a level of detail confident with our main purposes. The second sub-section               

inside is devoted to the specific aspects of this spectroscopy for problems of molecules              

adsorbed on surfaces in understanding the characteristic geometries of the related structures            

when we angle-resolve the emerging spectra from these systems by using the quasi-linear             

polarization of the incident synchrotron beam. 

In the Theoretical Approach section we enucleate the main theoretical steps of the             

methodology we used to recover our results, starting from a short overview of the periodic               

calculation framework for obtaining the relaxations of the given solid state systems to the              

fundamentals of cluster modelling and DFT theory with its use in the Transition-Potential             
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approximation (or TP, also mentioned as TS - Transition-State method) in deriving the theoretical              

angle-resolved NEXAFS spectra reported in this work. 

The ADF-External © spectra angle-resolving code section reviews in very few steps the             

design of the main algorithm and the related virtual environment of the angle-resolving Fortran              

code implemented in our suite of quantum numerical tools. 

Molecules Adsorbed on Si(100) Surface is a section regarding our first numerical results of              

the cited simulated spectra at finite level by using the TP approach. We report in two different                 

parts inside the results of theoretical angle-resolved NEXAFS spectroscopy at 1s edge of the              

carbon and nitrogen/carbon atoms in two different adducts of organic molecules on the surface              

of silicon Si(100) at different coverages, respectively ethene and pyridine. A short initial part              

about the relevant chemical features and the characteristic reconstruction of the silicon surface             

(100) introduces briefly the discussion of numerical results. 

In the Molecules adsorbed on transition-metal surfaces section we switch to study            

adsorption on metal surfaces of Ag(110) and Au(111). Likewise to the previous section, we              

report two main sub-paragraphs with results of theoretical angle-resolved NEXAFS          

spectroscopy at 1s edge of the oxygen and nitrogen atoms in two different sub-systems of               

molecular oxygen O2 and 1,4-diaminobenzene, respectively adsorbed on Ag(110) and Au(111).           

Also in this section, a short initial part about the relevant chemical features and the characteristic                

reconstructions of the metal surfaces involved  introduce briefly the related paragraphs. 

Summary conclusions section closes the document with final considerations on the suitability            

of the methodology on the base of the feedbacks given from the comparisons with the               

experimental data in our hands. 
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1. NEXAFS Spectroscopy 

 
Compared to other types of X-ray absorption spectroscopy, Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine             

Structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) is a relatively young technique. It probes the absorption of             

electromagnetic radiation by excitation of core electrons into unoccupied bound or continuum            

states. The near edge X-ray absorption fine structure exhibits strong and distinctive features in              

the energy region just below and up to about 50 eV above the absorption edge (e.g. K-edge). 

In our purposes, NEXAFS spectroscopy has the main advantage to show the linear dichroism              

(LD) effect, which is largely used to determine with big precision the relevant structural features               

of several complexes in molecular and solid state systems.  

Linear dichroism (LD) observed in NEXAFS spectroscopy is used frequently to measure the             

orientation of organic materials such as surface adsorbed molecules [1.2], ultrathin films            

(Zharnikov et al. 2001), crystalline polymers (Smith et al. 1996; Croll et al. 2003), and rubbed                

polymer surfaces (Stöhr et al. 1998). The relationship between the molecular orientation and the              

LD in the NEXAFS spectroscopy is quite well established in such cases. 

The theory of NEXAFS spectroscopy and its applications to qualitative, quantitative and            

orientation analysis of molecules are presented in section 1.1. The concept of LD is introduced               

in section 1.2, including the definition of LD, symmetry considerations, and the application of LD               

for orientation analysis. 

 

 

1.1. Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) 

 
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) concerns with the study of electronic excitations from            

inner (core) levels to unoccupied states and to the continuum (see Figure 1.1); it is a local                 

process which constitutes a powerful tool for the achievement of both electronic and structural              

information in particular selected sites in complex systems.  

The earliest x-ray absorption investigations were reported at the beginning of the last century,              

however the main advances for these studies are related to the development of x-ray              

sources,and in particular to the introduction of the synchrotron light (electron synchrotron            

sources, with E < 1 GeV in the 1960s and early 1970s, and electron storage rings, with E > 1                    

GeV, in the 1970s) [1.1].  

XAS is interested in the study of the absorption coefficient μ, which gives the probability of x-rays                 

to be absorbed by the matter, as a function of energy: 
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Figure 1.1. - The X-ray absorption phenomena. A photon is absorbed and a core-level electron is promoted                 

to bound unoccupied below-edge states. 

 

where I0 is the intensity of incident x-rays, I is the intensity transmitted through the sample and x                  

is the sample thickness. When the incident x-ray photon energy is equal to the binding energy of                 

a core electron, a sharp rise in absorption is observed, called absorption edge, corresponding to               

the ejection of this core electron into the continuum (photoelectric effect).  

XAS is involved in the study of μ just around these absorption edges. The x-ray absorption                

spectrum is commonly divided into two great regimes, depending on the photon energy and              

following on the distinct interpretation of the spectral features and on the kind of information they                

can provide: they are respectively addressed to as NEXAFS and EXAFS.  

 
- The NEXAFS (Near-Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) region covers the energy range             

from few eV below the ionization threshold (pre-edge region) up to few tens of eV above it (early                  

known as “Kossel structure”). The NEXAFS profile is sensitive to the atomic geometrical             
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arrangement around the absorbing atom, and provides “local” information, such as oxidation            

state and coordination chemistry of the excited atom. The acronyms XANES and NEXAFS             

should be interchangeable, even if over the years “NEXAFS” has become the main terminology              

for low-Z molecules adsorbed on surfaces [1.2], while the term “XANES” has been more often  

employed for solids and inorganic complexes [1.1]. Currently “NEXAFS” is by far the most used               

terminology, and the term “XANES” survives only to indicate the lower NEXAFS region (up to 10                

eV above the edge).  

 
- The EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) region starts from the upper limit of               

NEXAFS and spreads for hundreds of eV in the continuum (for many years it has been referred                 

to as the “Kronig structure”). The EXAFS is due to single scattering of the ejected photoelectron,                

which now has a very high kinetic energy, so this part of the XAS spectrum permits the                 

determination of interatomic distances, coordination numbers and species of neighbors          

surrounding the absorbing atom.  

 

The boundary energy between NEXAFS and EXAFS corresponds approximately to the           

wavelength that equals the distance between the absorbing atom and its first neighbors [1.3].  

The NEXAFS spectrum comes out to be a powerful local probe of the chemical environment of                

the absorbing atom; being strictly governed by the dipole selection rules (∆l = ±1, ∆j = ±1, ∆s = 0,                    

where l is the orbital angular momentum quantum number, j is the total angular momentum               

quantum number and s is the spin quantum number), NEXAFS directly probes the angular              

momentum of the unoccupied electronic states, so for the K edge (1s core electron) and the L1                 

edge (2s core electron) the primary transitions are s → p (the only dipole-allowed ones), while                

for the L2 (2p1/2) and L3 (2p3/2) edges the dipole allowed transitions are of the type p → d and p                     

→ s (however the latter are in most cases at least 1 or 2 orders of magnitude lesser than the                    

former, especially for transition metal compounds). In other words, a K edge NEXAFS spectrum              

maps the atomic np content of the absorbing atom in the unoccupied electronic states, and a                

L2,3 edge spectrum essentially maps the analogous nd content. 

The NEXAFS spectrum is usually in turn subdivided into two energy ranges:  

 
- The low energy pre-edge region, which features are caused by electronic transitions to empty               

bound states, that are controlled by the dipolar selection rules, as discussed above. This narrow               

energy range (extending about 8 eV [1.1] up to the ionization threshold) is rich in information on                 
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the local geometry around the absorbing atom, on oxidations states and bonding characteristics.             

The physical origin of the absorption features in the edge region is different in different classes of                 

materials, how it will be addressed later: Rydberg states in atoms, bound valence states (or               

bound multiple-scattering resonances) in molecules, core excitons in ionic crystals, many-body           

singularities in metals, bond atom-like localized excitation in solids [1.4].  

 
- The high energy region, which features are essentially explained by means of             

multiple-scattering resonances (with large cross sections) of the photoelectrons ejected at low            

kinetic energy [1.5]; information is provided about the atomic position of the neighbors of the               

absorbing atom, both for interatomic distances and bond angles.  

 
This distinction directly involves the concept of absorption threshold, which can be defined in a               

threefold manner [1.1]:  

 
- the “absorption threshold”, that is the energy of the lowest energy state reached by the core                 

excitations;  

 
- the “absorption jump edge” or “rising edge”, that is the energy where the absorption coefficient                

is at half-height of the atomic absorption jump; because the dipole selection rule can suppress a                

number of the lowest transitions, the energy of the absorption jump edge can be much larger                

than the absorption threshold;  

 
- the “continuum threshold” or “ionization threshold”, that is the energy at which the electron is                

ejected into the continuum.  

 
If we limit our discussion, for the sake of simplicity, to K shell excitation spectra (but the following                  

considerations have more general validity) the 1s Ionization Potential (IP) or Binding Energy (BE)              

is defined as the minimum energy necessary to excite a 1s electron to the continuum of states                 

above the vacuum level, i.e. the third definition of absorption edge presented above; it is               

conveniently measured by photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) as the difference between the           

exciting photon energy (hν) and the Kinetic Energy of the photoelectron (KE), i.e. the energy               

position of the corresponding peak in the XPS spectrum:  

 

        (1.2) 
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An alternative experimental technique for the investigation of the electronic structure, as            

concerns the conduction band, especially for solids is represented by the high-energy Electron             

Energy-Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) in transmission [1.6]. It consists in exposing the sample to a              

beam of electrons with a known, narrow range of kinetic energies; some electrons will undergo               

inelastic scattering (interaction between the beam electron and an electron in the sample) and              

consequently will lose energy; the measurement of the scattered electron energies gives the             

distribution of energy loss, i.e. the EELS spectrum. EELS and XAS provide similar information              

about the conduction band (while XPS deals with the valence band); among the EELS              

advantages one has the opportunity to use smaller samples and to increase the momentum              

transfer so that other than dipole selection rules apply. In recent years the fast development of                

microscopy, resulting in powerful techniques as the integration of EELS and TEM (Transition             

Electron Microscopy) [1.7-8], has renewed the interest in local electronic structure analyses for             

many complex systems, furnishing a valuable alternative tool to XAS. 

 

1.1.1. Theoretical approach to NEXAFS 

 
NEXAFS is a much larger signal than EXAFS, so it can be measured at lower concentrations                

(even for elements of minority and trace abundance) and at less-than-perfect sample conditions;             

furthermore, it is one of the few non-destructive structural probes available for non-crystalline             

and highly disordered materials, including solutions and complex systems (such as polymers).            

However, NEXAFS is considerably harder to fully interpret than EXAFS; precise and accurate             

calculations are mandatory for a correct and non-ambiguous interpretation of the spectral            

features. The theoretical description of NEXAFS spectra represents a big challenge due to the              

difficulty to calculate both the pre-edge and post-edge energy regions. A customary general             

theoretical approach explains the NEXAFS structures as arising from a multiple scattering            

process, where the excited electron is resonantly scattered by the surrounding atoms in the              

molecules. This description has the advantage to provide the MS-Xα computational method            

which can estimate both the bound and the above edge transitions [1.9]. 

This approach, which is at present the only widely employed scheme to describe the above edge                

region, is however limited by the crude muffin-tin approximation. Alternatively the near-edge            

absorption structures can be investigated at theoretical level in terms of discrete below edge              

transitions of the core electron into the unoccupied orbitals of the molecule characterized by well               

defined excitation energies and oscillator strengths, and of continuum transitions which generate            
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the photoionization cross section profiles above the ionization limit.  

The LCAO Molecular Orbital (MO) approach is particularly convenient to describe below edge             

excitations in terms of one-electron transitions which are known to make usually the largest              

contribution to the discrete structures of the XAS spectra. The calculations of bound excited              

states can be performed at various levels of approximation in the framework of accurate              

theoretical schemes, however these methods are based on localized orbitals, therefore they are             

not a suitable tool to describe states in the continuum. For the present, discrete transitions               

evaluated above the edge, although partly basis set dependent, may be qualitatively associated             

with the prominent resonances in the spectrum, in particular in the lowest energy range [1.10].               

Such approximation can be further refined in the rigorous framework provided by Stieltjes             

moment theory [1.11].  

 

Relaxation effects  

 
Following an absorption event, the atom is said to be in an excited state, with one of the core                   

electron levels left empty: a core hole has been created. Apart from the decay of the excited                 

atomic state, which can follow two main mechanisms (fluorescence, if a higher energy             

core-level electron fills the deeper core hole, ejecting an x-ray of well-defined energy,             

characteristic of the atom, or Auger effect, if an electron drops from a higher electron level and a                  

second electron is emitted into the continuum), it can be important to take into account the                

so-called relaxation effect, that is the modification of the molecular orbitals following the             

core-hole creation. From a theoretical point of view, different strategies can be introduced in              

order to include relaxation effects and therefore to obtain more correct values for the calculated               

ionization thresholds and excitation energies. 

 

1.1.2. NEXAFS of free molecules 

 

For a closed shell atom in its ground state, empty Rydberg states are predicted just below the  

vacuum level, above which a continuum of empty states is found; the same picture applies for  

the core excited atom, even if the energies of the electronic states are shifted.  

For a diatomic molecule we have also Rydberg states below the vacuum level and continuum  

states above it; in addition there are unfilled molecular orbitals. It is quite common in chemistry to                 

label the molecular orbitals (MOs) as σ o π depending on their spatial displacement and               
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orientation, respectively along and perpendicularly to the bond between two atoms. These            

considerations result rather useful in order to outline some general, simple rules characterizing             

the K edge NEXAFS spectra within the “building block picture” invoked by Stöhr [1.2], that is a                 

simple but successful approach for the interpretation of complex system spectra as the             

superposition of those of the diatomic building blocks by means of a systematics of resonance               

positions that reinforces the well-known “fingerprinting” power of NEXAFS.  

In the pre-edge region two kinds of resonances dominate: the broader and often more intense               

ones are associated to excitations into the valence unoccupied MOs, while the sharper and              

higher energy structures arise from excitations into the Rydberg orbitals which in principle form a               

series converging to the ionization limit. The relative importance of the resonances and the              

Rydberg structures varies from molecule to molecule and also depend on the symmetry of the               

molecule as well as on the symmetry of the excited atom core level. The distinction between                

valence and Rydberg structures and their relative importance in the XAS spectra is often              

complex because of possible mixing of orbitals of the same symmetry to form excited states of                

composite valence-Rydberg character.  

 

π* resonances  

 
In all known K-shell spectra of low-Z molecules the π* resonance, if present (a π* resonance is                 

observed only for molecules with π bonding), is the lowest energy structure and falls below the                

ionization edge; the π* term value (TV), defined as the difference between the IP and the energy                 

position of the π* resonance:  

    (1.3) 

 
is rather constant, within about 1 eV, independent of the hybridization, the atom whose K-shell is                

excited, the chemical shifts of the IP, while it seems to be directly proportional to the sum of the                   

Z values of the two selected atoms. Within a series of molecules containing the same atoms,                

the π* intensity is sensitive to the bond order (and following to the bond length) between the two                  

selected atoms. 

relationships that are similar to those relative to π* resonances can be applied. Mixed              

valence-Rydberg resonances are important for the evaluation of the chemisorption extent in            

adsorbate-Rydberg and mixed valence-Rydberg resonances 
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Figure 1.2. NEXAFS spectra of SO2; π* and σ* features, typical of NEXAFS of small molecules, are clearly 

visible. 

 

In the energy region between the π* resonance and the IP, several sharp and weak resonances                

are encountered, due to transitions to Rydberg orbitals or, in the presence of bonds to H atoms,                 

to a mixture of Rydberg and hydrogen-derived antibonding orbitals. The intensity of these             

features increases as the bond order decreases; as concerns their energy positions, substrate             

systems, since for strongly chemisorbed molecules their intensities are heavily quenched, while            

H-originated resonances survive, being more localized (like π* or σ*).  

 

 σ* shape resonances  

 
Electronic excitations to σ* levels usually fall above the ionization edge, and the corresponding              

σ* (shape) resonances become broader as they are shifted to higher energy, in the continuum               

region. Furthermore, they are asymmetrically broadened by the vibrational motions of atoms in             

the molecule. The σ* resonances show a more complex dependence with respect to the π*               

features; their intensities are directly proportional to the sum of the atomic Z values, however the                

most interesting and debated property of the σ* resonances is their dependence on the bond               

length between the two investigated atoms, especially for adsorbed molecules [1.2,12-14].  
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One can define ∆σ as the difference between the σ* energy position and the IP:  

 (1.4) 

 
Usually ∆σ > 0, that is σ* resonances fall in the continuum, but when the sum of the atomic                   

numbers of the two atoms is greater than 15 (e.g. SO2), ∆σ becomes negative, or in other                 

words the σ* resonance is shifted below the ionization edge. For molecules with the same               

atoms, the ∆σ parameter is observed to be proportional to the bond order (and therefore               

inversely proportional to the bond length): the higher the bond order, that is the shorter the bond                 

length, the farther the σ* resonance from the IP (in the continuum). 

This strong dependence of ∆σ on the bond length, which can be easily explained observing that                

a σ* orbital is directed along the internuclear axis (for the same reason the π* resonance is                 

almost unaffected by changes in the interatomic distance), has extremely important applications            

in the study of chemisorbed molecules (see sub-section 1.2.2), whose bond lengths are still              

largely unknown.  

Much more complex is the spectral interpretation of the L edge, in particular when transition               

metal compounds are considered. The 2p metal edge is a potentially very interesting region, as it                

probes directly the metal centers, which occur mostly isolated even in large systems. Moreover              

the excitations from 2p metal level are expected to be dominated by the 2p-3d transition               

moment, much larger than for excitations to higher quantum number orbitals, thus directly             

mapping the d content of the different unoccupied levels. 

Several questions concern the influence on the absorption pattern of the local symmetry and the               

ligand field splitting of the d manifold, versus the individual nature of metal and ligand species                

and the metal-ligand bonding involved. The relatively weak involvement of d orbitals in covalent              

bonding would suggest an interpretation based on ligand field splitting of the 3d shell mainly               

determined by local symmetry and field strength. A different picture however emerges from             

experimental data on metal carbonyls and cyclopentadienyls [1.15] where a strong sensitivity to             

the nature of the ligands has been observed which implies on the contrary little dependence on                

the nature of the metal atom involved. This has led to a suggestion that 2p excitation spectra                 

would reflect essentially the nature of the ligand and the chemical bonding involved, with the total                

oscillator strength as a measure of the density of the unoccupied d states [1.5,16]. 
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1.1.3. NEXAFS of condensed systems 

 
The interpretation of NEXAFS of condensed systems is not as simple as for small molecules,               

discussed so far. Nevertheless, the local nature of x-ray absorption makes this technique very              

powerful in order to characterize the rather complex electronic structure of solid systems, which              

represents the most outstanding subject of the present thesis. As stated in the introduction (§               

1.1), NEXAFS probes the angular momentum of the unoccupied electronic states and therefore             

furnishes stereochemical details (oxidation states, coordination geometries, bond angles) that          

are of special relevance in solid state systems, first of all for the crucial role they play in                  

catalysis, thus requiring an extensive comprehension and characterization of their electronic and            

geometric structure. Moreover, final electronic states in condensed systems are not fully            

atomic-like and may have a certain degree of mixing (hybridization) with other orbitals (e.g. the               

oxygen 2p – metal nd mixing in transition metal oxides).  

These observations become particularly intriguing when dealing with transition metal          

compounds, since core excitations directly probe the metal d participation in the virtual orbitals,              

and therefore provide a reliable picture of the role played by the metal d character in the bonding                  

[1.17]  

Through the treatment of NEXAFS for metal oxides [1.18], some salient aspects can be outlined               

in order to trace a general picture of what is important for a detailed description of the NEXAFS of                   

solid state systems and of the chemical and structural information they are rich in. The K edge                 

NEXAFS of a metal-based system is characterized by a pre-edge peak (or pre-peak), an edge               

peak and post-edge peaks. A distinction should be made between below- and above-edge             

region, depending on their specific physical origin: the low-energy features are dominated by             

atomic-like effects and are significantly influenced by the electronic structure of the system,             

while the NEXAFS features in the continuum are due mainly to the atomic distribution of               

neighboring atoms and can be interpreted as multiple-scattering resonances, similarly to what            

shown for the shape resonances in molecules (see sub-section 1.1.2). A MO approach confirms              

this picture, since the greatest part of chemical and structural information is provided by the               

analysis of the transition from core to bound below-edge states, while a “conventional” simulation              

(i.e. not including a proper continuum treatment) gives less meaningful results above the             

ionization threshold.  

The pre-edge peaks are strictly connected to the presence of an inversion centre in the system:                
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for centrosymmetric geometries (typically the tetrahedral coordination) a large pre-edge intensity           

is expected, while for non-centrosymmetric coordination (e.g. octahedron) only a very weak            

pre-edge peak is observed: this allows an easy first-sight classification of the symmetry around              

the absorbing atom (e.g. in order to differentiate four-, five-, six-fold coordination). Distortions             

from the octahedral coordination cause a symmetry lowering and an increase in the pre-edge              

intensity, as a consequence of a non-negligible p-d mixing. Large debate in literature concerns              

the understanding of “core excitons” [1.19-20]: they are bound excited states appearing in the              

edge region of insulators below the continuum threshold and can be interpreted as relaxation              

effects (interaction between the excited core electron and the consequent core hole); being the              

core hole fixed at an atomic site, core excitons are extremely localized and therefore strongly               

depend on the electronic structure around the absorbing atom; assignments of pre-edge peaks             

for such systems are not yet clear, as they are very weak and might be due to several complex                   

effects. Dipole-forbidden (but quadrupole-allowed) s → d transitions can be observed in the             

pre-edge region even for non-centrosymmetric systems, but they are usually very weak.  

If some O 2p – metal nd mixing (hybridization) occurs, an intense peak will be observed in this                  

region. This can provide an interesting evaluation of the ionicity / covalency degree of a               

metal-oxygen bond: in an ideally perfect ionic picture, the O 2p is completely filled, so the O  

1s → O 2p transition is not accessible; this allows the establishment of a relationship between  

the O 1s pre-edge intensity and the ionic/covalent character of the bond (see Figure 1.3): the                

higher the intensity, the higher the p-d oxygen-metal mixing, the higher the covalent character of               

the metal-oxygen bond [1.21]. 

The most evident spectral feature is the intense edge absorption, frequently called “white line”              

(because of its image on the photographic plates used in early experiments); it is clearly due to                 

the dipole-allowed s → p transition. When dealing with transition metal compounds, particular             

interest is devoted to the metal d contribution to the virtual orbitals, as it characterizes the                

metal-ligand bonding, and more generally the whole electronic structure of the system. Following             

the dipole selection rule, the metal d character is mapped by the metal 2p core edge. If one                  

ignores the spin-orbit coupling, which in a first approximation can be supposed to simply              

duplicate the L3 edge into the L2 one (notice that the introduction in theoretical calculations of                

relativistic effects is not trivial), and selects – as common – the lower L3 edge, a white line is                   

also expected, due to the strong dipole-allowed p → d transition. Such spectral feature is clearly                

dependent on the degree of metal-ligand hybridization, similarly to what described above for O              

1s spectra. 
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Figure 1.3. O 1s NEXAFS spectra relative to bulk MgO, TiO2 and V2O5, calculated by means of adequate                  

cluster models. Going from MgO (representative of alkaline-earth oxides, which show similar profiles) to              

TiO2 and V2O5, the increase of the intensity below the edge (dotted vertical lines) suggests an increasing                 

probability for the O 1s → O 2p transition, and therefore an increasing covalent degree of the oxygen-metal                  

bond. 

 

Furthermore, the availability of virtual orbitals with prevalent d character is predicted by the metal               

2p core spectrum. A finer characterization of the electronic structure can be provided if one               

considers the crystal-field splitting of d orbitals. In a perfect octahedral symmetry, they lose their               

spherical-field degeneracy and are split into t2g and eg subgroups, so two main features are               
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expected to emerge in the corresponding metal 2p core spectrum, separated by an energy that               

can be roughly estimate the crystal-field splitting. For lower symmetry systems (e.g. TiO2,             

V2O5) further splitting of d orbitals occurs, and accurate Projected Density of States (P-DOS)              

calculations are required to obtain a non-ambiguous assignment of the different spectral            

features. 

 

1.2. Angle-resolved NEXAFS spectroscopy to study oriented molecules 

 
 
Linearly polarized electromagnetic radiation (EMR) 

 
Linear dichroism (LD) (Norden 1978; Rodger et al. 1997; Schellman et al. 1997) is the               

anisotropic absorption of plane or linearly polarized electromagnetic radiation (EMR). EMR has            

electric and magnetic fields. These two fields are orthogonal to each other and perpendicular to               

the direction of propagation, as illustrated in the left side of Figure 1.6. When considering the                

polarization of EMR, the electric field vector (E vector) is described and the magnetic field B is                 

usually ignored as the B vector is fully defined relative to the E vector and the propagation                 

direction. The oscillating electric field E (x, t) of EMR along the x-direction is written as 

 

where E0 is the amplitude of the electric field, λ is the wavelength, ν is the frequency, and Φ is                    

the phase of the light wave. In linearly polarized EMR, the electric field oscillates in a single plane                  

as illustrated in Figure 1.4 (right). 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4. - On the left hand side, E vector, B vector and propagation direction of electromagnetic radiation                  

(EMR) wave are orthogonal to each other. On the right hand side, linearly polarized EMR. 
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Transition dipole moment 

 

When a molecule absorbs a photon of EMR with the appropriate energy, hν, to excite it from its                  

ground or initial state, ψi, to its excited or final state, ψf, the electric field of the EMR relocates the                    

electrons to a new stationary state, where the electron distribution in the molecule is reorganized               

for minimal total energy. The effect of the electric field is to cause a linear rearrangement of                 

charge. The net linear displacement of charge during any transition is called the electric              

transition dipole moment (TDM) 

 

where μ is the electric dipole moment operator, which defines the polarization of the transition               

according to 

 

where μx , μy and μz are electric dipole moment operators along the x, y, and z directions,                  

respectively, ei represents the charge on the ith particle, and xi , yi , zi are its Cartesian                  

coordinates. 

 

Dipole selection rule 

 
The excitation of K-shell electrons is often discussed within the dipole approximation [1.2].             

Therefore, the transition between the initial state ψi and final state ψf is governed by the dipole                 

selection rule. A transition dipole moment μif must be zero if the integrand along all of the three                  

components is not totally symmetric under the symmetry operations of this system. An electric              

dipole transition is allowed along x, y, or z polarization planes if the direct product of the                 

representations of the two states concerned |ψf><ψi| is or contains the irreducible            

representation to which x, y, or z, respectively, belongs (Somers et al. 1989; Cotton 1990). 

 

Intensity of a transition 

 
The intensity of an electric dipole allowed transition is the dot product of the E vector of light and                   

the TDM of that transition, as given by (Charney 1988; Stöhr 1992; Rodger 1993) 
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     (1.5) 

 

where E is the polarization of the electric field vector of the light and q is the angle subtended                   

between E and if μ . Clearly, the strength of a transition depends on the orientation of the TDM ( if                     

μ ) associated with that transition relative to the direction of E, which is illustrated in Figure 1.5.                  

The E vector of the light, in this diagram, is in the plane of the paper. In this example, the                    

molecule has two electric dipole allowed transitions with TDM μif 1 (in the plane of the paper)                

parallel to the E and TDM μif 2 (out of the plane of the paper) perpendicular to the E, respectively.                   

In the hypothetical absorption spectrum, light polarized parallel to the TDM ( μif 1) has maximum 

probability of absorption (A1, dashed line) and, on the contrary, if the polarization of the light is                 

perpendicular to the TDM ( μif 2) no absorption (A2, solid line) takes place for that transition                

(Rodger 1993). 

 

Figure 1.5. - Linear dichroism of absorption (Rodger 1993) 

 

Thus, the linear dichroism can be analyzed to derive the orientation of the TDM for a transition                 

with respect to the polarization of incident light provided that the E vector of the incident light is                  

known. If the TDM for a transition is known, then the orientation of an oriented molecule can be                  

determined from this linear dichroism. Linear dichroism studies are widely used to measure the              

orientation of biomaterials, such as DNA, proteins, polypeptides (Charney 1988), and           

self-assembled monolayer (SAMs), Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films, rubbed polymers (Samant et          

al.1996), etc. Linear dichroism studies can be carried out by a variety of spectroscopic              

techniques such as attenuated total reflectance (Pelletier et al. 2003), infrared reflection            

absorption spectroscopy (Pelletier et al. 2002; Pelletier et al. 2003), and polarization 

modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (Pelletier et al. 2002). Raman          

spectroscopy can also be used to derive molecular orientation (Ianoul et al. 1999; Rousseau et               
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al. 2004). 

NEXAFS spectroscopy has been used to study the linear dichroism of organic materials, such              

as n-alkanes. Figure 1.6 is an example showing the linear dichroism in the NEXAFS              

spectroscopy of a well ordered n-alkane thin film from our work. The solid line represents the                

spectrum when the E vector is perpendicular to the macromolecular axis, which exhibits             

maximum intensity in the resonances at ~288 eV. The dashed line represents the spectrum              

when the E vector is parallel to the macromolecular axis, which shows the maximum intensity at                

~293 eV. The difference observed in these two spectra is ascribed to the different geometrical               

arrangements of the macromolecular axis relative to the E vector 

 

.  

Figure 1.6. - LD in the C1s NEXAFS spectroscopy of ordered hexacontane thin film 

 

1.2.1. Application of linear dichroism  in NEXAFS spectroscopy 

 

In NEXAFS spectroscopy of molecules, features can be described in terms of electron             

transitions between the core level and an unoccupied orbital. The intensity of these transitions              

depends on the subtended angle between the E vector of the X-rays, and the direction of the                 

TDM according to Eq. (1.12) [1.2]. 

In a molecule, core excitation transitions are generally considered to follow an “atomic propensity              

rule” in which excitations are considered to obey atomic selection rules (Δl = ±1) on the core                 

excited atom. Based on the “atomic propensity rule”, the electric-dipole matrix element for 1s              

core excitation is dominated by terms involving 1s atomic orbitals of the initial level and the 2p                 

atomic orbitals localized at the site of the localized core excitation (Urquhart 1997). Therefore, for               

excitation from a 1s orbital, the TDM points in the same direction as the p-component in the                 
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optical orbital on the excited atoms. Thus, Eq. (1.5) can be simplified as 

    (1.6) 
 
where A describes the angle-integrated cross section and q is the angle between the E vector of                 

X-rays and the direction of the p-component in the final state orbital. 

 

Ellipticity of X-rays 

 
The ellipticity of X-rays, also called the degree of linear polarization, is defined as [1.2] 

      (1.7) 

where E|| and E⊥ are the horizontal and vertical components of the X-ray electric field vector                

defined as parallel or perpendicular to the electron orbit plane of the storage ring. The degree of                 

linear polarization in the soft X-ray region between 250 and 1000 eV, is 0.8~0.9 for a bending                 

magnet source and roughly 1.0 for an undulator source [1.2]. When the degree of linear               

polarization of X-rays is not 100%, Eq. (1.5) has to be modified as 

        (1.8) 
 
where ϴ is the angle between μif and E||. Therefore, even though the subtended angle between                

the E|| vector and TDM (μif) of a transition is 90°, due to the non-perfect polarization of the X-rays                   

produced in the bending magnet, the transition intensity will not be zero. 

 

 

1.2.2. NEXAFS of chemisorbed molecules 

 
NEXAFS has been extensively used to study the adsorbate structure on surfaces, and the              

application of this technique to the determination of the molecular orientation is particularly             

well-established, especially by means of the polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy. The           

starting point is the observation that NEXAFS characteristic resonances are associated to            

particular intra-molecular bonds; this results in a clear overall similarity between the excitation             
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spectra of chemisorbed and free molecules, since the extra-molecular interaction established           

between the molecule and the surface upon chemisorption (and all the more so for the weaker                

physisorption) does not affect dramatically the general absorption profile. The resonance           

dependence on intra-molecular bonds makes NEXAFS capable to distinguish whether a           

molecule remains intact or dissociates on the surface (e.g. a clear fingerprinting is claimed by               

Rodriguez et al. [1.22] when assigning specific absorption features to the different species             

formed after the adsorption of SO2 upon the MgO(100) surface). The spectral features             

associated to the free molecule are sensitive to extra-molecular surface-molecule interactions           

[1.23] and depend on the interaction itself:  

 
- for physisorbed molecules the surface-molecule interaction is weak and only a small variation              

is expected with respect to the free molecule spectrum; in fact the overlap between adsorbate               

and substrate orbitals is small and the electronic structure of the free molecule is preserved;  

 
- for chemisorbed molecules the surface-molecule interaction is stronger and can become            

comparable to intra-molecular bonds; an orbital mixing occurs between adsorbate and           

substrate: valence levels formerly not occupied may be partially populated and shifted in energy,              

with the consequence of a modified XAS spectrum with respect to the free molecule; this effect                

is not limited to the valence but can involve also Rydberg states. 

 
Nevertheless, a deeper inspection of NEXAFS spectra of chemisorbed molecules, by means of             

detailed theoretical calculations, can evidence the slight variations caused in the electronic            

structure, and therefore in the core spectrum, by the presence of the substrate, even if no new                 

bonds are formed nor present bonds are broken, so that the comparison between NEXAFS              

spectra of free and adsorbed molecules allows an evaluation of the extent of the              

adsorbate-substrate interaction after the adsorption (in general greater modifications are          

expected for chemi- than for physisorption, see Figure 1.7).  

For the sake of completeness, it has to be mentioned that the SEXAFS (Surface Extended X-ray                

Absorption Fine Structure) technique, being governed by single-scattering events, is much more            

sensitive to the adsorbate-substrate registry (bond lengths, bond angles), unlike NEXAFS that is             

connected to the intra-molecular structure.  
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Figure 1.7. - S1s NEXAFS spectra for free SO2 (upper), for a physisorption SO2/MgO(100) cluster model                

(middle) and for a chemisorption SO2/MgO(100) cluster model (lower) [1.25]. NEXAFS spectra of adsorbed              

molecules are dominated by intramolecular resonances (typical of the free molecule), but the comparison              

between free and adsorbed molecule spectra allows the evaluation of the electronic structure modifications              

induced by the substrate (which are expected to be greater for chemisorption than for physisorption). 

 

As stressed above, however, the main topic concerning the NEXAFS of chemisorbed molecules             

is the capability of determining the molecule orientation with respect to the surface by means of                

angle-resolved spectra. The first inspection in this regard was performed by Stöhr et al. [1.24] on                

the CO/Ni(100) and NO/Ni(100) systems, and after that hundreds of works have been focused              

on this important NEXAFS application. It is essentially based upon the simple observations             

presented in the introduction of section 1.2, stating that the resonance intensity associated to the               

transition to a specific final orbital is maximized when the electric field vector is parallel to that                 
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orbital direction, and vanishing if perpendicular. The following simple rule is used, based on the               

opposite behaviors of the σ* and the π* resonances:  

 
- when the molecular plane is parallel to the surface, the π* intensity is largest for normal                 

incidence and the σ* intensity is largest for grazing incidence;  

 
- when the molecular plane is perpendicular to the surface, the π* intensity is largest for grazing                 

incidence and the σ* intensity is largest for normal incidence.  

 
Particular care has to be taken when the σ* resonance is in its minimum condition, because it is                  

likely to be confused with other weak features (the π* suffers much less this problem as it                 

generally falls in an otherwise “empty” photon energy range) so that the use of its position for the                  

determination of bond length (see ‘σ* shape resonances’ in sub-section 1.1.2) becomes            

extremely ticklish. 
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2. Theoretical Approach 

 

This section concerns the fundamentals of the computational methodology we use to approach             

the solid state problems reported in the sections 4 and 5 and the main steps we adopt to have                   

finite models of our systems after proper cuts of their regular bulks, with a short look to the                  

problematic of performing the preliminary DFT periodic simulation to get a relaxed geometry for              

the cut, which is a typical way to proceed in solid state computational approaches, and to the                 

DFT theory in calculating the electronic structure and NEXAFS core transitions of the involved              

molecular complexes in the adsorbates we consider on the given surfaces. 

 

 

2.1. Geometry optimization at periodic level 

 

Periodicity in solid state 

 

A solid under study with a periodic program is infinite and translation invariant; it is a perfect                 

crystal. Despite that no real crystal is a perfect crystal, this model is suitable in most cases, and                  

indeed, experimental evidence of crystal periodicity exists in x-ray, neutron, and electron            

diffraction patterns, which are hardly affected by the presence of the surface, unless the              

experiment is done in special conditions. Translation invariance has a series of interesting 

properties with important consequences on simplification of the problem and the implementation            

of efficient algorithms. 

The simulation of a crystal may appear to be a formidable task, as one usually understands a                 

crystal as an infinitely extended system. Of course, it is well known that except for a few cases,                  

crystals also exhibit a high degree of symmetry. Using this property, Bravais defined classes of               

crystals, all differing by the symmetry of the repeating unit composing the network of atoms.               

Those repeating units, called unit cells, are repeated uniformly in the 3-dimensional space to              

form the infinitely extended solid. It becomes then natural that the theoretical simulation of the               

extended crystal lattice only consists of a three-dimensional periodic boundary condition           

problem. Figure 2.1 schematically represents the simulated unit cell of a body-centered cubic             

(bcc) lattice, isolated, and then rendered as repeated in the three dimensions in space. 

The task of simulating an infinitely extended system like a crystal, often reduces to the simulation                

of a simple unit cell containing only a few elements. This of course dramatically simplifies the                

problem to be solved, and is a rigorous and accurate representation of the solid, as it implicitly                 

models the infinitely extended system by means of three-dimensional periodic boundary           
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conditions. It should be noted that one other way to simulate an extended lattice would be to  

 

Figure 2.1.- Schematic representation of a simulation unit cell, and its 3-dimensional periodic images 

 

model a cluster large enough so that the atoms at its center behave as in the real bulk solid.                   

Nevertheless, this is not always very accurate, and introduces inherent errors such as edge              

effects and spatial anisotropy of the system modelled, both of which are undesirable features              

when one wants to simulate crystals. Nonetheless, this does not mean that the method cannot               

as well be used to simulate systems that do not necessarily exhibit translational invariance with               

respect to the three spatial coordinates. 

As an extreme example, one can use the method to even simulate isolated atoms, and the                

principle is schematically shown in Figure 2.2. The ‘supercell’ simply contains the isolated atom,              

surrounded by vacuum, and is repeated in the three-dimensional space by means of periodic              

boundary conditions.  

 

Figure 2.2. - Schematic representation of the simulation supercell (projected onto two dimensions) of an               

isolated atom. The atom is placed at the center of the cell, surrounded by vacuum. The amount of vacuum                   

present should be large enough so that periodic images of the atom do not interact with each other 

 

The cell is then chosen big enough so that the centered atom is not perturbed by its periodic                  

images; in other words, the amount of vacuum surrounding the atom should be chosen large               
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enough so that the atomic charge densities between periodic atomic images do not overlap in               

space. Following this general idea, it becomes possible to use the method to generate all new                

classes of systems, such as point defects, voids and dislocations in the crystalline lattice;              

one-dimensional systems or quasi one-dimensional systems such as atomic wires and           

nanotubes or two-dimensional systems such as surfaces and interfaces. 

For example, a surface is usually modelled by a ‘slab model’. Again, the surfaces should not                

interact with their periodic images, so that the amount of vacuum should be chosen large               

enough so that the charge density at the surface normal direction of the slab dies off well before                  

the boundary of the supercell. 

 

2.1.1. Surface modelling: the slab model 

 
In nature, crystals are not infinite but finite macroscopic three-dimensional (3-D) objects            

terminated by surfaces. Many phenomena and processes occur at the interface between a             

condensed phase and the environment. Modeling surfaces is then of great theoretical and             

practical interest. A surface can be created by cutting a crystal, which we simulate as an infinite                 

object, through a crystalline plane. Two semi-infinite crystals are then generated containing an             

infinite number of atoms in the direction orthogonal to the surface, where periodicity, which is               

essential for applying the Bloch theorem, is lost. We then need further approximations to be able                

to treat this problem, for which alternative methods have been proposed such as those based on                

(2-D) clusters, embedded clusters, or slabs.  

The slab model consists of a film formed by a few atomic layers parallel to the (hkl) crystalline                  

plane of interest. The film, of finite thickness, is limited by two surface planes, possibly related by                 

symmetry. For sufficiently thick slabs, this kind of model can provide a faithful description of the                

ideal surface. 

The adequacy of the model must be checked by considering convergence of geometry, energy,              

and electronic properties with an increasing number of atomic layers included in the slab. In               

actual calculations, two different schemes can be envisaged to deal with a slab model: 

 
1. By imposing 2-D periodic boundary conditions. The slab model is really two-dimensional, with  

    a 2-D unit cell (Figure 2.3a). 

 
2. By forcing a 3-D periodicity (3-D slab model). The three-dimensional system consists of an  

    array of slabs of selected thickness along one direction, separated by vacuum zones, as  
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    shown in Figure 2.3b. The vacuum zones must be large enough for the fictitious interactions  

    between slabs to be negligible. 

 

 

Figure 2.3. - Three-layers slab models of the MgO (100) surface. (a) With 2-D periodic boundary conditions.                 

(b) 3-D supercell approximation of the slab model as adopted in plane wave calculations 

 

When we use a plane wave basis set, like in Quantum Espresso code, which requires a 3-D                 

Fourier representation of many intermediate quantities, such as the charge density, only model             

(b) can be adopted. 

 

The surface plane: Miller indices 

 
The surface is identified by three integers (hkl) - the so-called Miller indices. The three indices                

specify a plane of atoms in the crystal by means of the components of a vector perpendicular to                  

that plane. Planes parallel to crystallographic axes YZ, XZ, and XY are indicated as (h00), (0k0),                

and (00l), respectively. The planes closest to the origin are then identified by the normal vector                

with the smallest indices: (100), (010), and (001). Planes parallel to one of the three axes X, Y, or                   

Z are defined by (0kl), (h0l), or (hk0), and so on. Some examples for MgO are shown in Figure                   

2.4. 
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Figure 2.4. - Three types of planes in the MgO crystal: (a) 100, (b) 110, and (c) 111 

 

This is important to recognize duly surfaces of specific cases (like in our Si(100), Ag(110) and                

Au(111)) starting form the elemental cell which reproduces the regular bulk through periodicity. 

 

2.1.2. Geometry optimization and reconstruction 

 

In general, when a surface is cut out of a perfect crystal and the periodic code runs its DFT loop                    

to compute forces for every atomic set of coordinates (x,y,z) in order to determine atomic               

displacements which lead to a different geometry, the atoms near the surface itself will move               

away from their bulk positions to minimize the surface energy. When the atomic displacements              

do not change the symmetry of the slab, this is referred to as ‘surface relaxation’. However, in                 

some systems, the rearrangement is deeper and the surface has a tendency to reconstruct; that               

is, the periodicity of the surface layer changes from that implied by pure bulk termination. If the                 

primitive cell of the surface is defined by lattice vectors a and b, then a reconstruction introducing                 

a new periodicity, involving two steps in a and three steps in b, is called a 2 x 3 reconstruction.                    

To model such a phenomenon, the slab model can be combined with the supercell approach by                

creating a 2-D cell and then enlarging it to introduce the new periodicity. 

A typical example of surface reconstruction are the (111) and the (100) surfaces of silicon (the                

second one is in our cases). 

At the (100) surface, the presence of highly unstable dangling bonds at the top of the fully                 

unrelaxed surface (indicated in dark in Figure 2.5a) is partly reduced by the formation of new                

bonds leading to a 2 x 1 reconstruction (Figure 2.5c). A 2-D cell of double size is necessary to                   

model such a reconstruction. 
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Figure 2.5. - Pictorial view of the (100) surface of silicon. (a) unrelaxed surface; (b) relaxed surface and (c) 2                    

x 1 reconstructed surface 

 

Also, in order to accurately represent surface effects, the slab should be chosen thick enough so                

that the surface atomic layers behave as if they were subject to a bulk-like environment within                

the center of the slab. 

All the geometries for the systems involved in this study were treated in the 3D-supercell               

approximation of the slab model by using the Quantum Espresso suite of codes [2.1].  
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2.2. Electronic structure studies of surfaces 

 

In this part we consider the main differences between two main methods at QM level to                

investigate the electronic structure of solid state systems, although we shall use a hybrid              

approach which consists of a geometry optimization at periodic level, followed by an electronic              

structure calculation at finite level after a suitable cut in a molecular cluster modeling action. 

Nevertheless it is fundamental to know that we could avoid to proceed with the finite approach to                 

the periodic problem of our solid system to determine the electronic structure, in order to point                

attention on the substantial reasons that push us up to the hybrid choice. 

 

2.2.1. Cluster versus slab-approach: modeling at finite level 

 

There are two common approaches to the theoretical study of the structures and properties of               

materials. Cluster based methods, which are popular in the quantum chemistry community, and             

the periodic slab methods, which originate from condensed matter physics. A major difference             

comes from the choice of basis set. Cluster calculations generally use a linear combination of               

atomic orbitals, usually represented as Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO), while slab models are            

typically based on linear combination of plane waves (PW). In cluster calculations, a finite              

number of atoms are used to represent the local region of interest in the material under                

investigation. Because of the finite size of the cluster, the environmental effects are not counted               

as such.  

However, these effects can be incorporated by extending the size of the clusters along each               

direction. Si9 cluster in Figure 2.6 shows a small silicon cluster representing single Si–Si dimer               

on the Si(100) surface while Si15 and Si21 represent larger clusters with additional dimers along               

and across the dimer, respectively. In the PW calculations, the materials are represented using              

slab models that are 3-dimensionally periodic. Usually the slab itself has 2D in-plane periodicity              

and the third dimension leads to a succession of finite-sized slabs that separate each other by a                 

vacuum gap (as shown in Figure 2.7). 

While both approaches are quite popular for solid state calculations, a few major differences are               

outlined below: 

 
1. Within the PW approach, core electrons are normally replaced with norm-conserving            

pseudopotentials. This makes PW calculations usually faster for both energy and gradient            

calculations compared to GTO calculations where both core and valence electrons are treated             
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explicitly. 

 
2. The accuracy of the PW basis sets are maintained by controlling a single parameter, that is,                 

the electronic kinetic energy (Ekin) cutoff. The higher the cutoff energy, the better is the basis                

set. The cutoff also indirectly depends on the choice of pseudopotential that is often designed so                

as to present a balance between accuracy and computational efficiency. Hard potentials require             

large cutoffs, i.e. more basis functions while soft potentials require smaller cutoffs, i.e. fewer              

basis functions. 

 

 

Figure 2.6. - Small cluster models representing the hydrogen terminated Si(100) surface. The Si9 cluster               

contains a single surface dimer while the other two clusters contain two dimers. The clusters contain 2, 4,                  

and 4 real H-atoms, respectively. The remaining H-atoms, which have been removed for clarity, satisfy               

truncated back bonds 

 

On the other hand, GTO basis sets can be systematically improved for most of the elements in                 

the periodic table. In the smallest STO-3G type basis sets, minimum number of basis functions               

are used to represent each orbital. In the Pople type split-valence basis sets, the valence orbitals                

are split into suborbitals to add more flexibility in the valence region. And the correlation               

consistent polarized basis sets developed by Dunning and co-workers use extrapolation           

technique to reach the complete basis set (CBS) limit. Thus performance of the GTO basis sets 

depends entirely on the type of the basis sets used. Each basis set can be further augmented                 

with additional polarized and diffused functions which restrict their applications to periodic            

systems and substantially large cluster models. 

 
3. The PW basis set calculations are intrinsically periodic in three dimension. The system,              

regardless of being a molecule, a two dimensional slab, or a real 3D crystal, is always defined in                  

a 3D box which is uniformly filled with plane waves. The three dimensional treatment of a 2D                 

slab or a molecule can introduce spurious effects due to unphysical interaction between             
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artificially replicated images in other dimension(s). 

 

Figure 2.7. - Overview of slab models illustrating the stacking of successive slabs in the surface                

perpendicular direction. The unit cell is highlighted by using a red rectangle. This particular model displays                

ammonia adsorption on Si(100) surface 

 

This can be minimized by placing a sufficiently large vacuum space between the slabs. On the                

other hand, due to the atom centered orbitals, in GTO calculations, the true dimensionality of the                

system is always maintained. 

 
4. Energies calculated with PW basis sets do not suffer from the basis set superposition error                

(BSSE). This is an extremely appealing feature of PW calculations, particularly for studying             

adsorption process characterized by interaction energy of moderate strength. In GTO           

calculations corrections for the BSSE can be made using counterpoise method. Even so, the              

error cannot be removed completely since the corrections are applied to uncorrected equilibrium             

structure, which means that potential energy surfaces are those computed without counterpoise            
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corrections. 

 
5. Due to the extremely high computational costs for using delocalized basis sets with exact               

Fock exchange, hybrid functionals such as B3LYP are rarely used in PW calculations. There are               

only a limited number of studies employing PW calculations with hybrid functionals. It is, though,               

well known fact that hybrid functionals are more accurate than local density (LDA) functionals or               

generalized gradient (GGA) functionals. 

On the contrary, hybrid functionals are routinely used alongside GTO basis sets for calculations              

involving molecules and clusters of sufficiently large sizes. However, hybrid functionals are            

usually prohibitively expensive for periodic calculation using GT orbitals. 

Interaction between the substrate molecules and the surface is an important aspect in surface              

chemistry study. In order to perform accurate calculations of surface binding energies, zero point              

vibrational energies have to be included.58 Zero-point corrections tend to be more commonly             

applied in surface cluster models perhaps due to the ready availability of the analytical second               

derivatives of the energy in these models. Analytical second derivatives for plane wave             

calculations are not implemented yet in most quantum chemistry packages. In this case, the              

force constant can be obtained numerically, and the process is somewhat expensive for a large               

unit cell. Further errors in slab calculations may arise from electrostatic and steric interaction              

between the adsorbate and its periodic images. Because of the periodic constraints, such errors              

are unavoidable but can be minimized by constructing the slabs in a careful way. 

The clusters also have their own limitations. The finite size of the models limits the degree to                 

which the cluster may relax and respond to strains induced by surface adsorption/dissociation             

processes. Perhaps most important is how the bonds between the cluster and the remainder of               

the solid are truncated. Such problems not only arise in cluster truncations, but also associated               

with hybrid methods (QM/MM or QM/QM) where bond termination is necessary to define the              

boundary between the two subsystems. The boundary atom problem will be discussed in more              

detail in the next chapter. 

 

2.2.2. The boundary atom problem in the cluster-approach 

 

When properties of periodic solid state materials are examined using small cluster models [2.3],              

the clusters are constructed to represent the most salient features of the bulk solid. To construct                

cluster models of surfaces, bonds at the boundary region must be truncated, often resulting in               
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dangling bonds and unphysical effects.  

Several schemes have been developed to saturate dangling bonds resulting from severed            

covalent bonds. These include the link atom approach, hybrid orbital methods, and            

parameterized effective core potentials (ECPs). Each of these methods has its own advantages             

and deficiencies. Among these, methods based on ECPs are becoming increasingly popular            

because of their cost effectiveness, simplicity, accuracy, and easy transferability among different            

systems. 

Furthermore, cluster approaches to materials problems frequently involve the breaking of           

covalent bonds. This is particularly true for semiconductor materials where the cluster boundary             

consists of severed frontier bonds and associated unpaired electrons. In order to avoid any              

unphysical artifacts from these truncated bonds, hydrogen atoms are normally used to saturate             

the broken valences. Such a cluster model that is extensively used in a realistic study of                

chemistry at the Si (100) surface is the Si9 single dimer cluster, shown in Figure 2.6. This Si9                  

cluster (Si9H12 after hydrogen termination of the truncated bonds) can be roughly considered as              

one unit cell of the (2×1) reconstructed Si(100) surface. Slightly larger models including             

neighboring interactions are the Si15 cluster (two dimers in the same row) and the Si21 cluster                

(two dimers in adjacent rows) (also shown in Figure 2.6).  

Due to their small size and low computational cost, such clusters have been frequently used to                

represent Si(100)–(2×1), and usually provide reaction energies and structures in good           

agreement with more complex models. 

 

Bond breaking at the cluster–solid interface 

 

As described in sub-section 2.2.1, an extended solid can be represented locally using finite-sized              

cluster models. If the size of the cluster is sufficiently large, it can mimic most of the salient                  

features of the solid. There are numerous studies showing the validity of such cluster models in                

describing reaction energies, vibrational spectra of solid surfaces and materials [2.2] A            

ball-and-stick representation of the Si(100)–(2×1) surface has been illustrated in Figure 2.8. The             

atoms on the Si(100) surface undergo a (2×1) reconstruction to form pairs of bonded surface Si                

atoms. The local structure of this surface can be represented by a small cluster containing nine                

silicon atoms (indicated in blue color), which can be roughly viewed as a unit cell of the surface                  

and the three underlying layers of silicon atoms of the reconstructed Si(100) surface. 

To use this cluster in electronic structure calculations, it must be separated from the rest of the                 
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solid. This can be done by truncating the bonds at the interface of the cluster and the solid.                  

However, this results in unsaturated dangling bonds on the cluster boundary atoms, while no              

such bonds are present in the actual system. This refers to the ‘boundary atom problem’ in the                 

cluster-approach. 

These extra dangling bonds may cause unphysical relaxation of the cluster geometry and             

introduce errors in the calculations of any surface properties. In order to get reasonable              

description of the surface structure, dangling bonds at the cluster boundary should be treated              

very carefully. 

There are several methods known for the treatment of these dangling bonds in way that the                

electronic structure at QM level is not affected by this traumatic and unphysical cut of the                

periodic system at bulk-level. 

The method used in the present work involves the systematic saturation of dangling covalent              

bonds with ‘virtual’ atomic substituents of the bulk atomic compounds, which in case of Silicon,               

for instance, find a good choice in the hydrogen atoms with a characteristic bond length given by                 

that between Silicon and Hydrogen in mono-silane, the simplest of silane-family SinH2n + 2, the               

saturated hydrosilicons that consist only of hydrogen and silicon atoms in which bonds are              

single bonds. 

In the mono-silane we have a bond distance of roughly 1.46 Angstrom that we impose on our 

dangling bonds after to have performed the cut of the bulk, by obtaining the cluster geometry of 

our interest.  

 

  

 

Figure 2.8. - A fragment of the Si(100) –(2×1) surface with the embedded Si9 cluster (in blue) 
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The relevant advantage of this method, which is the simplest one among those for usefully               

treating unsaturated boundary bonds, is that it does not introduce any additional complications             

since the substituent is located at the site of the replaced atom, unless the typical distance we                 

have to choose in some of its representative molecules. 

Since we could apply our atomic substituents in different bonding environments, we generally             

call them pseudoatoms. For example, in case of Silicon surface, we shall define             

pseudo-hydrogen atoms to satisfy dangling bonds after cut. 

 

2.3. DFT theoretical approach 

 

The Density Functional Theory (DFT) represents a very popular quanto-mechanical method for            

the solution of the Schrödinger equation, given the good compromise it provides between             

accuracy of the results and computational request. Since it is largely well-established and many              

extensive descriptions of the method are available in literature, only fundamental equations are             

here outlined. DFT provides a variational principle which can be rigorously employed to describe              

the Ground State (GS) of electronic systems such as atoms, molecules and solids [2.4-2.6]. The               

well-known Kohn-Sham (KS) equations are to be solved: 

 

         (2.1) 

 

     (2.2) 

 

where ρ(r) is the density as a function of r and the KS Hamiltonian is the following local operator:  

 

     (2.3) 

 

It is composed of, respectively, the kinetic energy, the nucleus-electron attraction, the  
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Coulomb electron-electron classic repulsion (expressed in terms of the density ρ(r) ) and the              

exchange-correlation potential, which includes all the contributions that cannot be exactly           

calculated, due to non-classical interactions, and that must be approximated; the accuracy of             

DFT lies in the relatively small amount of the exchange-correlation term with respect to the other                

contributions. The KS equations are iteratively solved to obtain the molecular orbitals φi and the               

corresponding eigenvalues εi, representing the orbital energies. 

Following the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) implementation [2.7], employed for the           

present thesis, a fitting on the electronic density is performed through an auxiliary basis set               

{f(r)k}: 

     (2.4) 

The ADF implementation is based on the use of Slater-Type-Orbital (STO) functions and on  

numerical integral calculations. 

 

2.3.1. Relaxation effects, excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

 

The DFT method is rigorous only for the GS configuration, therefore in principle the treatment of                

electronic excited states is not justified but in some particular cases [2.4]; however the KS               

scheme is suitable also for the description of excited states, in fact the occupation numbers (ni)                

defining the density (see equation 2.2) can be opportunely selected to represent whichever             

mono-determinant electronic configuration, different from the GS. Although the theoretical          

validation of this theory has not been reached yet, the remarkable accuracy of the results               

represents a good reason for employing this theoretical scheme. 

The simplest approach is the neglect of relaxation effects by means of a frozen-orbital              

Koopmans-type assumption: excitation energies are simply calculated as the differences          

between the energy eigenvalues relative to the initial occupied core level and the final virtual level: 

       (2.5) 
 

while the IP is directly obtained following Koopmans’ theorem as the opposite eigenvalue of the               
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initial core level: 

       (2.6) 

 
in other words this approximation assumes that, upon removal of an electron from some (core)               

orbital φi, none of the other φk’s change, i.e. they remain frozen. The oscillator strengths,               

representing the transition intensities, are calculated using the dipole integrals between the            

eigenfunctions corresponding respectively to the initial (φin) and the final (φf in) state: 

             (2.7) 

 

being nin the occupation number of the initial state. 

The ∆SCF scheme, as suggested by the name itself, consists in performing two different SCF               

calculations, one for the N-electron GS and on for the ion, that is for the (N-1)-electron                

configuration obtained by properly fixing the occupation numbers; the corresponding excitation           

energy is obtained as the difference in total energy between the ground state and the excited                

state: 

                (2.8) 

 
It clearly follows that such procedure for the calculation of excitation energies is rather              

cumbersome, as it requires a different calculation for each unoccupied final orbital. 

 

2.3.2. Transition potential approximation for NEXAFS K-shell core excitations 

 

The Transition State (TS) method, proposed by Slater [2.8], consists in performing one SCF              

calculation for the electronic configuration in which half an electron is promoted from the initial to                

the final level; the difference in total energy between these two states represents a good               

approximation of the excitation energy, which accounts for relaxation to second order.  

In fact, one can expand in Taylor series the total energy E as a function of occupation numbers,                  

around the TS configuration: 
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  (2.9) 

                                            (2.10) 

                                           (2.11) 

 

By application of Janak’s theorem [2.8]: 

 

           (2.12) 

 

and taking the difference between (2.11) and (2.10), one obtains: 

 

        (2.13) 

 

The TS formalism is computationally easier and numerically more accurate than the ∆SCF 

scheme; the choice of the former is more convenient due to the description of initial and final  

states with the same set of orbitals which makes easier the calculation of the transition  

moment. 
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3. ADF-External © transition angle-resolving algorithm 

 

It is now quite clear how to proceed in order to address mixed solid state-molecular problems                

based on investigations of NEXAFS spectroscopic observables for molecules so-called          

fixed-in-space, due to the fact that we use solid surfaces or some solid layer deposition on it to                  

provide us the needed constraints, or environment, to switch from a gas-phase approach to the               

molecular spectroscopy (which means to have no preferential position of the molecule respect             

to the synchrotron beam, or an ‘averaged’ transition intensity in a free-molecule scenario), to the               

frozen-atoms systems in the coordinated reference framework of the synchrotron light source. 

 

As the big variety of problems regarding the nature of the interactions at chemical level when                

specific molecules approach solid surfaces (namely ‘chemi-adsorption’ or simply chemisorption)          

[3.3] to become fixed-in-space, making singular behaviours at the interface, this computational            

framework at DFT level to ‘resolve’ spectroscopic intensities depending on the incidence angle             

of the beam, show itself to be a powerful tool to investigate in deep typical crystal environments                 

where adsorption takes place on these surfaces and it is given as the prevalent subject to study                 

with fixed-position spectroscopy. 

 

The short outlook provided from the mathematics inside section 1.2 give us help by showing the                

right way on how to manipulate the Einstein’s formula of transition probability to excited states, in                

order to pass through the general formula radial-diluted in space (2.7 in chapter 2) to obtain the                 

magnitude of angle-resolved transition intensities from a linearly polarized EMR in expression 1.5             

(chapter 1), depending on the given dipole selection rules. 

 

This present brief section will then show you in a short outlook the computational model used to                 

compute angle-resolved NEXAFS spectra (which is another way to refer to NEXAFS            

spectroscopy for oriented-in-space molecules - see section 1.2 of the present work) in all the               

study cases of adsorption problems of molecules on surfaces we took in consideration in both               

chapters 4 and 5 and the related coded algorithm ADF-External © [3.5] in terms of box-flow in                 

order to make a bit more clear the programming concept on the base about specific data                

structures and the main programming paradigm we approached to render the computational            

model as better as possible. 
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The code that was developed starting from the basic theory of ‘linear dichroism’ [3.2] for simple                

oriented molecules linked to surfaces thanks to the nature of the chemisorption at the surface               

itself (‘strong interaction’ means ‘bonding’ at the interface with the approaching molecule), has             

been implemented as ‘external’ tool (not embedded) interlaced with the Amsterdam Density            

Functional code [3.1] in order to treat at a post-processing level the output data from a DFT or                  

TD-DFT (the latter stands for ‘time dependent’ - DFT)) computation, respectively by computing             

directly or not-directly transition magnitudes (namely ‘oscillator strengths). This is because, while            

TD-DFT allows to compute transition moments for the electric dipole operator r specified in the               

expression 2.7 (chapter 2), DFT output of the electronic structure for our many-body system              

needs to be managed from an algorithm that provides transition intensities spreaded over any              

radial direction from a given point in physical space (which is the observer), the ideal               

spectroscopic approach for molecules in gas-phase, by plotting the coordinated components of            

the transition moments. This tool was structured by the members of our research group and it is                 

actually the prevalent tool to derive averaged on space DFT transition potential intensities when              

performing theoretical NEXAFS core spectroscopy at K-edge level (the main working           

environment of the present set). 

 

In order to satisfy this step, just let us recall something of the theoretical environment we refer to                  

when we speak about ‘angular resolved NEXAFS spectroscopy’. 

 

 

3.1. Computational model in ADF-External © 

 

Computational problem to determine how spectroscopic observables have mathematically to be           

treated in a finite system when we impose a well-defined polarization vector (i.e. a unit vector                

associated to the incident electric field) to the photons of the synchrotron radiation incident on               

the given sample of the same system, overcome the aims of the present work but a short                 

overview of the mathematical approach to the problem about how polarized spectra are derived              

when the incident radiation does not change its position in terms of Euler angles of the beam line                  

in the coordinated reference framework of the sample it is needed to provide the starting point for                 

tuning a good environmental model in order to set the best ‘virtual experiment’ and reproduce 

in the same perspectives not just a rough mathematical computation of transition energies and              

oscillator strengths for our NEXAFS spectra but instead a solid simulation of the real experiment               

of synchrotron spectroscopy with a large amount of confidence with the real experimental             
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conditions in which the adsorption scenario took place. 

This can be seen as the best choice one researcher can adopt on a virtual level in HPC (high                   

performance computing) to feel the spectroscopic experiment like in reality, working on a good              

virtual setting of the synchrotron room. 

 

Making this kind of approach to a simulated spectroscopic environment satisfactory means            

starting from the need to impose to the synchrotron incident light on the ‘virtual sample’ under                

study to impact on the sample itself from a well specified ‘source’ position in a virtual reference                 

framework, which represents the proper lab framework for our experiment at computational level             

when we build it by using all the reproducible features of the real experiment in terms of how to                   

set the sample workbench respect to the emerging synchrotron light [3.5]. 

 

Figure 3.1. - the picture shows an example of virtual experiment of NEXAFS angle resolved spectroscopy                

made for an adsorption problem of ethene molecules (a benchmark case of the present work) chemically                

linked to the silicon surface Si(100), in which the adsorbate is setted to have a fixed position in the                   

workbench framework XYZ and the synchrotron beam can assume any possible radial direction, not              
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depending on the point source, respect to the sphere centered in the origin of the framework, in respect of                   

three typical experimental angles 

This consideration leads to set a virtual environment (Figure 3.1) in which ‘the operator’ (i.e. the                

simple code user or the researcher behind the virtual console) feel confidence with the simulated               

experiment like in the real synchrotron environment, in way that all the practical angles used to                

set in space the system under study respect to the synchrotron room show to be very                

manageable and hopefully unaffected from errors in the computational view of the spectroscopic             

experiment. This needs usually push the user to focus attention on three simple angles (X ,̂ Y ,̂                

Z )̂ of practical use which are subject to degeneracy because there is not correspondence with               

the classical Euler angular set, which means that we can set the same beam direction in                

several different configurations of this angular 3-ple. 

 

In order to make clear the power of these polarized NEXAFS spectra to investigate such kind of                 

solid state systems, from the pure mathematical aspects, starting from the Wigner-Eckart            

theorem applied to the statistical Einstein’s formula of transition probability per unit-time [3.4] in              

case of absorption of an incident radiation, we derive the oscillator strengths calculated from              

transition potential relaxed orbitals via transition moments of the electric dipole for the selected              

orbitals, by solving the equation in terms of a fixed angle of propagation of the incident electric                 

field E respect to the sample: oscillator strengths (i.e. transition magnitudes) for fixed-in-space             

molecules are then calculated with the following expression: 

 

                                                                                 (3.1) 

 

which states a dot product between the incident electric field unit vector E/|E| and the electric                

dipole unit vector r in order to make a projection of E/|E| along the r direction which is                  

characteristic for any given final molecular orbital in the transition ‘structure’, where ni is the               

ground state occupation number of the initial core orbital, ε is the light polarization vector (the                

unitary vector associated to the incident electric field), and φ i/f 
TP corresponds to TP orbitals. ωif                 

corresponds to the excitation energies that are obtained as the differences between the             

eigenvalue of the virtual orbital and that of the 1s orbital calculated with TP configuration. 

When molecules are randomly oriented like in gas phase, the oscillator strength corresponds to              

the polar integration of the expression 4.1 for the angle-resolved magnitude contributions on all              
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the surface of the unit sphere centered in the origin of r and it leads to 

 

                                                                                (3.2) 

 

Furthermore, the ellipticity of X-rays coming in the synchrotron light, also called the degree of               

linear polarization, is defined as [3.2] 

 

      (3.3) 

 

where E|| and E⊥ are the horizontal and vertical components of the X-ray electric field vector                

defined as parallel or perpendicular to the electron orbit plane of the storage ring. This is                

because the code provides the user with the chance to set this polarization parameter in order to                 

take in count the related spectroscopic correction which is typical for both any experimental              

equipment and operative conditions. Just to remind some examples about this practical need,             

the degree of linear polarization in the soft X-ray region between 250 and 1000 eV, is 0.8~0.9 for                  

a bending magnet source and roughly 1.0 for an undulator source [3.2]. So that the degree of                 

linear polarization of X-rays is not 100% and it has to be modified in the dot product of (4.1) as 

 

        (3.4) 
 
 
where μif are electric dipole transition moments computed as 

 

      (3.5) 
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and ϴ is the angle between μif and E||. Therefore, even though the subtended angle between the                 

E|| vector and TDM (μif) of a transition is 90°, due to the not perfect polarization of the X-rays                   

produced in the bending magnet, the transition intensity will not be zero. 

It has to be underlined that quantities in output to the ADF code in both TD-DFT and DFT cases,                   

the latter after a pre-processing with the cited interface algorithm, are cartesian dipole transition              

moment components like it follows by projecting the operator (4.5) on the X, Y and Z directions 

 

    (3.6) 

which are the only physical quantities managed by ADF-External © [3.5]. 

Equations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6), which are all the equations on which basis the model                 

to angle-resolve sphere-integrated NEXAFS spectra is developed, state the computational core           

of ADF-External ©  . 

 

 

3.2. Fortran 2003 module-oriented coded algorithm of ADF-External © - features 

 

In order to provide just some brief insights of the code structure that we retained to be the best                   

solution in terms of data structure and functional architecture to be applied to TD-DFT and               

TP-DFT spectral computations, we report here following a functional box-flow of the algorithm of              

ADF-External © with a clear reference to the previous model of the angular-resolving computing              

which was implemented inside. 

ADF-External © is a stand-alone computational code entirely written according with the last             

Fortran 98 / 2003 directives [3.6] and a modern approach to the modular programming with no                

use of classical subroutines like in common programming styles when the programmer needs to              

separate functions in isolated sub-objects in the topological code structure.  

As the typical functional relations among the main functional blocks of the core algorithm we can                

see in the flow-chart below this page, it has to be underlined that the author has considered the                  

choice to use a modular coding approach as the only possible choice to satisfy some main                

aspects of great interests for general users whenever the code has to be shared in the scientific                 

community: 
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- to let users feel the chance to implement further computational aspects with no longer              

being subject to internal dependencies with different computational modules inside 

 
- to keep all the data arrays allowable to use in any module, from input data to output data,                  

in order to make the code more flexible under any potential new change to the structure 

 
- to keep open the chance to make it parallel with modern libraries of parallel coding (like                

the powerful NAG parallel library [3.7]) behind new programming styles like the native             

CUDA [3.8] and the new CUDA-Fortran [3.9] in order to render it in a HPC working                

environment 

 
- to keep open the chance to embed the code inside other multi-purposes environments 

 
- to let the code open for interlacing with typical data-types in chemistry and solid state               

computations 

 
- to let the code open back and forward respectively to old and new developers 

 

Keeping precious all these aspects at the aim to preserve the usabilty of the code by other                 

users, it is noticeable that the programming style that the author has employed shows to be                

easily readable and modifiable because no presence of multi-level nested cycles of array             

computing and the systematic use of modern Fortran directives and functions with a high level of                

complexity integration (mainly from Fortran 2003 typical structures [3.6]). 

Just to mention some last details about the specific coding approach to the relevant problem of                

data structures management, code fragments of different functional blocks inside the code are             

all rendered by using the typical structures of the modular approach with no presence of               

subroutines, as intended in the old programming paradigm, to preserve the freedom of the user               

in managing typical data-types for quanto-chemical and quanto-physical computations, switching          

on and off from the code with no big effort in case of implementation of new data features, by                   

eventually changing and integrating independently all the new needed modules inside the main             

code structure by interlacing them with the internal data network and numerical arrays with the               

use of proper interfaces to implement in dedicated modules. 
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4. Molecules adsorbed on Si(100) surface 

 

Surface science is today a growing area of Condensed Matter and Materials Physics.             

Knowledge of the structure and properties of solid surfaces is essential both for the growth of                

materials through deposition or epitaxial techniques and for its use as a catalyst. Semiconductor              

surfaces in particular are useful for device fabrication, as technology today reaches the             

nanoscale. Molecular transistors and quantum-dot based circuits have already been presented           

as the next generation of microelectronics; in this era, surface rather than bulk properties of               

materials are expected to characterize them. 

This makes the Si(100) surface, used in electronic devices production, one of the most              

important surfaces from a technological point of view [4.1]. Moreover, with the relatively recent              

advent of nanodevices and nanotechnology as well as the recent efforts to produce smaller and               

more sensible sensors for organic, inorganic and biological molecules, or even the possibility of              

using the Si(100) as a molecular reagent [4.2,4.3], the effort to study and understand the               

processes involved in the adsorption of molecules to the silicon surface has become of the               

utmost importance. Even though the Si(100) surface has already been the subject of numerous              

articles, the computational power available even today is sometime still not enough to perform              

this kind of studies when complex adducts are involved. The theoretical study of any surface is                

usually very difficult because it cannot correctly represent its almost infinite characteristic.            

However, as we saw in chapter 2, two approximations are mainly in use when considering this                

kind of system. These are known as the cluster and slab approaches. We know that cluster                

approach uses just a few atoms both from the surface and from the bulk crystal, and assumes                 

that those are enough to represent the local characteristics of the surface. The slab approach               

uses a unit cell that is reproduced in all the coordinate directions so that the surface is really                  

infinite in a periodic virtual environment. Both have problems as all approximations do. Steckel et               

al. [4.4] have applied both these approaches when studying the hydrogen desorption from the              

Si(100) surface, and provide a good comparison of their use in this kind of systems. While the                 

slab methodology achieves better results overall, it cannot represent an infinite dilution            

adsorption and is computationally tougher. This makes it inappropriate to study the adsorption of              

large molecular sub-systems both due to the large area of interaction between the adsorbed              

molecules and to the incomputable large unit cells required. Furthermore, the adsorption of             

molecules on the silicon surface does not allow for long-range interactions to be taken into               

account. However, a large number of theoretical works, mainly older ones, have been             
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accomplished using just a Si9H12 cluster to represent the reconstructed silicon surface and the              

adsorption of a small molecule on top of a unique surface dimer [4.5–4.7]. Even the adsorption of                 

larger molecules (e.g. benzene or naphthalene) has been accomplished using just two surface             

dimers [4.8]. Even though these older studies claim success, Penev et al. found that only a                

three-dimer cluster Si21H20 (Figure 4.1) could show similar results to the slab calculation when              

studying the H2 adsorption and that the one and two-dimer clusters Si9H12 and Si15H16,              

respectively (Figure 4.1) were inappropriate [4.9–4.11]. Even taking all this into consideration, the             

real problem starts when we want to study much larger molecules, as, e.g. fullerenes [4.12] or                

other complex monolayer organic coatings and films on the surface [4.13], or even protein [4.14]               

and DNA/RNA adsorptions [4.15], where a larger surface area needs to be represented (even              

considering only localized effects).  

Figure 4.1 - The three small clusters. From top to bottom: Si9H12 (one-dimer); Si15H16 (two-dimers) and                

Si21H20 (three-dimers). Large dark spheres represent silicon atoms while lighter small spheres represent             

hydrogen atoms. The structures shown are optimized geometries obtained with B3LYP/6-311G, B3LYP/6-31            

+ G(d) and B3LYP/6-311G, respectively 

 

One other problem with the cluster method is the representation of the geometry restrictions,              
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naturally imposed by the bulk crystalline structure, which simple valence-compensating          

hydrogen atoms or geometrical restrictions cannot correctly simulate [4.16]. Authors usually           

achieve that by fixing the few bulk atoms represented in their clusters at their perfect crystalline                

positions, or by optimizing a larger cluster and then fixing the central smaller cluster atoms in                

their optimized positions. Any of these strategies cannot really represent the real effects that              

exist when the second, third and more sub-surface layers relax throughout the adsorption             

process, which many times involves the conversion of a dimer from the buckled geometry to the                

symmetric one. 

This present work tries to address both these problems and resolve them by simply using larger                

clusters from a quantum mechanical/quantum mechanical (QM/QM) - periodic/finite hybrid          

method and it proves to be very successful in some complex cases in which adsorptions of                

large organic molecules, such as benzene aromatic ring-related molecules, are involved. 

Focusing on that, as our interest in adsorption problems related to this semiconductor surface              

like the most bodied part of our theoretical studies in solid state modelling, in this section of the                  

present work we go in deep on two organic molecular sub-systems in several suitable              

adsorption configurational geometries on the free surface reconstruction of Silicon          

Si(100)-p(2x2) that we derived both from some experimental feedbacks in literature and our             

theoretical considerations; in some cases, we needed to proceed from computational attempts            

to obtain reasonable adsorbate structures in order to match the experimental typical NEXAFS             

spectroscopy for that systems, to satisfy both the need of a stable adsorbate slab architecture in                

the optimization step at periodic level and a confident electronic structure to compute our              

theoretical NEXAFS spectra at finite level after the cut of the molecular cluster. 

In this view, DFT computations of the electronic structures for our adsorbates, by going through               

the molecular orbital (MO) approach, have allowed us to investigate the first two systems of               

C2H4 adsorbed on Si(100) and C5H5N adsorbed on Si(100) by using the transition potential              

approximation to compute the K-shell core excitations to compare with their experimental            

counterparts we took in consideration. 

It must be underlined that while the first system has been used to tune and test as better as                   

possible the goodness and reliability of the hybrid method we examined in chapter 2 (i.e.               

sub-sections 2.1. and 2.2) , as we introduced at the beginning of this work, the second one has                  

represented a more refined application of the method to a much more complex adsorption              

problem on the same surface reconstruction of silicon Si(100)-p(2x2), due to the much more              

high number of degrees of freedom of the C5H5N molecule in adsorbing on this silicon surface. 
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4.1. Dimerized silicon surface Si(100) 

 

In the atomistic level, atoms on solid surfaces are under-coordinated compared to atoms in the               

bulk; this accounts for the chemical activity of surfaces and their use in heterogeneous catalysis.               

Surface atoms usually rearrange themselves in patterns different than those appearing in the             

bulk, an effect called surface reconstruction. In many solids, reconstruction is accompanied by a              

change in the electronic structure of surface atoms. A surface is perhaps the only solid system,                

apart from amorphous materials, where atoms of the same element can co-exist in different              

states. For example, sp3 , sp2 , and unhybridized Si atoms can be found on pure Si(100)                 

surface. In this framework, the need for theoretical tools capable of precise, atomistic-level             

prediction of surface properties is essential. 

The presence of dangling bonds on the surface, the charge transfer associated with surface              

relaxation and reconstruction, and the stretched interatomic distances which are present in any             

solid surface, demand for a quantum mechanical treatment of the geometrical and electronic             

properties of the surface. Density Functional Theory, which allows the reduction of the             

many-body Schrodinger equation to the single-electron Kohn-Sham equation, is the theoretical           

method used today in the vast majority of theoretical investigations of solid surfaces. 

Under this view, the remarkable electronic and structural properties of semiconductor surfaces            

and interfaces result from the existence of surface and interface states, respectively [4.17].             

Furthermore, the reconstruction of a large part of semiconductor surfaces is driven by a delicate               

energy balance between the elimination of dangling bonds and the minimization of surface             

mechanical stresses which can be relevant when treated at finite level depending on their lattice               

structure. 

 

In the following cases, the two adsorption problems involving C2H4 and C5H5N molecules are              

stated on a reconstructed dimerized solid surface of silicon which shows an interesting             

chemistry with a high reactivity due to the dimeric layer which results from a (100) typical cut of                  

the silicon bulk. Silicon is an elemental semiconductor from group IV of the periodic table of                

elements. It crystallizes in the diamond structure, i.e. the atoms are sp3 hybridized and              

directionally covalently bonded to four nearest neighbors in tetrahedral coordination. The bonding            

length is 2.35 Å. The space lattice is fcc (i.e. ‘face centered cubic’) with conventional cubic cell                 

constant of 5.43 Å [4.18]. The substrates used in this work are single crystals with (100) surface                 

orientation. On the ideally-terminated (100) surface, each surface atom exhibits two unsaturated            
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"dangling" bonds. The latter give rise to surface relaxation and reconstruction, described in the              

following sections.  

 
4.1.1. Reconstruction and its representation standard - Wood’s notation 

 

Atoms near surfaces of solid materials usually change their positions compared to the             

corresponding atoms in the bulk in order to lower the energy of the system. The main reason for                  

that is the dangling (broken) bonds of surface atoms; the coordination number of surface atoms               

on a bulk-terminated plane is always smaller than that of an atom in the bulk. This change                 

usually affects not only the topmost layer, but also a few subsurface layers. The usually more                

open-structured covalently bonded solids undergo in most cases a surface reconstruction:           

atoms near the surface move both perpendicular, and parallel to the surface plane, creating              

structures with lower symmetry than the crystal, thus enlarging the unit cell. In the Wood’s               

notation, the unit cell of the reconstructed surface is traditionally described by means of the               

relation of their lattice vectors to those of the bulk crystal plane. If the latter areA andB, and the                     

new vectors are aA and bB, the reconstruction is called (a x b). A Rϕ in the end denotes that the                     

new lattice vectors have an angle ϕ with the old ones. For the special case where ϕ equals half                   

the angle of a and b, the reconstruction is called "centered"; for example the c(4 x 4) periodicity                  

is the same as the (2 x 2 ) R45o. In this case the unit cell has an atom at its centre. It is                       

very important to note that the centered notation, although very commonly used, does not              

represent a primitive unit cell. To distinguish a c(2x2) structure from a true primitive (2x2) unit                

cell we add the letter "p" (for primitive) to (2 x 2), in way that, in a complete representation of this                     

unit reconstruction cell according to the Wood’s notation, in the case of Silicon lattice, we have                

the Si(100)-p(2 x 2) surface reconstruction. 

 

4.1.2. Reconstruction of the Si(100) dimer surface 

 

The silicon (100) surface is frequently denoted as nominally flat to differentiate it from the vicinal                

surface. The latter indicates surfaces with miscut of a few degrees from the (100) plane which                

must be strictly indicated by higher Miller indices. The following descriptions are based on this               

convention. 

 

The nominally flat surface 

 

The ideal Si(100) surface consists of atoms, each left with two dangling bonds and back-bonded 
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to two atoms of the second layer. The surface atoms form a lattice of perfect squares, thereby a 

(1 x 1) LEED picture is expected. But starting with the experiments of Schlier and Farnsworth 

in 1959 [4.19], the most frequently reported LEED results from Si(100) surfaces are (2 x 1) and 

c(4 x 2) patterns. Following these observations, confirmed also by He diffraction measurements 

[4.20], many models have been proposed. A summary and comparison with STM images is 

presented in Ref.[4.21]. Among these models only the asymmetric (buckled) dimer model of             

Chadi et al. was consistent with the various experimental results [4.22, 4.23]. The introduction of               

partially ionic dimer atoms (charge transfer from one dimer atom to the other) made it               

compatible with the semiconductor band structures revealed by the angle-resolved          

photoemission spectroscopy [4.24]. After the work of Chadi several theoretical approaches have            

confirmed the minimal energy of the buckled dimer structure [4.25, 4.26]. Now it is generally               

accepted that the basic building block of the Si(100) reconstruction is the asymmetric surface              

dimer with a bond length of 2.24+/-0.08 Å and an angle of 19+/-2° to the surface plane [4.27].                  

The building block is generated when two neighboring atoms form  ’sigma’ and  ’pi’ bonds with               

each other giving rise to asymmetric dimer with charge transfer from the "down" atom to the "up"                 

atom shown in Figure 4.2. As a result the surface becomes covered with parallel dimer rows.                

The subsurface atom relaxation extends up to the fifth layer [4.28]. The dimer correlation              

between and along the rows determines, by long range ordering, various surface symmetry             

structures, represented in Figure 4.3 in real space together with their corresponding surface             

Brillouin zones (SBZ). 

 

 

Figure 4.2. - the two possible geometries (black and gray) of an asymmetric dimer (illuminated atoms) on a                  

Si(100) surface. The atoms in the different layers are resized. 
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The structures are close in energy and dimer by dimer buckling angle alternation, thus (2 x 1)                 

presents constant dimer bond orientation, p(2 x 2) results from alternation along the rows, and if                

an additional antiphase between the neighboring rows exists, we have c(4 x 2). The theoretical               

calculations revealed c(4 x 2) to be the most stable configuration, but in the STM experiments at                 

room temperatures [4.21] all structures from Figure 4.3 have been observed. Elucidation of             

these experimental results has been made by LEED. Observation of a c(4 x 2) to (2 x 1)                  

order-disorder transition at about 200 K [4.29] was made, confirmed later by low-temperature             

STM measurements [4.30]. The proposal was that the symmetric dimer in the STM experiment              

results from time averaging observation of dimers switching between the two asymmetric            

geometries shown in Figure 4.3. This flip-flop motion of the dimer was obtained also in the                

surface dynamics calculations [4.31, 4.32] and experimentally resolved [4.33]. The flip-flop           

motion can be suppressed by a pinning effect near defects and steps, and as a consequence                

local buckled dimers can be observed in room temperature STM [4.21, 4.30]. 

Point defects are always present on Si(100) surfaces. These defects are mainly missing dimers 

with different configuration in relation with the dimer rows [4.34] and depending on the sample 

preparation can vary in density from lower than 1% to up to 10%. In the lower defect limit, at 

temperatures below 200 K, the surface can be almost entirely c(4 x 2) reconstructed [4.35]. An 

increase of defect density reduces the c(4 x 2) reconstructed surface area at low temperatures 

and in the upper limit a (2 x n) reconstruction with dimer vacancy chains could be produced 

[4.36]. Suppression of the low-temperature c(4 x 2) area can appear also from the strain field of 

the present steps [4.37]. 

LEED investigations of highly oriented Si(100) surfaces reveal not only (2 x 1) patterns, but also                

(1 x 2). This illustrates the presence of two domains with orthogonal dimer directions which               

originate from the bonding geometry rotation by 90° on the successive (100) layers in the               

tetrahedral crystal structure. The domains are equally populated and are separated by single             

atomic steps. The steps can be of two types, regarding the dimerization axis on the upper                

terrace near a step, namely normal (SA) and parallel (SB) to the step edge. Single-layer SA-type                

have been calculated to have the lowest formation energy [4.38]. For the surface analytical              

techniques the two domains rotated by 90° which are present on a nominally flat Si(100) surface                

result in measurement of mixed dispersions in the k-space. Exception is the direction rotated by               

45° from the . Also, this surface configuration is a source of antiphase disorder in thin-films               

growth. A solution of this problem was found by preparation of Si(100) surfaces misoriented              
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towards or axes. Earlier LEED investigations of vicinal Si(100) after sufficient heat            

treatment have revealed a primitive (2 x 1) structure with double step array [4.39].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3. - top view of asymmetric dimer arrangements, atom relaxation and corresponding surface              

Brillouin zones (SBZ) on the Si(100) surface. The atoms in the different layers are resized, and the dimer                  

atoms are illuminated. Shaded areas indicate the surface unit cell in real space. In reciprocal space the (2 x                   

1), c(4 x 2) and p(2 x 2) surface Brillouin zones are presented by solid, dashed and dotted lines,                   

respectively, together with the (2 x 1) symmetry points. 
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Vicinal surfaces 

 

The predominance of double layer steps lead to equal dimer orientation on all surface terraces.               

Chadi has calculated various step formation energies and has determined the most stable             

bilayer step as DB-type with dimer bond parallel to the step and rebonded lower step edge atoms                 

[4.38].  

 

Figure 4.4. - the single-domain Si(100)-(22) surface. The atoms in the different layers are resized. In (a) only 

the dimer bonds and the lower step edge atom (illuminated) bonds are shown. In (b) and (c) all bonds up to 

the fifth layer are presented. The DB step is marked by a dashed line. 

 

 

This theoretical result has been soon confirmed by the STM observation of a buckled rebonded               
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geometry at the double layer steps on Si(001) with a miscut of 4° in the direction [4.40].                  

The angle of 2° has been determined as critical for the equilibrium transition between single and                

double steps by phase diagram calculations [4.41] of vicinal Si(100) as a function of temperature               

and misorientation angle towards [011]. 

Similar conclusions have been reached on the basis of the relative population of the (1 x 2)                 

domain and the concentration of double steps as a function of vicinality measured from STM               

images [4.42]. The experimentally observed buckling of the rebonded atoms favours the (2 x 2)               

structure on the upper terrace near the step, which is well distinguished in the STM images                

[4.43]. The relaxed structure of the vicinal Si(100)-(2  2) surface is presented in Figure 4.4. 

A recent review of the vicinal Si(001) surface properties in relation with energy and              

thermodynamical parameters can be found in the work of Zandvliet [4.44]. 
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4.2. C1s angle resolved NEXAFS spectra of C2H4 adsorbed on Si(100) - a case study 

 

In this section of the present work the carbon 1s X-ray absorption spectra of ethylene adsorbed                

on the Si (100) surface have been simulated using density functional theory (DFT) in conjunction               

with the transition-state (TS) method. Finite size cluster models are adopted to describe the              

spectra of two different interaction modes of C2H4 with the surface, the on-top, and bridge               

adsorption geometries. The accurate modeling of the clusters is tackled by a preliminar             

optimization of the surface and of the molecules adsorbed on it performed by a periodic slab                

methodology in the frame of density functional theory (DFT). The suitable clusters for the spectra               

calculations have been cut out from the optimized periodic structures. Total spectra as well as               

angle resolved spectra have been simulated. The comparison between the total spectra of the              

adsorbate models and that of the free ethylene highlights the change of hybridization of the               

carbon atoms upon the adsorption. The polarized spectra simulated for the ethylene adsorbed in              

the on-top geometry reproduce correctly the main experimental features and their trend with the              

change of the polarization while a poor match with the experimental trend is obtained in the case                 

of the bridge adsorption geometry. The results show that a careful analysis of the calculated               

polarized spectra can provide important information on specific details of the adsorption            

geometries. The methodology employed has proven to be able to describe the K-shell spectra of               

this kind of systems as well as affordable to be applied to larger adsorbed molecules. 

 

 

4.2.1 Introduction 

  

The interaction of organic molecules with semiconductor surfaces has been the focus of many              

investigations in recent years for the importance of these systems in technological applications             

such as molecular electronic devices, chemical sensors, and nonlinear optics. [4.45−4.47] The            

properties of such materials are largely dependent on the organic/semiconductor interface;           

therefore, basic research on the covalent bonding of the molecule with the surface is expected to                

provide important information for designing new devices. Most work has focused on the silicon              

surface which is the predominant semiconductor material used in the microelectronic industries.            

In particular, the Si(100) surface undergoes extensive reconstruction into a structure           

characterized by lines of Si−Si dimers; each dimer is not planar with the surface but is instead                 

slightly buckled. These dimers are reactive toward the adsorption of unsaturated hydrocarbons.            

As a prototype system for olefinic molecules containing a double C=C bond, the adsorption of               
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ethylene molecule on Si(100) has been intensively studied in a variety of experimental and              

theoretical works. It is known to happen through a [2 + 2] cycloaddition reaction; during this                

process, the π bond of the molecule breaks and two stable di-σ Si−C bonds are formed [4.48]                 

with a consequent increase of the C−C bond length and a saturation of two dangling bonds of                 

the silicon dimer atoms. A variety of experimental works [4.49−4.54] assumed that each ethylene              

molecule is adsorbed on top of each silicon dimer, also in agreement with several theoretical               

results [4.55−4.59], while a more recent STM (scanning tunnelling microscopy) study [16] found             

also a two-dimer adsorption configuration, the so-called bridge geometry, although this appears            

much less reactive than the one-dimer adsorption configuration. The near-edge X-ray absorption            

fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy is an ideal technique for studying the modifications            

induced on the electronic and molecular structure of an adsorbed molecule by the interaction              

with a surface [4.61,4.62]. A great asset of NEXAFS to studies of adsorbed molecules is the                

polarization-dependency of the experimental features on the light polarization which can provide            

useful information on the orientation of the adsorbed molecule with respect to the surface              

[4.59,4.61−4.65]. Theoretical calculations can profitably support NEXAFS experimental studies         

due to the possibility to establish and quantify the relationship between the experimental features              

and the underlying electronic structure information. In particular for metallic substrates, core            

absorption spectroscopy coupled with density functional theory (DFT) calculations has proved to            

be a powerful tool to investigate the adsorption geometry and bonding of molecules on surfaces               

as well as the adsorbate−substrate interaction [4.63,4.66−4.68]. A cluster model of the            

adsorption site has been adopted in these calculations since it allows to apply traditional DFT               

techniques for the spectra simulation; furthermore, finite size cluster model is particularly tailored             

to accurately represent events which are localized on the surface or within the bulk of solid                

systems as in the case of core excitations. The cluster approach has proven to be efficient for                 

the adsorbate spectra simulation also considering nonmetallic substrates [4.59,4.69,4.70]. We          

have considered it interesting to explore and calibrate a DFT cluster approach for the              

calculations of NEXAFS spectra of unsaturated hydrocarbons adsorbed on a semiconductor           

surface. For a chemisorbed phase, as in the case of organic/ semiconductor materials, it is               

expected that the overlap between the adsorbate and substrate molecular orbitals (MOs) is             

effective in leading to a rehybridization of the valence levels and a consequent modification of the                

spectral features with respect to the free molecule thus reflecting the influence that the surface               

plays in determining the electronic structure of the system. The computational simulation of the              

core excitation spectra of such systems represents a significant challenge both for a proper              
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theoretical modeling of the molecule/surface system as well as for the size of system which               

needs theoretical methods capable to fulfill requirements of accuracy and computational           

economy. The not easy task of an accurate modeling of the systems is tackled by a preliminar                 

optimization of the surface and of the molecules adsorbed on it through a periodic slab               

methodology in the frame of density functional theory (DFT). This step has revealed of              

fundamental importance to correctly describe the reconstructed Si surface as well as the             

adsorbate/surface system, overcoming the difficulty to build large surface clusters which are            

often affected by problems of SCF convergency and confident geometry optimization.           

Furthermore, it is important to underline that the extended character of the excited states in the                

core absorption spectroscopy as well as the effects of substrate relaxation requires the use of               

large cluster for convergence [4.66,4.71]. From the optimized periodic structures, suitable finite            

clusters can be cut out and used for the calculation of core excitation energies and oscillator                

strengths employing DFT techniques for the spectra simulation. We have considered the C2H4             

adsorbed on Si (100) as a model particularly suited for the calibration of this computational               

strategy due to the large number of investigations present in the literature which can support the                

choice of the most suitable models of adsorption; furthermore, the fully polarization resolved             

NEXAFS experiments performed for this system [4.52] allow the comparison of our theoretical             

results with the measurements. Both the on-top and bridge adsorption configurations are            

considered and optimized by the periodic slab methodology. The clusters cut out to simulate the               

finite Si(100) surface are chosen large enough to allow the adsorption of three ethylene              

molecules, each one every four dimers for the simulation of a 0.25 ML (monolayer) coverage. In                

this way, we are able to include also effects such as the molecule−molecule interactions in our                

description. For the C K-edge spectra calculations of the ethylene, we have employed a well               

established computational technique in the DFT framework based on the transition potential (TP)             

methodology [4.72], which includes most of the relaxation effects upon the core hole formation              

and is known to give good results for the simulation of K-edge spectra of light atoms [4.72,4.73]                 

The comparison of the spectra simulated for the free ethylene and the ethylene adsorbed on               

Si(100) enables discussion of the nature of the adsorbate−substrate interaction in terms of the              

differences in the core excitation spectra. The calculation of polarized NEXAFS spectra for both              

models of adsorption can give information on specific detail of the adsorption geometry, and their               

comparison with the experimental data allows verification of the potentiality of the NEXAFS             

simulation in conjunction with experiment as a useful structural probe for adsorbed molecules. 
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Theoretical modelling and computations 

 

Two main steps characterize the computational approach to simulate the NEXAFS spectra of             

ethylene adsorbed on Si(100). In the first step a periodic slab methodology is used for the                

simulation of the surface structure and of the ethylene molecule adsorbed on it in both on-top                

and bridge configurations. This methodology is described in the following part. From the periodic              

relaxed structures, suitable finite clusters are cut out and properly saturated. Their electronic             

structure is determined at the DFT level, and the NEXAFS spectra of the adsorbed ethylene are                

obtained by transition-state DFT calculations. This second step of the computational approach is             

introduced in the following part. 

 

4.2.2 Periodic optimization of adsorbate models 

 

Periodic first principle calculations have been performed in the frame of density functional theory              

with the Kohn−Sham orbitals expanded in plane waves and the effects of atomic core regions               

accounted for by pseudopotentials. The Quantum-Espresso suite of codes [4.74] has been used             

as the practical implementation of this methodology. p(2 × 2) Si(100) reconstructed surfaces             

with rows of alternating buckled dimers have been modeled with the slab method. A crystal slab                

has been set up by periodic repetition of a supercell consisting of 12 layers of Si atoms with four                   

alternating buckled dimers on each (100) face (made parallel to the xy plane) (see Figure 4.5).                

The supercell has been built with a lattice parameter of 5.466 Å obtained from a previous                

relaxation of bulk silicon, and a vacuum region of 10 Å has been added along the z axis in order                    

to minimize spurious interactions between the upper and lower faces of successive images.             

After relaxation of the clean slab, one ethylene molecule on each (100) face of the supercell has                 

been adsorbed in two different configurations. In the “on-top” adsorption geometry, the carbon             

atoms have been bound to the silicon atoms of the same dimer; in the “bridge” configuration, the                 

carbon atoms have been oriented such that they could bind to the silicon atoms on the same                 

side of two successive dimers of the same row. In both adsorption modes, the coverage               

amounts to 0.25 ML, two every eight dimeric silicon atoms being involved. Ultrasoft             

pseudopotentials [4.75] have been used throughout the calculations. The exchange−correlation          

part of the energy functional has been modeled with the (spin-polarized) generalized gradient             

approximation (GGA), in the Perdew−Wang (PW91) parametrization [4.76] The plane wave           

expansion of the crystal orbitals has been truncated at a cutoff energy of 35 Ry, and a                 

corresponding cutoff of 350 Ry has been used for the expansion of the augmentation charge               
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needed by the ultrasoft pseudopotential method. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. - Side view (left) and perspective view (right) of the supercell used for the periodic slab                  

calculations. 

 

 

The first Brillouin zone has been sampled at a regular (4 × 4 × 2) grid of k points built according                     

to the Monkhorst and Pack recipe [4.77] During structural relaxations, all coordinates have been              

allowed to change, but for those of the silicon atoms of the two central layers of the slab, which                   

have been held fixed at their bulk optimized values. Convergence thresholds for geometry             

optimization are 1 × 10−4 Ry for total energy, and 1 × 10−3 Ry / Å for the maximum force                    

component. 
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4.2.3 NEXAFS computational details 

 

All the calculations on the finite clusters and on the free ethylene molecule have been performed                

with the ADF program [4.78,4.79] The Si141 cluster has been adopted to simulate the Si(100)               

surface; the open valencies are capped with hydrogens obtaining a Si141H92 surface cluster             

(see Figure 4.6, panel a).  

Figure 4.6. - (a) View of the cluster model Si141H92 employed for the simulation of the reconstructed                 

Si(100) surface. Light green balls represent the capping hydrogen atoms. (b) View of the on-top adsorption                

cluster model for the C2H4/Si(100)) system. (c) View of the bridge adsorption cluster model for the                

C2H4/Si(100)) system. 
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The cluster surface exposes three rows of four buckled dimers each. The two clusters              

describing the on-top and bridge adsorption models of C2H4 on Si(100) are shown in Figure 4.6                

(panel b and c), each one with three adsorbed ethylene molecules in the two different               

geometries described in the previous section Different basis sets consisting of Slater-type orbital             

(STO) functions have been used for the calculation of excitation spectra, taken from the ADF               

database. The adsorbed C2H4 molecule loses its symmetry and the two C atoms are no more                

equivalent: the even tempered QZ3P-3DIF basis set has been employed to describe the excited              

C atom, while a QZ3P basis set has been used for the remaining ethylene atoms. The use of a                   

good basis set enlarged with diffuse functions on the excited atom allows for an improved               

representation of the relaxation effects of the inner orbitals as well as for describing the higher                

energy excitations which contribute to the near-edge structures. Core orbitals of the non-excited             

C atoms (C 1s) have been treated by the Frozen Core (FC) technique. The FC procedure                

ensures the localization of the core hole on the excited C atomic site. These basis sets have                 

been used also for the calculation of the free ethylene NEXAFS spectrum. As concerns the               

surface cluster, the silicon atoms of the three dimers involved in the adsorption of the ethylene                

molecules are described at all electron level using a TZ2P basis set; a DZP basis set is instead                  

adopted for all other Si atoms with a FC (1s2s2p) treatment, in order to reduce the                

computational effort without losing accuracy. The geometry of the free ethylene has been             

optimized employing a TZP basis set and the VWN [4.80] exchange correlation functional. All the               

other DFT calculations have been performed employing the gradient corrected Perdew−Wang           

exchange functional [4.81] and the Perdew correlation functional [4.82]. The DFT-TP method has             

been employed for the calculations of the C K-edge excitation spectra of free and adsorbed               

ethylene. In the TP approach, the Kohn−Sham (KS) orbitals of the system are determined by               

removing half an electron from the initial core orbital and leaving all the virtual orbitals               

unoccupied. Therefore, the same fixed set of orbitals obtained from a single TP calculation has               

been adopted to describe the entire excited states manifold. A detailed description of the TP half                

core hole method is reported in ref [4.72]. The TP approach leads to a less attractive potential                 

and the absolute transition energies are generally too large. In order to correct the NEXAFS               

energies, ΔKS (ΔSCF Kohn−Sham) calculations of the relaxed ionization energies have been            

performed, allowing a full relaxation of the ionized core hole. The energy of the 1s−1 ionic state is                  

obtained from a KS unrestricted calculation. The TP excitation energies are then shifted with              

respect to the ΔIP value corresponding to [ε1s TP − ΔKS]. The C K-edge spectrum of the                 

adsorbed ethylene has been calculated only for the middle molecule (see Figure 4.6); the              
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ethylene in this position feels an electronic environment that takes into account the presence of               

neighbor ethylene molecules on the surface and minimizes possible border effects of the             

cluster. The adsorption of the ethylene both in the on-top and bridge configurations breaks the               

symmetry of the molecule, and therefore, a separate calculation of the excitation spectrum at              

each nonequivalent carbon site of the central ethylene molecule has been performed. The total C               

1s NEXAFS spectrum is then obtained by summing up the two contributions. For each              

spectrum, the theoretical C1s ionization thresholds are considered; they are useful mainly to             

distinguish the below edge region of the spectrum, where a discrete orbital description is              

absolutely adequate, from the above-edge region, where such an approach determines a            

discretization of the nonresonant continuum that is in part an artifact of the calculation, so that                

only qualitative information can be extracted above the ionization threshold. All the calculated             

spectral profiles have been convoluted by Gaussian functions of appropriate full width at half              

maximum (fwhm) values, in order to allow an easier comparison with respect to the              

experimental spectra (see the corresponding figure captions for further details). Partial density of             

states (PDOS) calculations have been performed in order to provide a pictorial representation of              

Mulliken populations related to the virtual molecular orbitals of the clusters. 

 

4.2.4 Results and discussion 

 

In this sub-section, we discuss first the theoretical results relative to the periodic calculations for               

the optimization of the Si(100) surface and of the two on-top and bridge adsorption models of                

ethylene on Si(100). In the second part we present the calculated NEXAFS C K-edge spectra for                

free and adsorbed ethylene: the total spectra are compared and interpreted with the help of the                

partial density of states (PDOS) profiles and the polarized spectra of the adsorbed ethylene in               

order to correlate the adsorption geometry with the spectral features. 

 

Periodic results 

 

Our periodic calculations satisfactorily reproduce experimental results and previously published          

computational work for both the clean and ethylene covered reconstructed (100) Si surface. The              

relaxed dimer geometry in the clean surface is characterized by a buckling of 0.76 Å (difference                

in vertical height of the two involved Si atoms) and a bond length of 2.36 Å, in line with the                    

numerous computational results available in the literature [4.58,4.83-4.85] The charge          

distribution over the Si dimer is asymmetric, with less electronic charge being localized on the               
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lower atom. Coordination of the ethylene molecule to the surface dimers produces significant             

changes in the local geometry. In the case of on-top coordination, the buckling of the involved                

dimer is completely removed; the Si−Si bond distance is substantially unchanged, indicating no             

bond cleavage. On the other hand, the C−C bond length (1.56 Å) increases significantly with               

respect to the free ethylene molecule (1.31 Å) and the HCH angle becomes 107.7°, suggesting               

an sp2 → sp3 rehybridization. Our results are in good agreement with the experimentally              

determined geometry of on-top adsorbed ethylene [4.86−4.88] In the case of bridge adsorption             

the ethylene C atoms bind to the lower and upper Si atoms of two successive dimers. The most                  

important geometric modifications are found for the dimer whose lower Si atom is involved in the                

adsorption: the Si−Si bond distance increases to 2.46 Å, and the buckling is reduced to 0.28 Å;                 

the other dimer undergoes less dramatic changes (Si−Si bond distance 2.39 Å, buckling 0.45 Å).               

The geometry of the adsorbed ethylene molecule closely resembles the one found for the on-top               

mode (C−C bond length 1.57 Å, HCH angle 106.5°); the binding to two different dimers causes                

the Si−C−C−Si fragment to be tilted with a dihedral angle of 27.5°). Our relaxed geometry for the                 

bridge adsorption mode agrees well with available computational results [4.58]. From the            

infinitely periodic relaxed crystal slabs, suitable finite clusters have been cut out for the NEXAFS               

spectra calculations. To this end, a compromise between reasonable simulation of an infinite             

surface and affordable computational demand has to be found. The model clusters contains             

three dimer rows with four dimers and one adsorbed ethylene molecule per row (see Figure 4.6).                

The cluster thickness is five Si layers, for a total of 141 Si atoms per cluster. In order to minimize                    

the finite size edge effects only the ethylene molecule on the central dimer row has been                

considered in the NEXAFS simulations. 

 

C K-edge spectra 

 

Total Spectra. Figure 4.7 shows the comparison among the total calculated spectra of the free               

ethylene and the two on-top and bridge C2H4 adsorption geometries on the Si141H92 cluster.              

Also the experimental spectrum of free ethylene is reported [4.89]; it has been shifted on the                

theoretical energy scale in order to facilitate the comparison (by about 0.8 eV). This is a usual                 

procedure adopted to overcome the absolute energy errors of the calculated excitation energies             

with respect to the experimental ones, due to the electron self-interaction error typical of density  
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Figure 4.7. - Total C K-edge spectra. (a) Free ethylene: (solid lines) calculated spectrum; (dashed line)                

experimental spectrum from ref [4.89]; (vertical dashed line) ΔKS C1s ionization threshold (291.09 eV). (b)               

Ethylene adsorbed on Si(100) in the on-top geometry: (solid lines) calculated spectrum for the cluster model                

with three ethylene molecules adsorbed on Si141H92; (dashed line) calculated spectrum for the cluster              

model with one ethylene molecule adsorbed on Si141H92; (vertical dashed lines) ΔKS C1s ionization              

thresholds (289.25, 289.40 eV). (c) Ethylene adsorbed on Si(100) in the bridge geometry: (solid lines)               

calculated spectrum for the cluster model with three ethylene molecules adsorbed on Si141H92; (vertical              

dashed lines) ΔKS C1s ionization thresholds (289.28, 289.58 eV). All the calculated spectra have been               

convoluted using Gaussian functions with fwhm = 0.5 eV. 
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functional methods where the exchange operator is approximated. In this way, the relative             

energy shift among the calculated transitions, which actually represents the most significant            

observables, is preserved. 

The spectrum of free ethylene (panel a) is dominated by the C 1s → π* (C=C) transition; a                  

second feature, quite large in the experiment, has a two peaked shape in the computed               

spectrum: the lower peak is in the region of C 3s Rydberg orbital and acquires intensity from a                  

small σ*(CH) contribution, while the next line is essentially of p* Rydberg character. The              

following weaker peaks around the C1s threshold correspond to transitions to Rydberg orbitals             

of mainly np and nd character. The Rydberg orbitals are split into a number of components in the                  

nonspherical symmetry of the molecule; the symmetry lowering (to C2v) due to the localization              

of the C 1s core hole further splits the Rydberg orbitals, giving rise to the higher number of lines                   

observed in the calculated spectrum. The comparison with the experimental spectrum is            

satisfactory, confirming the good quality of the computational approach. In particular, the C1s IP              

calculated at ΔKS level is 291.09 eV which is in very good agreement with the experimental                

value (290.8 eV [4.90]). A σ*(C-C) shape resonance is present above the ionization threshold in               

the experiment at 301 eV [4.89]; we also calculate a feature around 302 eV with major σ*(C-C)                 

valence antibonding character, but we do not report this energy region in the spectrum of Figure                

4.6 because the spectral features lying above the threshold have to be considered with caution.               

In fact the virtual final orbitals above edge are unbound, and the present LCAO-MO (Linear               

Combination of Atomic Orbitals-Molecular Orbital) approach in a finite basis set is not capable to               

properly describe them due to the different boundary conditions obeyed by continuum states. If              

the coupling between the discrete virtual orbitals generated by the present approach and the              

nonresonant continuum, not included, is weak, it can be assumed that the discrete transitions              

calculated above edge may afford a qualitative estimate of the shape resonances observed in              

the cross section, at least in the lower energy range. For this reason we consider only the                 

theoretical results relative to an energy range extending up to few electronvolts above the              

calculated ionization limit. Consider now the total spectra calculated for the ethylene in the two               

adsorption modes (panel b and c of Figure 4.7). The excitations separately calculated for the two                

unequivalent C 1s sites of the adsorbed ethylene are summed up. The origin of the spectral                

features can be analyzed with the help of the partial density of the virtual states (PDOS); Figure                 

4.8 reports the PDOS of both clusters only for the atomic contributions most relevant for the  
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Figure 4.8. - Total C K-edge spectra (black line) and PDOS profiles (colored lines) for C2H4 on Si141H92:                  

(upper panel) on-top geometry; (lower panel) bridge geometry. PDOS profiles are convoluted using             

Lorentzian functions with fwhm = 0.2 eV. 

 

discussion of the spectra. Once ethylene is adsorbed on Si(100) surface, its spectrum changes              

significantly. This is important evidence of the strong interaction between the molecule and the              

surface which can be mainly attributed to the loss of the double bond of the ethylene, the change                  

of the hybridization from sp2 to sp3 of the carbon atoms, and the formation of the Si−C bond.                  

Also the two C1s ionization potentials change with respect to the free ethylene with a decrease                

of about 2 eV as a result of an addition of valence electron charge due to the Si−C bonding                   

formation. The total spectra of the two adsorption modes appear quite similar and are              
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characterized by three main features: a first quite sharp peak is calculated at about 286 eV and                 

is followed by a large band with a first maximum around 288 eV in both spectra and a second                   

maximum just at threshold (around 289 eV) which has a two peaked shape in the bridge                

adsorption mode. A third large absorption is calculated above threshold, around 292 eV. The first               

peak substitutes the π* peak of the free ethylene and is contributed by excitations toward final                

orbitals with dominant character from the Si 3p components of the surface cluster and of the Si                 

atoms directly bound to the ethylene. The C2p contributions to these virtual MOs are therefore               

lower than in the free ethylene with the consequent intensity decrease of this peak. We may                

describe this effect as the transformation of π* of free C2H4 in σ*(Si−C) bonds, the intensity                

decrease is therefore related to the covalency of Si−C interaction. The next feature is much               

more complex to characterize; the final orbitals are largely localized on the surface, but a mixture                

of many carbon atomic components are also present which actually map the calculated             

oscillator strengths. The ethylene Rydberg components substantially contribute to the absorption           

around 288 eV, as it is very apparent also from the PDOS of Figure 4.8, while in the region                   

around 289 eV also small contributions of σ*(C−H) character are involved in the transitions. The               

valence-Rydberg mixing in the final orbitals further distributes the oscillator strengths among            

many excitations with very low intensity. The intensity of the structure above threshold mainly              

arises from excitations to σ*(C−C) orbitals; also σ*(C−H) transitions contribute to the higher             

energy side of the band, as found also for the free ethylene spectrum. The very complex nature                 

of the calculated features can be further investigated through a more detailed analysis of the               

computed angle resolved spectra reported in the following section, which can exploit the intensity              

variation of the features depending on the orientation of the electric field. Figure 4.7 also allows                

analysis of the effect on the spectra of the adsorbate−adsorbate interactions. Panel b shows the               

comparison between the total spectra calculated for the on-top cluster model with a single              

ethylene molecule and with three ethylene molecules adsorbed on the Si(100) surface. The             

on-top single model cluster has been obtained from a periodic geometry optimization with only              

the central ethylene molecule left with respect to the cluster model in panel b of Figure 4.6.                 

Negligible differences between the two spectra are apparent, particularly for the first three             

features, therefore the interaction among neighbor molecules does not seem to affect the             

spectra, at least at this coverage (0.25 ML). Nevertheless, we have decided to employ the               

clusters with three adsorbed ethylene molecules for the calculations of the angle resolved             

spectra for both the on-top and bridge geometry, in order to capture all possible structural effects                

using such cluster models. These models approach as much as possible the samples used for               
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the experimental measurements of the fully polarized spectra, which have been prepared in             

conditions leading to a saturation coverage of one molecule per surface dimer.8 Polarized             

Spectra. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the computed C1s angle resolved spectra for the on-top and                

bridge orientations. The experimental fully polarized spectra [4.52] are also reported for            

comparison. The experiment was set to measure the spectra with the electric field vector of the                

incident light oriented normal to the surface and in the surface plane normal and parallel to the                 

Si−Si dimer axis. The calculated spectra refer to the experimental set up and the sketches in the                 

figures indicate the orientation of the electric field (E)̅ with respect to the coordinates system of                

the clusters. Consider first the on-top configuration results (Figure 4.9). The sketches show that              

in the on-top cluster model the Si surface lies in the yz plane; the dimer axis on which the                   

ethylene molecules are adsorbed is along the z-direction. According to this setup, we can follow               

the trend of the calculated features with the orientation of the electric field: when the E v̅ector is                  

parallel to the dimer axis (panel c, z-polarization), the spectrum shows a large resonance at high                

energy (around 291 eV) and smaller features at lower energy; a further strong feature around               

threshold (at 289 eV) appears in the spectrum (panel b, y-polarization) when the E v̅ector is                

parallel to the surface plane but perpendicular to the Si dimer axis; a quite large absorption is                 

again present at higher energy. Finally, if the E v̅ector is normal both to the surface and to the                   

dimer axis (panel a, x-polarization), the quite sharp peaks in the lower energy region (at 285.5                

eV) acquire intensity while the features present in the previous spectra at higher energy appear               

significantly reduced. The computed features in the three different polarizations essentially follow            

the experimental trend. We start the analysis of the results considering the lower energy region               

of the calculated spectra. The first feature around 285.5 eV arises from the excitations toward               

σ*(Si−C) MO, as previously discussed for the total on-top spectrum on the basis of the analysis                

of the PDOS. The occurrence of this peak in the spectrum calculated in the x-polarization and its                 

reduction with the other two polarizations confirms the attribution; in fact the Si−C bond has its                

major component along the x direction in our geometry setup, and the direction of maximum               

intensity is given by the direction of the bond. If the Si−C bond would be perpendicular to the                  

dimer Si axis, this peak would be visible only in the x polarization; because of the C sp3                  

rehybridization, a small C 2pz component mixes with the predominant C 2px component in the               

antibonding state, and this explains the observation of the peak also in the z polarization with                

strong intensity reduction. The peak disappears completely in the y polarization (panel b), as              

expected for this model absorption. 

The presence of the very weak shoulder in the experiment, visible in panel b, with this  
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Figure 4.9. - Calculated x-, y-, and z-polarized spectra for C2H4 on Si141H92 in the on-top geometry:                 

(vertical lines) ΔKS C1s ionization thresholds (289.25, 289.40 eV). (dashed line) Experimental spectra             

[4.52]. The calculated spectra have been convoluted using Gaussian functions with fwhm = 0.5 eV. 

 

polarization has been explained as a small twisting of the C−C bond of the ethylene with respect                 

to the Si−Si dimer axis [4.52], and actually there is no sign of such a bump in our y-polarized                   

spectrum. The following feature calculated in the x-polarization is quite broad and its maximum              

intensity is shifted by about 1 eV at higher energy than in the experiment, as it is apparent in                   
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panel a. In the experiment, this second resonance has been assigned to a state with major                

character from the two σ*(C−H) antibonding states. This calculated feature has a complex             

nature: the final orbitals in this energy range are largely localized on the surface and contain                

several contributions from the atomic C of the adsorbed ethylene. In particular, the small bump               

(around 287 eV) aligned to the experimental peak is associated to ethylene Rydberg             

components; the maximum around 288 eV derives from excitations in which the Rydberg             

components are mixed with σ*(C−H) contributions. The next peak around 289 eV gains intensity              

again only from the carbon Rydberg components contributing to the final surface orbitals. The              

attribution of the feature around 288 eV as partially related to the C−H bond should be validated                 

following the trend of the peak with the change of polarization. Due to the sp3 rehybridization of                 

the C atoms the σ*(C−H) bonds are lifted with respect to the dimer Si axis and are no more lying                    

in the molecular plane (yz) but are almost in the xy plane in our reference system; therefore, the                  

component of the C−H bond in the z direction is strongly reduced, the component along the y                 

direction is maintained, and a new component along the x axis develops. Transitions toward              

states with σ*(C−H) contribution should therefore acquire intensity with the x- and y-polarizations             

and be significantly suppressed with the z-polarization, as actually observed for the feature             

calculated around 288 eV, also in agreement with the experimental trend. We underline that the               

two C atoms are not equivalent in the optimized cluster geometry and this can reflect in small                 

energy differences among corresponding peaks in the different polarizations depending on the            

prevalence of the contributions of one of the two C atoms to the final states. The spectra show                  

that the feature above ionization threshold (around 291 eV) is dominant with the z-polarization,              

reduces significantly its intensity in the y-polarization, and is further suppressed in the             

x-polarization. The experiment assigns the large resonance above threshold to the excitations to             

the antibonding unbound σ* orbital (shape resonance) corresponding to the C−C bond and             

explains its presence also in the y-polarization as a consequence of a slight rotation of the C−C                 

bond with respect to the Si dimer axis due to a lateral interaction of the ethylene molecules. The                  

calculations confirm the experimental attribution: the excited states in the energy range between             

290 and 292 eV include significant valence C2p contributions mixed with Si surface components.              

All the three C2p atomic components are present in the final MOs as the effect of the sp2 → sp3                    

rehybridization; in particular the C2pz components occur around 291 eV and characterize the             

σ*(C− C) excitations. These excitations contribute to the structure observed in the z-polarization             

and account for the adsorption geometry with the C−C bond directed along the z-axis; strong               

reduction of the intensity is calculated for the corresponding features with the x and y               
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polarizations. We also observe that the calculated σ*(C−C) band with the z-polarization is about              

10 eV lower than in the calculated free ethylene spectrum (where this resonance appears              

around 302 eV and is not reported in Figure 4.7); this energy shift is in accord with the                  

experimental trend [4.52] and is consistent with the increase of the C−C bond length in passing                

from sp2 to sp3 hybridization as a consequence of the adsorption. Around 293 eV, a quite                

intense feature is calculated with the y-polarization; it reduces significantly its intensity with the              

x-polarization and shows a further intensity drop with the z-polarization. A mixture of excitations              

contribute to this feature, including also contribution from σ*(C−H) transitions which should            

justify the trend with the polarization: a stronger intensity is calculated with the y-polarization than               

with the x-polarization in line with the orientation of the C−H bonds in this adsorption geometry. It                 

is interesting to note that σ*(C−H) transitions are also calculated in this energy region for the free                 

ethylene molecule. In summary, the results indicate the on-top geometry as an adsorption mode              

which is fully consistent with the trend of the main experimental features with the change of                

polarization. Consider now the results relative to the bridge model adsorption reported in Figure              

4.10. The sketches show that the dimeric surface lies in the xy plane; the buckled dimers on                 

which the ethylene adsorbs are no more straight but have components along both the y and z                 

axes. The ethylene C atoms bind to the lower and upper Si atoms of two successive dimers and                  

the C−C bond is directed along the x axis. In this geometry setup, the E v̅ector normal to the                   

surface is oriented along the z-direction (panel c), but it is only close to the normal to the dimer                   

axis which acquires a component also along the z direction. We compare the results relative to                

the z-polarization with the experiment obtained with the E v̅ector normal to the Si surface. When                

the E v̅ector is parallel to the surface, it can be oriented along both the y- or the x-direction: the E̅                     

vector aligned along the y axis is close to be parallel to the buckled Si dimer axis (panel b) while                    

the E v̅ector in x-direction is along the normal to the dimer axis (panel a); therefore the                 

experiments to consider for the comparison with our results are those obtained with the E v̅ector                

oriented in the same way with respect to the surface and the dimer axis. The comparison with                 

the polarized experimental spectra in Figure 4.10 highlights the poor match with the theoretical              

results, in particular as concerns the trend of the spectral features with the change of               

polarization. Consider first the resonance at higher energy. In the bridge geometry, the σ*(C−C)              

feature is dominant in the spectrum calculated with the x-polarization, in accord with the C−C               

bond direction of the bridge ethylene which is parallel to the x axis. This result does not                 

correspond to the experiment that observes the maximum intensity of the σ*(C−C) resonance             

when the E ̅vector is parallel to the surface and to the dimer axis (consider panel b). In the bridge  
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Figure 4.10. - Calculated x-, y-, and z-polarized spectra for C2H4 on Si141H92 in the bridge geometry:                 

(vertical dashed lines) ΔKS C1s ionization thresholds (289.28, 289.58 eV); (dashed line) experimental             

spectra [4.52]. The calculated spectra have been convoluted using Gaussian functions with fwhm = 0.5 eV. 

 

cluster geometry, this setup corresponds to the y-polarization for which the calculations provide             

instead an intensity drop in correspondence to the σ*(C−C) absorption, corresponding to the E̅              

vector almost normal to the C−C bond; for the same reason an analogous intensity drop occurs                

also with the z polarization. As concerns the lower energy σ*(Si−C) peak at 286 eV, the trend                 
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with the change of polarization in the calculated spectra does not reproduce correctly that of the                

experiment. In fact, the σ*(Si−C) peak in the bridge geometry acquires its maximum intensity              

with z polarization, because the Si−C interaction occurs predominantly along the z direction             

which is normal to the C−C bond direction. This is consistent with the experiment, as we can                 

see in panel c; however this peak is calculated also with the x polarization with lower intensity,                 

due to the smaller component of the Si−C bond along the x direction, while it drops significantly                 

with the y polarization showing therefore a reversal trend with respect to the experiment. Finally,               

we comment on the structures in the intermediate energy region, which are seen predominantly              

in panels b and c; in this region, the Rydberg components are mixed with the σ*(C−H)                

contribution in final states mainly localized on the surface, as found also for the on-top cluster. In                 

the bridge geometry, the C−H bonds have their major components in the yz plane: the               

component of the bond along the y direction contributes to the structure calculated in the region                

between 288 and 289 eV with the y-polarization while the component along z axis gives rise to a                  

corresponding structure with the z polarization. This behavior does not agree with the             

experimental observations which see a strongest absorption in this energy region when the E̅              

vector is parallel to the surface and normal to the dimer axis (corresponding to the x-polarization                

setup of panel a). A σ*(C−H) feature is instead absent in the x polarization spectrum where only                 

the Rydberg components of the final states contribute to the intensity of this energy region. As                

observed also in the calculation of the on-top geometry, the energy region of the σ*(C−C) peak                

includes also excitations toward states with σ*(C−H) nature; in particular, around 293 eV, we find               

quite intense absorption with the y- and z-polarizations, in agreement with the considerations of              

the C−H bond direction previously discussed for the bridge geometry. The analysis of the              

polarized spectra calculated for the bridge adsorption of ethylene indicates that this geometry             

does not account correctly for the trend of the experimental features with the change of               

polarization, supporting the general idea that the on-top configuration is the dominant adsorption             

mode of the ethylene on Si(100). A test has been carried out to analyze the effect of a possible                   

mixing of corresponding polarized spectra of the two adsorption modes; if the adsorption in the               

two-dimer configuration is about 6% with respect to that in the one-dimer configuration, as              

indicated by the STM study [4.60] the resulting spectra do not show substantial variations with               

respect to the spectra of the on-top adsorption mode. 
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4.2.5 Conclusions 

 

We have presented in this section a computational scheme for the calculations of NEXAFS              

spectra of organic molecules adsorbed on semiconductor surface using DFT simulations and a             

cluster approach to mimic the solid state. We have considered the C2H4 adsorbed on Si(100)               

as a model particularly suited for the calibration of the computational approach. For addressing              

the tricky problem of the modeling of the adsorbate/surface system preliminary periodic            

calculations at DFT level have been performed for the optimization of both the clean and               

ethylene covered reconstructed (100) Si surface. Both the on-top and bridge adsorption            

configurations have been considered, and from the infinitely periodic relaxed crystal slabs            

suitable finite clusters have been cut out for the calculation of the C1s core excitation energies                

and oscillator strengths. The DFT-TS methodology has been applied to the simulation of the total               

and polarized C1s spectra in order to include most of the relaxation effects upon the core hole                 

formation. The clusters employed are large enough to include the electronic effects of an              

extended surface in particular the adsorbate−adsorbate interactions. The comparison of the total            

spectra with the calculated spectrum of the free ethylene shows significant differences largely             

associated with the change of the hybridization of the ethylene carbon atoms. The features              

intensity of the on-top polarized spectra follows a trend consistent with that of the experimental               

spectra, in particular as concerns the lower energy σ*(Si−C) peak, which substitutes the original              

1s → π* peak in the free ethylene, and the intense absorption just above threshold which                

essentially corresponds to σ*(C−C) shape resonance. The intermediate energy region feature           

has a mixed Rydberg and valence σ*(C−H) character; the intensity variations with the change of               

polarization evidenced the flip of the C−H bond out of the molecular plane following the sp3 -                 

hybridization. The features of the bridge polarized spectra do not account correctly the             

experimental trend, and this result strongly supports the accepted belief that the on-top             

configuration represents the dominant adsorption mode. The methodology employed has proven           

to be able to describe the K-shell spectra of C2H4 adsorbed on Si (100) and appears affordable                 

to be applied to larger adsorbed molecules. The periodic optimization of the Si(100)             

reconstructed surface and of the molecule adsorbed on it is a step of fundamental importance to                

obtain optimized clusters which correctly model the adsorbed system. 
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4.3. N1s and C1s angle resolved NEXAFS spectra of C5H5N adsorbed on Si(100) 

 

This section presents a density functional theory (DFT)-based computational investigation of the            

near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectra of pyridine on the Si(100) surface.             

The accurate modeling of the adsorbate system is tackled by a preliminary optimization of the               

surface and of the molecules adsorbed on it performed by a periodic slab methodology. From               

the optimized periodic structures, suitable finite clusters are then cut out and used for the               

calculation of core excitation energies and oscillator strengths of the adsorbed pyridine. Various             

adsorption modes are considered, and for each of them, the polarized spectra at the N K-edge                

and the C K-edge of the pyridine have been simulated with the transition potential scheme to                

include the core hole relaxation effect. Careful analysis of the calculated polarized features and              

the intensity trend with the change of polarization reveals important information on specific             

details of the adsorption geometries and supports the comparison with experiment. The XII, VII,              

IV on-dimer and cross-trench adsorption modes appear suitable to explain the experimental N1s             

features observed at low temperature, but they cannot account for all the experimental features              

emerging at room temperature in both the N1s and C1s spectra. To deal with this issue, the                 

mode IX geometry is also considered for the presence of a −C=N− (imine) chemical group that                

appears to play an important role for the interpretation of N1s and C1s spectra at 300 K. The                  

long-range effects of an extended surface model on the NEXAFS features is also analyzed and               

shows the importance of an accurate modeling of the Si(100) reconstructed surface for a              

confident simulation of the NEXAFS spectra of the adsorbed pyridine. 

 

4.3.1 Introduction 

 

The adsorption of unsaturated hydrocarbons on the Si(100) surface has been extensively            

investigated because of the technological importance of this semiconductor surface:[4.91−4.93]          

the organic molecules react with the surface silicon dimers and form strong covalent Si−C              

bonds, therefore making possible the development of new hybrid materials and semiconductor            

based molecular devices. Aromatic molecules are particularly important in this respect; their            

interaction with the surface is complicated by the possibility of multiple bonding geometries,             

depending on the intrinsic structural and electronic factors of the molecule as well as the               

experimental conditions of pressure and temperature. The insertion of a heteroatom into the             

aromatic ring modifies the adsorption process if we consider, in particular, that            
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nitrogen-containing molecules and additional configurations deriving from the donation of the           

nitrogen lone pair electrons to the silicon become available. This is the case of the pyridine                

molecule, which can form a dative bond with the electron-deficient Si atom of the Si(100). This                

configuration, which is attractive because it preserves the aromaticity of the adsorbed molecule,             

coexists, however, with a number of other configurations involving the aromatic ring and two Si               

dangling bonds [4.93−4.95]. Several experimental and theoretical studies lead up to 14 possible             

different adsorption geometries of the molecule on Si(100) [4.94−4.99]. Six of them, including the              

dative bond configuration, present a C=N bond, and the remaining eight involve a σ(Si−N sp3 )                

bond.8 However, different suggestions stem from different analysis techniques and experimental           

conditions (for example, coverage and adsorption temperatures), pointing out the complexity of            

the system. A very powerful technique for studying the interface structure of molecules adsorbed              

on surfaces is near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy [4.100,4.101].           

The combination of core level absorption with the angle-dependence of the NEXAFS features on              

the light polarization can provide useful information on the orientation of the adsorbed molecule              

with respect to the surface. The adsorption geometry of pyridine has been investigated by              

means of fully polarization resolved NEXAFS in several experiments [4.96,4.98,4.102]. A recent            

study examined the dependency of the N1s NEXAFS spectra of pyridine on Si(100) on the               

temperature [4.98]. The analysis of the results indicates a change in the distribution of the               

chemical species present on the surface. In particular, the low temperature adsorption (200 K)              

seems to favor formation of products with Si−N bonds, whereas species with a C=N bond and                

not bonded to the silicon via the nitrogen atom are evidenced only at room temperature. A careful                 

interpretation of the NEXAFS features strongly benefits from theoretical calculations that can            

establish and quantify the relationship between the measured spectra and the underlying            

structural information. The approaches to the computation of NEXAFS of adsorbed molecules            

are hampered by the difficulty to properly model the molecule/surface system as well as by the                

computational effort needed to correctly treat the excited states of large systems. Previous             

theoretical studies of NEXAFS spectra of organic molecules adsorbed on a silicon surface have              

been performed using small cluster models to describe the surface [4.103−4.107] In particular,             

the silicon clusters employed for the N1s spectra calculations of pyridine adsorbed on Si(100)              

range from a single dimer Si9H12 to a double dimer Si21H24 cluster 4.98] The general idea is                 

that these models should capture the dominant effects. Studies attempting to consider the effect              

of the cluster size on the core excitation energies of acetonitrile and benzonitrile on Si(100)               

[4.108,4.109] have proved that increasing the number of Si atoms in the cluster induces only               
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small variations on the N1s core excitation energies; however, these calculations consider            

clusters with, at most, about 20 Si atoms. Therefore, the long-range effects of an extended               

surface model as well as possible adsorbate−adsorbate interactions are, indeed, neglected. The            

main goal of this theoretical study is to present a computational methodology for the calculation               

of polarized NEXAFS spectra of pyridine adsorbed on Si(100), which fulfils both a proper              

modeling of the system and the accuracy required for the calculations of core excitation energies               

and oscillator strengths. As concerns the modeling, the description of the infinite nature of the               

system is tackled by an optimization through a periodic slab methodology. This step is important               

to correctly describe the reconstruction of the Si(100) surface with rows of alternating buckled              

dimers as well as the pyridine molecules adsorbed on it. From the optimized periodic structures,               

suitable finite clusters can be cut out and used for the calculation of core excitation energies and                 

oscillator strengths. Cluster models of finite size can be effectively used to describe the NEXAFS               

process in which the core hole transition is very localized on a specific atomic site. Furthermore,                

this choice allows employment of computer codes for molecular quantum chemistry, fully            

exploiting their accuracy for the electronic spectra simulations. This methodology has been            

previously tested on the C2H4 on Si(100) case study [4.110] showing its reliability for describing               

the adsorbate/ surface system and the polarized K-shell spectra of the adsorbed molecules; this              

work aims to extend its application to more complex systems, such as pyridine on Si(100). To                

this purpose, we have considered four adsorption species among the 14 examined in the              

literature, chosen because they seem to give the major contribution to the N1s NEXAFS              

structures recorded at low temperature (200 K) [4.98], which are, in principle, the experimental              

conditions that the present theoretical calculations can better simulate. These models of            

adsorption are shown in Figure 4.11 and listed keeping the same nomenclature of the pioneering               

work of Tao et al.4 In addition, mode IX has been considered (see Figure 4.17) to include in our                   

study one of the possible grafted species responsible for spectral structures emerging in the              

experimental spectra measured at room temperature in both the C1s and N1s NEXAFS spectra              

[4.96,.4.98]. For the calculations of both the N and C K edge spectra of the adsorbed pyridine in                  

the XII, VII, IV on-dimer, and cross-trench and IX configurations we have employed the density               

functional theory (DFT) transition potential (TP) methodology [4.111] which includes most           

relaxation effects upon the core hole formation and is known to give good results for the                

simulation of K edge spectra of light atoms [4.112,4.113] The NEXAFS spectra have been              

calculated from dipole transition moments between initial core and final virtual orbitals, taking the  
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Figure 4.11. - Clusters: View of the cluster models for the XII, VII, ondimer IV, and cross-trench IV                  

configurations of pyridine on Si(100) employed for the NEXAFS spectra calculations. (Si atoms are in dark                

gray, C atoms in dark green, N atoms in blue, and the capping hydrogen atoms in light green.) 
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dipole component along the electric vector polarization and employing a recently developed code             

[4.110]. 

 

Theoretical modelling and computations 

 

As in case of ethylene in previous section, the strategy for the calculations of NEXAFS spectra of                 

pyridine on Si(100) is characterized by two main steps. In the first step, a periodic slab                

methodology is used for the optimization of the Si(100) surface and of the pyridine molecules               

adsorbed on it in the configurations reported in Figure 4.11. From the periodic relaxed structures,               

suitable finite clusters are cut out and properly saturated. Their electronic structure is determined              

at the DFT level, and this is the starting point for the calculations of the NEXAFS spectra of the                   

adsorbed pyridine at the TP-DFT level. 

 

4.3.2 Periodic optimization of adsorbate models 

 

Periodic first principle calculations have been performed in the frame of density functional theory              

with the Kohn−Sham orbitals expanded in plane waves and the effects of atomic core regions               

accounted for by pseudopotentials. The Quantum−Espresso suite of codes [4.114] has been            

used as the practical implementation of this methodology. Si(100) p (2 × 2) reconstructed              

surfaces with rows of alternating buckled dimers have been modeled with the slab method. A               

crystal slab has been set up by periodic repetition of a supercell consisting of 12 layers of Si                  

atoms with a single row of four alternating buckled dimers on each (100) face (made parallel to                 

the xy plane). Since in the IV cross-trench mode of adsorption, the pyridine molecule is linked to                 

two different and adjacent rows of dimers, only for this case does a doubled supercell containing                

two rows of dimers on both faces have to be considered. The supercell has been built with a                  

lattice parameter of 5.466 Å obtained from a previous relaxation of bulk silicon, and a vacuum                

region of 10 Å has been added along the z axis to minimize spurious interactions between the                 

upper and lower faces of successive images. After relaxation of the clean slab, one pyridine               

molecule has been placed on each (100) face of the supercell according to the adsorption               

modes considered in this paper. Corresponding coverages, calculated as the ratio between the             

number of occupied and total available dimeric sites for the given adsorption mode, range from               

1/8 ML (for the cross-trench IV mode) to 1/4 ML (for the XII and the on-dimer IV modes) and to                    
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1/2 ML (for the VII and IX modes). The different coverages of the adsorption modes is a                 

consequence of our choice to build models suitable for the following cut of clusters large enough                

to describe the adsorption of three pyridine molecules, to include also possible intermolecular             

interactions in the electronic structure calculations. In the case of the IV cross-trench mode, in               

which the pyridine links two adjacent dimer rows, the cut cluster with three adsorbed molecules               

would have been too large (226 Si atoms) and computationally demanding; we chose, therefore,              

to cut out a Si surface cluster of size similar to those of the other clusters that can support only                    

one pyridine molecule, as described in ‘Results and discussion’ sub-section. Ultrasoft           

pseudopotentials [4.115] have been used throughout the calculations. The exchange-correlation          

part of the energy functional has been modeled with the (spin-polarized) generalized gradient             

approximation (GGA) in the Perdew− Wang (PW91) [4.116] parametrization. The plane wave            

expansion of the crystalline orbitals has been truncated at a cutoff energy of 35 Ry, and a                 

corresponding cutoff of 350 Ry has been used for the expansion of the augmentation charge               

needed by the ultrasoft pseudopotential method (only for the adsorption mode IV cross-trench,             

vide infra, has the cutoff been decreased to 25 Ry as a result of the large computational                 

demand; however, the reliability of the obtained relaxed geometry could be assessed by             

comparing the geometrical parameters obtained for cutoff values of 25 Ry and 35 Ry for two                

other adsorption modes, for which negligible differences were observed). The first Brillouin zone             

has been sampled at a regular (4 × 4 × 2) grid of K points, built according to the Monkhorst and                     

Pack recipe [4.117]. During structural relaxations, all coordinates have been allowed to change.             

Convergence thresholds for geometry optimization are 1 × 10−4 Ry for total energy and 1 ×                

10−3 Ry / Å for the maximum force component acting on atoms. 

 

4.3.3 NEXAFS computational details 

 

All the calculations on the finite systems have been performed with the Amsterdam density              

functional (ADF) program [4.118,4.119]. The clusters cut out from the periodic optimization are             

shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.17 and are described in detail in ‘Results and discussion’               

sub-section. The open valencies of the silicon clusters have been capped with hydrogen atoms.              

A Si141H92 cluster with three adsorbed pyridine molecules has been used to calculate the              

spectra for the XII, VII, IX, and on-dimer IV configurations. Only the pyridine molecule on the                

central dimer row has been considered in the NEXAFS simulations. In this position, the pyridine               

feels the presence of the neighbor pyridine molecules on the surface and is virtually free from                
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border effects of the cluster. A Si143H96 cluster with only one adsorbed pyridine has been used                

for the cross-trench IV configuration. 

 

Basis Set 

 

Different basis sets consisting of Slater-type orbital (STO) functions have been selected to             

calculate the N and C K edge spectra of the adsorbed pyridine, taken from the ADF database.                 

For the excited atom (N or C, respectively) of the middle pyridine, the QZ3P-3DIF basis set has                 

been employed, and a TZ2P basis set has been used for all the remaining atoms. Core orbitals                 

of the not excited C/N atoms have been treated by the frozen core (FC) technique. The FC                 

procedure ensures the localization of the core hole on the excited C atomic site in the C1s core                  

excited calculations. The use of diffuse functions on the excited atom allows for an improved               

representation of the relaxation effects of the inner orbitals as well as for describing the higher                

energy excitations that contribute to the near-edge structures. The TZ2P basis set, FC (1s) for N                

and C, has been used for the atoms of the side adsorbed pyridine molecules. As concerns the                 

surface cluster, the silicon atoms of the dimers involved in the adsorption of the pyridine               

molecule considered for the spectral calculation are described with an all-electron TZ2P basis             

set. A DZP basis set with a FC (1s2s2p) treatment has been instead adopted for the other Si                  

atoms to reduce the computational effort without losing accuracy. A DZP basis set is adopted for                

the hydrogen atoms terminating the Si(100) surface clusters. We have also considered it             

interesting to analyze the effect of the cluster size on the spectra. To this purpose, we performed                 

a geometry optimization of the pyridine in the cross-trench configuration on a Si21H24 cluster,              

adopting the optimization approach presented in ref [4.107]. Two cluster models have been             

considered: a flexible and a stiff cluster (see Figure 4.14). After the inclusion of the pyridine, the                 

flexible model is obtained by letting the atomic positions be completely free in the geometry               

optimization. By letting free only the positions of the top four Si atoms while blocking the                

positions of the other Si and H atoms of the cluster, we obtain the stiff cluster. The geometry                  

optimization has been performed at the VWN [4.120] level using the TZ2P all-electrons basis for               

each atom. 

 

Spectra Calculations 

 

All the DFT calculations have been performed employing the gradient corrected Perdew− Wang             
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exchange functional [4.121] and the Perdew correlation functional [4.122]. As in the previous             

case of ethylene on the Si(100) surface, the DFT transition potential (TP) method [4.112] has               

been employed for the calculations of the N and C K edge excitation spectra of the adsorbed                 

pyridine. In the TP computational technique, half an electron is removed from the 1s orbital of the                 

excited atom (N or C), relaxing all the orbitals until self-consistency is obtained. This scheme               

includes most of the relaxation effects following the core hole formation and provides a single set                

of orthogonal orbitals useful for the calculation of the transition moments. Going deeply a little               

more in mathematical aspects to make clear the power of polarized NEXAFS spectra, the              

oscillator strengths are calculated from the so-obtained TP relaxed orbitals via dipole transition             

moments: oscillator strengths for fixed-in-space molecules are calculated with the following           

expression (section 3): 

                                                                               (4.1) 

 

where ni is the ground state occupation number of the initial core orbital, ε is the light polarization                  

vector, and φTP corresponds to TP orbitals. ωif corresponds to the excitation energies that are               

obtained as the differences between the eigenvalue of the virtual orbital and that of the 1s orbital                 

calculated with TP configuration. For randomly oriented molecules in the gas phase, the             

oscillator strength corresponds to the rotational average of expression 4.1: 

 

                                                                                     (4.2) 

 

Expression 4.1 is calculated with a coded algorithm interfaced to ADF and recently developed in               

our research group (see chapter 3) [4.110]. In the TP approach, the energy of ionization               

threshold is obtained from the eigenvalue 

 

                                                                                                                    (4.3) 

 

The TP approach leads to a less attractive potential, and the absolute transition energies are               

generally too large. To correct the NEXAFS energies, ΔKS (ΔSCF Kohn−Sham) calculations of             
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the relaxed ionization energies have been performed, allowing a full relaxation of the ionized core               

hole. The energy of the 1s−1 ionic state is obtained from a KS unrestricted calculation. The TP                 

excitation energies are then shifted with respect to the ΔIP value corresponding to [ε1s TP −                

ΔKS]. The excitation spectrum at each nonequivalent carbon site of the central adsorbed             

pyridine is obtained as a single calculation, and the total C1s NEXAFS spectrum is obtained by                

summing up the different contributions. For each spectrum, the theoretical N1s and C1s             

ionization thresholds are reported; they are useful also to distinguish the below-edge region of              

the spectrum, where the present discrete orbital description is adequate, from the above-edge             

region, where such an approach determines a discretization of the nonresonant continuum that             

is in part an artifact of the calculation, so that only qualitative information can be extracted above                 

the ionization threshold. In fact, the final virtual orbitals above edge are unbound and the               

LCAO−MO approach in a finite basis set is not able to properly describe them. Only when the                 

coupling between the discrete virtual orbitals generated by the present approach and the             

nonresonant continuum, not included, is weak can it be assumed that the discrete transitions              

calculated above edge may afford a qualitative estimate of the shape resonances observed in              

the cross section, at least in the lower energy range. All the calculated spectral profiles have                

been convoluted by Gaussian functions of appropriate full width at half maximum (fwhm) value,              

which has been chosen referring to the two different N1s [4.98] and C1s [4.96] figures of the                 

experimental spectra. The use of Gaussians functions to smooth calculated discrete lines allows             

one to include, on average and statistically, all effects that can cause line-broadening and              

facilitate the comparison with the experiments (see the corresponding figure captions for further             

details). 

 

4.3.4 Results and discussion 

 

In this sub-section, we first discuss the results relative to the optimizations at periodic level of the                 

Si(100) surface and of the five adsorption models of pyridine on Si(100), in particular, the one                

N-bonded (XII), two tetra-σ (VII and IX), and two di-σ (IV and IV cross-trench)-bonded modes               

shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.17. The labels in parentheses follow the well established              

nomenclature [4.94,4.123] In the second part, we present the calculated NEXAFS N and C K               

edge spectra of the adsorbed pyridine employing clusters cut out from the periodic structures.              

For the calculation of the polarized spectra, we have considered specific light polarizations to              

compare the theoretical results with the experimental spectra [4.96,4.98] In particular, three            
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different directions of polarization of the electric field vector, E, have been considered: E normal               

to the surface, E parallel to the surface and parallel to the Si−Si dimer axis, and E parallel to the                    

surface and normal to the Si−Si dimer axis (see the scheme of the E vector orientation with                 

respect to the surface in Figure 4.13). The sketches of the adsorption geometry are shown in                

Figure 4.12 (for the XII, VII, and the two di-σ IV modes) and 4.17 (for the IX mode), where it is                     

apparent that the Si surface lies in the xy plane in our reference system and the dimeric axis on                   

which the pyridine molecules are adsorbed is along the y direction. 

 

Periodic results 

 

Clean p (2 × 2) reconstructed (100) Si slabs were built and relaxed, as already described in our                  

previous work [4.110] A single pyridine molecule was adsorbed at each face of the slabs in the                 

five different XII, VII, IX, IV on-dimer, and IV cross-trench configurations. The starting p (2 × 2)                 

surface unit cell was properly expanded to allow the simulation of each given adsorption mode at                

the target coverage. Our relaxed geometry for adsorption mode VII is in satisfactory agreement              

with an experimental determination based on photoelectron diffraction measurements [4.124].          

The optimized geometries for modes XII and IV agree very well with those obtained from finite                

cluster calculations for the same configurations in reference [4.125]. Although convergence of            

the geometry with kinetic energy cutoff and k-point sampling was carefully pursued, no attempt              

was made to obtain converged energetics, the purpose of these preliminary periodic            

optimizations being expressly that of producing reliable structures on which NEXAFS simulations            

could be based. The present periodic calculations are therefore suitable neither for a quantitative              

analysis of the adsorption energies nor for a discussion of the influence of the surface coverage                

on the stability of the adducts. Our goal in building the adsorption models has been a correct                 

description of the reconstructed Si(100) surface as well as of adsorbate/surface systems able to              

include also reliable intermolecular interactions, as pointed out in the previous section. From the              

infinitely periodic relaxed crystal slabs, suitable finite clusters were cut out for the NEXAFS              

spectra calculations. To this end, a compromise between reasonable simulation of an infinite             

surface and affordable computational demand had to be found. The clusters representing the             

XII,VII, IX, and IV on-dimer modes contain three dimer rows with four top dimers and one                

adsorbed pyridine molecule per row. The cluster thickness is five Si layers, for a total of 141 Si                  

atoms per cluster; the final cluster, after the saturation of the Si dangling bonds with H atoms, is                  

the Si141H92 with three adsorbed pyridine molecules in the considered configurations. Because            
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in the IV cross-trench mode, the adsorbed pyridine links two adjacent dimer rows, the              

corresponding cut cluster has been slightly different and comprises 143 Si atoms (Si143H96             

cluster after the hydrogen termination). In particular, this cluster contains four dimer rows with              

three top dimers per row and a single pyridine molecule adsorbed on the two central dimer rows. 

 

 

N K-edge spectra 

 

In Figure 4.13, the N1s calculated spectra of the pyridine adsorbed in the XII, VII, IV on-dimer, and                  

IV cross-trench configurations are shown. For each adsorption mode, we have reported the             

discrete excitations of the non-polarized spectrum (blue vertical lines), which have been            

calculated without considering a specific light polarization, therefore employing expression 4.2 to            

obtain the intensity as well as the convoluted profiles of the spectra calculated with the different                

light polarization directions previously described, whose excitations intensity is obtained using           

expression 4.1. The oscillator strength absolute scale reported in the figure refers to the              

calculated discrete excitations of all the spectra; the spectral convolutions have been made             

using Gaussian functions with fwhm = 0.8 eV. The polarizations of the E vector are reported in                 

the insert of Figure 4.13. If we consider our reference system reported in Figure 4.12, we see                 

that the x polarization corresponds to the E vector parallel to the surface plane and perpendicular                

to the Si dimer axis (red spectral line). The E vector parallel to both the surface and the dimeric                   

axis corresponds to the y polarization (dashed spectral line), and the E vector normal to the                

surface represents the z polarization (black spectral line). Consider first the theoretical spectra             

of Figure 4.13 starting from mode XII. In this configuration, the N lone pair interacts with the Si                  

atom of the dimer, forming a dative bond, while the pyridine retains its aromatic character. This                

grafted species keeps a N sp2 atom. The total spectrum is dominated by an intense peak at                 

lower energy (401.2 eV) corresponding to the transition from the N1s core orbital to the LUMO                

orbital, which has a predominant π* (C=N) character. The second, less intense peak around 403               

eV involves excitations to final orbitals largely localized on the surface. Small N2p components              

are also present, which actually map the oscillator strengths and give a σ* (Si−N) character to                

this feature. The last peak before threshold (around 406 eV) is related to transitions with               

predominant π* (C=N) character and smaller σ* (C−N) components; the σ* (C−N) transitions             

dominate, instead, the feature just above threshold. According to the setup reported in Figure              

4.12, we can follow the trend of the calculated polarized spectra of mode XII with the orientation                 
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of the electric field. (In the following, we will quantify the orientation of σ/π bonds by giving their                  

direction cosines in the Cartesian reference system defined for each mode. The value of the               

direction cosine C with respect to axis α will be indicated as Cα.) The intensity of the first peak is                    

enhanced with the x polarization, in line with the orientation of the π* (C=N) bond along the x                  

direction (Cx ≈ 1), whereas it is 0 for the y and z polarizations. The intensity of the σ* (Si− N)  

 

 

Figure 4.12. - Sketches of the XII, VII, on-dimer IV, and cross-trench IV adsorption modes with the relative                  

Cartesian reference frame of our setup. 
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peak slightly increases with z polarization but disappears with the x polarization, being the major  

component of the Si−N bond along the z direction (Cz = 0.91). The predominant π* (C=N)                

component of the third peak is probed by the x polarization. Finally, the σ* (C−N) transitions                

above threshold exhibit intensity for both the y and the z polarizations according to the direction  

of the N−C1 (Cy = 1) and N−C5 (Cy = 0.56, Cz = 0.83) bonds. Mode VII represents a 1,4,5,6                    

tetra-σ bonded structure with the pyridine grafted to two adjacent dimers in a row, as highlighted                

in the sketch of Figure 4.12. This configuration has the N atom sp3 -hybridized and a C=C bond                  

involving the ortho C atom (C1 in the sketch). The total spectrum of mode VII shows two main                  

features: a low intensity peak at 400.9 eV and a large band around threshold, at ∼405 eV. The                  

first peak presents a σ*(Si−N) character, and this is confirmed by the behavior of the polarized                

spectra, in which this peak is slightly enhanced with the z polarization, decreases with the x                

polarization, and lowers with the y polarization. In fact, the Si−N bond has a major component                

along z direction in our geometry setup (Cz = 0.90), but also smaller components in the xy                 

plane, due to the sp3 hybridization of the N atom (Cx = 0.43, Cy = 0.10). The higher energy band                    

mainly derives from σ* (N−C) transitions, which are, in fact, expected in this energy region [4.96].                

The broadening of the band depends on the two families of σ* (N−C) transitions associated with                

the two nonequivalent N−C bonds of mode VII. The polarization dependence supports this             

attribution: a drop in the intensity is observed with the y polarization; in fact, both the N−C bonds                  

have major components in the xz plane. Actually, the intensity is stronger with the x and z                 

polarizations with the two maxima slightly shifted. In particular, the x polarization emphasizes the              

σ* (N−C5) transitions at slightly higher energy, in line with a preferential x direction of the N−C5                 

bond (Cx = 0.93), whereas the z polarization favors the intensity of the σ* (N−C1) transitions (Cz                 

= 0.76). In on-dimer mode IV, the pyridine is grafted to only one Si dimer through the N atom and                    

the para C3 atom (see the sketch in Figure 4.12); both ortho atoms are involved in C=C double                  

bonds. The lower-energy broad peak (around 401 eV) in the total N1s spectrum (Figure 4.13) is                

again assigned to the σ* (Si−N) transitions. We should note that the Si−N bond lies in the yz                  

plane and is almost orthogonal to the surface (Cz = 0.99). The maximum intensity of the                

polarized spectra is accordingly found with the out-of-plane polarization, and the intensity drops             

with the x polarization. The wide structure around 406 eV essentially probes the σ* (N−C)               

transitions. The N−C bonds lie in the xy plane and are preferentially oriented along the x direction                 

(for σ(N−C1) and σ(N−C5), Cx = 0.81). This is consistent with the maximum intensity found with                

the x polarization and a correspondent drop when the polarization is perpendicular to the              

surface. Finally, we describe the N1s spectra of cross-trench mode IV. This is a 1,4-di-σ  
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Figure 4.13. - Calculated N K edge nonpolarized and polarized spectra of pyridine in the XII, VII, on-dimer                  

IV, and cross-trench IV configurations. Blue lines, discrete transitions of the nonpolarized N1s spectra; lines               

representing the convolution of the polarized spectra are shown in the insert (see the legend). All the spectra                  

are convoluted with Gaussian functions of fwhm = 0.8 eV. The experimental spectra of pyridine on Si(100) at                  

200 K [4.98] are reported on top of the figure for comparison. Vertical black lines, ΔKS N1s ionization                  

thresholds (eV) [406.57 eV (mode XII), 404.93 eV (mode VII), 403.79 eV (on-dimer mode IV), and 403.98 eV                  

(cross-trench mode IV)]. 
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geometry in which the N and the para C3 atoms connect two adjacent dimer rows [4.123]. Unlike                 

the previous Si−N/Si−C modes, two definite peaks are present in the lower energy region of the                

non-polarized spectrum around 400 and 402 eV. The final orbitals in this region are largely               

localized on the surface, as in all the previous geometries, and are characterized by a mixing of                 

large Si3p components with little N2p components. The Si−N bond is more tilted than in the                

previous models and acquires significant components along both the y and z directions (Cy =               

0.36; Cz = 0.93). The N2py and N2pz atomic components also split in energy, and the σ* (Si−N)                  

transitions give rise accordingly to two distinct peaks. This clue is consistent with the polarization               

dependence of the spectra: the first peak is stronger with the y polarization, whereas the second                

one is for the out-of-plane z polarization; both peaks disappear for the x polarization. The σ*                

(N−C) transitions show the maximum intensity just above threshold in the energy region between              

406 and 407 eV. The x polarization enhances the intensity of these transitions; in fact, the                

pyridine molecule lies in the xy plane in our setup, with the bonds between N atom and the C1                   

and C5 ortho atoms directed mainly along the x axis. There are, however, non-negligible              

components of the bonds also along the y direction and, to a lesser extent, also along the z                  

component, as proved by the C2p atomic contributions to the σ* (N−C) molecular orbitals (for               

σ(N−C1) and σ(N−C5): Cx = 0.91, Cy = 0.26, Cz = 0.33). This mixing among the atomic                 

components is responsible for the significant intensity of these transitions also in the y- and               

z-polarized spectra around 406 eV. The experimental NEXAFS spectra recorded at 200 K [4.98]              

are reported at the top of Figure 4.13 for comparison with the calculated N1s polarized spectra.                

In the experiment, an intense peak at 400 eV (peak B) is present in the polarizations within the                  

surface plane, but also, the out-of-plane polarization gives a contribution. Our results show that              

the dative bond strongly contributes to the E perpendicular to the dimer axis in the surface plane                 

polarization. The energy position of the calculated peak is slightly overestimated, but this can be               

due to the self-interaction error introduced by the approximate treatment of exchange by DFT              

methods that can affect the absolute core− electron excitation energies. The only other species              

that gives a small contribution to the intensity of the x polarization is mode VII with the σ* (Si−N)                   

transitions, The transitions of Si−Nsp3 nature of both mode VII and mode IV on the dimer                

contribute to peak B for the out-of-plane polarization, whereas the two modes IV give              

contributions also to the polarization with E along the dimer axis in the surface plane. Therefore,                

peak B can be probed in all the polarizations by the σ* (Si−N sp3 ) transitions of modes VII, IV on                     

dimer, and IV cross-trench; a specific contribution to the polarization in surface plane             

perpendicular to the dimer axis comes from dative mode XII through the π* (C=N) transitions.               
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The structure C around 402 eV in the experiment is strong when the electric field is                

perpendicular to the surface plane. Again, the σ* (Si−N) transitions fall into this energy region,               

and they acquire intensity with the out-of-plane polarization, in particular for mode IV             

cross-trench and for mode XII. This spectral analysis substantially agrees with and confirms             

some conclusions presented in ref [4.98]. Concerning the higher-energy structures observed in            

the experiment above 404 eV, our results indicate that they can be assigned to the σ* (N−C)                 

transitions, which fall into this energy region for mode VII and the two modes IV and give                 

on-average contributions to all three polarizations, even though with different weights, depending            

on the geometry of the grafted pyridine. Following the calculations, also a contribution from the               

π*(C=N) transitions of mode XII is present around 405 eV for the x polarization. The four modes                 

considered are therefore able to describe the main features of the N1s experimental spectrum              

registered at 200 K as well as the experimental dichroism effects. The present result can thus                

support the wide analysis in ref [4.98] that attributes to these grafting modes a significant role in                 

the adsorption process on Si(100) at low temperature. We found it interesting to check the               

importance of using large clusters previously optimized at periodic level for the simulation of core               

excitation spectra of the pyridine adsorbed on Si(100). It has been elsewhere discussed that the               

buckling of the Si dimers is a key factor for studying the adsorption of polar molecules on Si(100)                  

[4.123,4.126]. Furthermore, it has been shown that the cluster size has some effect on the               

molecule-to-silicon charge transfer [4.127]. On the other hand, the influence of Si cluster size on               

N1s NEXAFS, examined in the case of acetonitrile and benzonitrile on Si(100) [4.108,4.109], has              

been considered negligible, and the simulation of the N1s spectra of pyridine on Si(100) in ref                

[4.98] has been performed considering only small silicon clusters to mimic the surface. To              

examine the issue of the Si cluster size in the case of the pyridine on Si(100), we have                  

considered two small silicon clusters (Si21H24) with the pyridine adsorbed in the cross-trench             

configuration in addition to the large cluster model derived by the periodic optimization             

(Si143H96, Figure 4.11). In this mode IV, pyridine bridges two adjacent dimer rows; therefore,              

strain effects on the pyridine depending on the dimer geometry can be important. The Si21H24               

clusters, labeled a and b, are shown in Figure 4.14. The geometry of cluster a has been obtained                  

by allowing the atomic positions to be completely free, and cluster b has been created by freeing                 

the positions of the top Si atoms while blocking the positions of the remaining Si atoms [4.107].                 

The “flexible” (a) and “stiff” (b) clusters feature two extreme cases for representing the more               

realistic geometry as obtained in the present work by the periodic boundary slab calculations. In               

Figure 4.14, the N1s theoretical spectra of the pyridine adsorbed on the a and b clusters are                 
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compared with the spectrum relative to the large Si143H96 system. The presence of only one               

pyridine molecule grafted onto both the large and the smaller Si clusters allows comparison of  

 

Figure 4.14. - Calculated N K edge nonpolarized and polarized spectra of pyridine adsorbed in the                

cross-trench mode IV on Si143H96 cluster and Si21H24 cluster (flexible and stiff). Blue lines: discrete               

transitions of the nonpolarized N1s spectra. Lines representing the convolution of the polarized spectra are               

shown in the insert (see the legend). All the spectra are convoluted with Gaussian functions of fwhm = 0.8                   

eV. Vertical black lines: ΔKS N1s ionization thresholds (eV) [403.98 eV (Si143H96), 404.40 eV (Si21H24,               

flexible) and 404.14 (Si21H24, stiff)]. 
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calculations that do not include interaction effects among molecules on the surface. Bond             

lengths and angles for cross-trench pyridine geometry of the clusters are reported in Table 4.1.  

There is no drastic change in the considered geometrical coordinates, except for the tilt angles               

of the pyridine with respect to the Si dimers to which the molecule is grafted. This entails a                  

different inclination of the molecule with respect to the surface plane. The effect of the cluster                

size on the spectra is, however, not negligible, in particular as concerns the intensity distribution               

among the calculated lines of the total spectrum, as is clear from Figure 4.14. If we consider the                  

N1s spectra of the large cluster as a reference, quite significant differences are observed in the                

spectrum of the small flexible cluster, in particular for the appearance of a lowest-energy peak               

relative to the HOMO− LUMO transition, which is completely absent in the large cluster              

spectrum. In addition, the intensity variation of the below edge peaks with the polarization (along               

the y and z axes) follows a different trend in the flexible spectrum with respect to the large one. In                    

contrast, the spectral shapes recovered with the stiff cluster show a qualitative agreement with              

the spectra of the large cluster, in particular in the region below the threshold. This behavior                

points out that if the adsorbed structure is optimized with a small cluster model of the surface,                 

the relative NEXAFS calculations can deviate from those obtained for an accurate periodic             

geometry optimization; the choice to apply some constraints on the cluster structure during the              

optimization can also influence the spectrum. The final results therefore can become dependent             

on how the cluster that simulates the Si dimeric surface has been chosen and its geometry is                 

optimized. 

 

Table 4.1. - Calculated Distances and Angles for the Various Optimized Cross-Trench Model Clustersa 

 

a Lengths are in angstroms, angular values are in degrees. Si(1), Si′(1), Si(2), Si′(2) labels point out dimeric                  

silicon atoms, as reported in the sketches of Figure 4.14. 

 

 

C K-edge spectra 

 

We discuss in the following the theoretical results relative to the C1s edge of the pyridine in the                  
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XII, VII, IV on-dimer, and IV cross-trench configurations. Up to now, a theoretical simulation of the                

C1s polarized spectra of pyridine adsorbed on Si(100) has never been published, so it has been                

considered useful to perform these calculations even if the experimental spectra have been             

obtained only at room temperature [4.96]. Under such conditions, other adsorption modes, in             

addition to the four examined in this work, have been proposed [4.98]. The calculated C1s total                

and polarized spectra of the XII, VII, IV on-dimer, and IV cross-trench modes are presented in                

Figure 4.15. The discrete excitations (vertical bars) are reported for the total excitation spectrum              

whereas for the polarized spectra, only the convoluted profiles are shown. The oscillator strength              

absolute scale reported in the figure refers to the calculated discrete excitations of all the               

spectra, which have been convoluted with Gaussian functions with fwhm = 0.3 eV. As              

highlighted in the computational section, the C1s spectrum of each adsorption configuration is             

obtained by summing the C1s spectra calculated for each nonequivalent carbon site of the              

adsorbed pyridine. The site-resolved excitation spectra substantially represent a deconvolution of           

the final C1s spectrum into components that allow great flexibility in the analysis of the               

transitions and facilitate the attribution of the spectral features to the different C atoms of the                

pyridine. In dative mode XII, the pyridine preserves its aromaticity, and the C1s total spectrum               

qualitatively resembles that of free pyridine [4.128]. A first intense structure picked at 286.7 eV               

corresponds to the C1s → π* transitions from the ortho and meta carbon atoms; its lower                

energy part (peaked at 286 eV) is instead contributed by the transition from the C1s para atom.                 

This split can be therefore attributed to a chemical shift due to the different C atom positions                 

relative to the N atom; this is also apparent from the energy positions of the core ionization                 

potentials of the C atoms, which decrease in the sequence ortho−meta−para. This behavior             

depends on the electronegativity of the N atom: the ortho C atoms are directly bound to N, so                  

they are weakly positive, and their IPs are higher than that of the meta and para C atoms, which                   

are progressively away from the nitrogen. The smaller structure at the higher energy side of the                

main peak is attributed to another series of π* transitions from the ortho C atoms. In addition, the                  

double peaked feature just below threshold has a π* origin with the C meta and para transitions,                 

which contributes to the lower energy peak (at 290.4 eV) and the C ortho transitions to the higher  

peak (at 291.1 eV). The in-plane x polarization probes the π* nature of the 286.7 and 290.5 eV                  

features, enhancing their intensity, which is instead suppressed for the other two polarizations.             

Finally, the broad, less-intense structure located around 289 eV is assigned to σ* (C−H)              

transitions, in analogy with the free pyridine assignment in this energy region; these transitions              

are consistently observed with both in-plane y and out-of-plane polarizations and not with x              
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polarization. When pyridine is grafted to the surface in mode VII, there is a complete loss of                 

aromaticity; only a C=C bond is present, which involves the C1 (ortho) and C2 (meta) carbon                

atoms in the sketch of Figure 4.12. The π* transitions from C1 and C2 core electrons strongly  

 

Figure 4.15. - Calculated C K edge nonpolarized and polarized spectra of pyridine in the XII, VII, on-dimer                  

IV, and cross-trench IV configurations. Blue lines: discrete transitions of the nonpolarized C1s spectra; lines               

representing the convolution of the polarized spectra are shown in the insert (see the legend). All the spectra                  

are convoluted with Gaussian functions of fwhm = 0.3 eV. Vertical lines: ΔKS C1s ionization thresholds (full                 

line for the ortho C atom, dashed lines for meta C atoms and dotted lines for para C atoms). 
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contribute to the first three-peaked structure in the calculated total spectrum, with the two first               

peaks contributed by the meta components and the second and third peaks, by the ortho               

components. As we can see in Figure 4.15, the π* structure is higher in energy (about 1 eV) than                   

the π* structures in the other modes, proving that the location of this peak is sensitive to the                  

adsorption geometry. In this energy region also, less-intense transitions involving the C atoms             

bounded to the Si atoms are present and contribute to the higher-energy side of the π* structure.                 

Concerning the response to the polarization, we observe that both the out-of-plane (z) and              

in-plane (x) polarizations probe the π* (C=C) transitions, whereas the σ* (Si−C) bonds are              

directed mainly along the z direction (for σ (Si−C3), Cz = 0.91; for σ (Si−C4), Cz = 0.85; for σ                    

(Si−C5), Cz = 0.86;) and are therefore probed by the out-of-plane (z) polarization. Therefore, the               

polarization dependence of the spectra is not decisive to recognize the mixed nature of this               

structure. The next features below threshold can be essentially attributed to σ* (C−H) transitions,              

although Rydberg C np components are also present in this region. The σ (C−H) bonds of the                 

grafted pyridine are not in the molecular plane, but point away from the surface. The transitions                

from the C 1s core orbitals to these states are probed by all three polarizations, although the                 

higher intensity is calculated for the out-of-plane polarization, the majority of the σ (C−H) bonds               

being directed mainly along the z direction. The features just above threshold are quite strong in                

this adsorption model and can be associated with σ* transitions of mixed character. In this               

energy region, contributions of σ* (C−H) character are still present, but the σ* (C−C) transitions               

begin to appear. The stronger intensity for the in-plane polarizations accounts for the preferential              

orientations of the σ*(C−C) bonds of the grafted pyridine. The C1s total spectra of mode IV in the                  

on-dimer and cross-trench configurations are quite similar: the grafted pyridine lies rather flat             

with respect to the surface (in the xy plane in our reference system), with two double C=C bonds                  

involving the C1,C2 and C4,C5 pairs of carbon atoms. The double-peaked structure of π* origin               

appears at slightly lower energy than in mode XII for both mode IV configurations: around 285.5                

eV, we found the meta peak (excitations from C2 and C4 core orbitals), whereas the ortho peak                 

(excitations from C1 and C5 core orbitals) falls at 286.1 eV, with a chemical shift close to that                  

calculated for the dative-bonded species. We should note that two C atoms in meta and ortho                

positions in the cross-trench geometry are substantially equivalent by symmetry; therefore, the            

calculations provide overlapping spectra for C1 and C5 and for C2 and C4. The trend of the π*                  

peak with the polarizations shows an intensity enhancement with the z polarization according to              

a preferential orientation of the double C=C bonds along the y dimer axis (for σ (C1−C2) and σ                  

(C4−C5): Cy = 0.99) and the main component of the π C=C bond along the z direction (for π                   
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(C1=C2) and π (C4=C5): Cz = 1.00). The following features up to threshold are significantly less                

intense than in the XII and VII modes and have mixed σ* (C−H) and σ* (Si−C3) character. The                  

region around 288 eV is contributed mainly by the σ* (C−H) transitions, whereas the σ* (Si−C3)                

transitions give their major contribution around 289−290 eV. In this energy range, strong Rydberg              

C np components are present. The σ* (C−H) structure of the on-dimer configuration is wide               

without an emerging peak; the x and y polarizations give similar contributions that decrease for z                

polarization since the C−H bonds lie mainly in the molecular xy plane, with only small               

components along the z axis. This picture changes in the cross-trench configuration because             

the pyridine plane is slightly away from the xy surface plane and the C3−H bond acquires a                 

significant component along the z direction, consistent with an increase in the z polarization (for               

σ (C3−H): Cz = 0.90). The σ* (Si−C3) transitions in the following energy region are probed                

mainly by the z polarization for both the on-dimer and cross-trench species, according to the               

prevalent direction of the Si−C3 bond (for σ (Si−C3): Cz = 1.00 and Cz = 0.98 for on-dimer and                   

cross-trench, respectively). The σ* structures appearing just above threshold (between 290 and            

292 eV) are mostly contributed by the C3 transitions in both the on-dimer and cross-trench               

models and appear stronger for the x polarization that is compatible with the major component of                

the σ* (C−C) bond of the C3 atom with the C2 and C4 ortho carbon atoms (for σ (C2−C3) and σ                     

(C3−C4): Cx = 0.80 and Cx = 0.94 for on-dimer and cross-trench respectively). The comparison               

between the C1s theoretical spectra and the experimental data [4.96] is presented in Figure              

4.16. The experimental spectra at the C edge have been measured at room temperatures and               

are reported in the inserted boxes for the out-of-plane polarization (panel a, z polarization in our                

reference system), and for the in-plane polarizations with the electric field, E, orthogonal to the               

dimer axis (panel b, x polarization) or parallel to the dimer axis (panel c, y polarization). It has to                   

be highlighted that the C1s experimental spectra in ref [4.96] have to be shifted to higher photon                 

energies by 1.15 eV [4.129]. The calculated polarized spectra of the XII, VII, IV on-dimer, and                

cross-trench adsorption models are accordingly gathered in each panel with different colors. The             

agreement is only partial, and the models considered are not able to reproduce some of the                

dichroism effects exhibited by the experimental spectra. We focus on the π* peak at lower               

energy, which is particularly significant and is present in all polarized experimental spectra.             

When the polarization is orthogonal to the surface (panel a), the experimental double peak at low                

energy is well reproduced by both modes IV, which also provide for the chemical shift splitting                

previously analyzed. The in-plane polarization orthogonal to the dimer (panel b) probes            

essentially the π* transitions of the dative-bonded pyridine (mode XII), although the computed  
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Figure 4.16. - Comparison of the calculated C1s polarized spectra of the XII (red line), VII (green line),                  

on-dimer IV (blue line), and cross-trench IV (black line) modes with the experimental spectra for pyridine on                 

Si(100) at room temperature [4.96] (reported in the inserted boxes). Panel a, out-of-plane polarization; panel               

b, in-plane parallel to the dimers polarization; panel c, in-plane normal to the dimers polarization. Only the                 

spectral convolutions with Gaussian functions of fwhm = 0.3 eV of the calculated transitions are shown. 
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intensities of the double peak appear reversed with respect to the experiment. None of the               

modes considered gives instead an emerging π* peak for the in-plane parallel polarization, as              

observed in the experiment (panel c). This disagreement points out that other grafted species              

have to be considered to describe the room temperature C1s spectra. To get more insight into  

an adsorption geometry that could give rise to a π* peak for the in-plane parallel polarization, we                 

have taken into account the IX mode of absorption reported in Figure 4.17. In this tetra-σ-bonded                

configuration, the pyridine is linked to two Si dimers by four Si−C bonds and contains a −C=N−                 

(imine) chemical group, (−C5=N− in our sketch of Figure 4.17).  

The periodic optimization of this adsorption model shows that the N−C1 and C4−C5 bonds              

deflect from the xy plane, where the other σ (C−C) bonds substantially lie, and  

that the −C5=N bond develops mainly along the x direction (for σ (N−C5): Cx = 1.00). The π*                  

orbital (N=C5) therefore has a major component along the z direction but acquires a small               

component also along the y direction, unlike the case of modes XII and VII. The π* peak is                  

calculated at 286 eV and is stronger with the out-of-plane polarization but maintains a significant               

intensity also with in-plane parallel to the dimers polarization (y in our setup). Thus, mode IX can                 

explain the presence of the experimental lower energy peak in this polarization (see panel c of                

Figure 4.16) as well as the higher intensity of the σ* (C−C) transitions just above threshold. 

These transitions could also contribute to the intensity of the structures calculated for the x               

polarization, which is relatively low for the other adsorption models with respect to the              

experiment (see panel b of Figure 4.16). It has to be noted that the π* peak in the experimental                   

in-plane parallel to the dimer polarization (panel c of Figure 4.16) is split by ∼0.6 eV, whereas                 

mode IX gives rise to only a single π* peak associated with the transitions from the ortho carbon                  

core electron (C5). The present analysis is therefore not decisive for a complete understanding              

of the C1s experimental dichroism effects observed at room temperature. As a final note, we               

underline that the N1s spectra simulated for mode IX, reported in Figure 4.17, shows a peak                

calculated at 399.1 eV attributed to the π* (C=N) transitions, which is lower in energy by about 2                  

eV with respect to the analogous peak for the other grafted pyridine modes, in particular, the XII                 

dative configuration. This peak exhibits a strong polarization along the normal to the surface (z               

direction) and a minor one with the y polarization, showing the same trend of the π* peak in the                   

C1s spectrum. A lower-energy N π* peak at 398.9 eV is also observed in the N1s experiment at                  

room temperature, with a dichroism trend that is satisfactorily reproduced by the calculations for              

mode IX. This experimental peak almost vanishes in the spectrum at 200 K; therefore, the               

present analysis is consistent with the suggestions in ref [4.98]. 
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Figure 4.17. - Calculated C K edge and N K edge nonpolarized and polarized spectra for the pyridine                  

adsorbed on Si141H96 in the mode IX geometry. The view of the cluster model employed for the spectra                  

calculations is reported at the top of the figure. Only the sketch of mode IX and the Cartesian reference                   

frame is shown. Blue lines: discrete transitions of the nonpolarized C1s and N1s spectra. Lines representing                

the convolution of the polarized spectra are shown in the insert box (see the legend). C1s spectra are                  

convoluted with a fwhm of 0.3 eV; N1s spectra are convoluted with a fwhm of 0.8 eV. Vertical lines: ΔKS                    

C1s (full line for the ortho C atom, 289.98 eV; dashed lines for meta C atoms, 289.42 eV; dotted lines for                     

para C atoms, 289.50 eV) and N1s ionization thresholds (403.24 eV). 
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4.3.5 Conclusions 

 

In this work, we have employed a DFT computational methodology for the calculations of the               

NEXAFS spectra of pyridine adsorbed on Si(100). For addressing the tricky problem of the              

modeling of the adsorbate/surface system, preliminary periodic calculations at the DFT level            

have been performed for the optimization of both the clean and pyridine covered reconstructed              

Si(100) surface. Five adsorption modes have been considered (XII, VII, IX, IV on-dimer, and IV               

cross-trench configurations), and from the infinitely periodic relaxed crystal slabs, suitable finite            

clusters have been cut out for the calculation of the N1s and C1s NEXAFS spectra of the                 

adsorbed pyridine. A DFT-TP approach has been employed for the simulation of the total and               

polarized spectra. The N1s calculated spectra indicate that the XII, VII, IV on-dimer, and              

cross-trench modes are able to describe the main features of the N1s experimental spectrum              

registered at 200 K as well as the experimental dichroism effects, confirming the significant role               

of these grafting modes in the adsorption process on Si(100) at low temperature. These              

configurations cannot explain instead all the experimental features emerging at room           

temperature in both the N1s and C1s spectra. To deal with this issue, mode IX, which involves a                  

−C=N− (imine) chemical group, has also been considered. The π* (C=N) transitions of mode IX               

can probe the π* peak, observed in the C1s experimental spectrum when the electric field, E, is                 

parallel to the surface and aligned along the Si dimer axis, as well as the lower energy π* peak                   

emerging in the N1s spectrum at 300 K. Some discrepancies with the experiments are,              

however, still present, in particular concerning the reproduction of the C1s dichroism effects             

observed at room temperature, and point out that the present list of possible adducts is not                

exhaustive of a complete understanding of all spectral features. The long-range effects of an              

extended surface model on the N1s NEXAFS features have been examined considering two             

smaller silicon clusters with the pyridine adsorbed in cross-trench mode IV. The analysis of the               

results reveals the importance of an accurate modeling of the Si(100) reconstructed surface for              

a confident simulation of the NEXAFS spectra of the adsorbed pyridine. The computational             

methodology employed has proved reliable to describe the K-shell spectra of such complex             

systems and very useful both to assign the specific electronic transitions and to extract              

important structural information from the calculated polarized spectra. 
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5. Molecules adsorbed on transition-metal surfaces 

 

This part of the present work is entirely devoted to interesting investigations of molecular              

sub-systems on metal surfaces [5.a1, 5.a2] of silver and gold (respectively Ag and Au in the                

standard elements table), two very important transition metals in a wide range of bio-sensing and               

medical engineering applications. Following the first section 5.1, developed in order to make             

clear the fundamental aspects of the theory that go in deep on the physics of the metal surfaces                  

and basic mechanism of chemisorption on transition metals surfaces, sections 5.2 and 5.3 put              

the focus on the adsorption problems of O2 and 1,4-benzenediamine molecules respectively on             

Ag(110) and Au(111) surfaces, which were treated at the same TP-DFT level, like in previous               

sections, in terms of the specific approach to the theoretical NEXAFS spectroscopy. 

From the point of view of the cluster approach for the analysis at finite level, due to the                  

complexity of the case and peculiar features of the given surface, Ag(110) were not treated with                

the same hybrid approach (periodic slab / finite cluster) to optimize a suitable surface              

reconstruction for the adsorption problem, although further considerations and test on this clean             

surface cut will be needed in the future to overcome optimization problems at finite level. 

A further insight in section 5.2 will explain better the reasons related to the view of this position. 

 

 

5.1. Fundamentals of transition metal surfaces 

 

5.1.1. Introduction 

 

On the basis that one must understand clean surfaces before one can understand how they               

interact with their environment this chapter is limited entirely to clean metal surfaces and a small                

part of chemisorption on transition metal surfaces (like Au and Ag in the specific case of the                 

present work). Specifically, the metal surfaces we discuss will be flat and defect free; vibrations               

or any other dynamic properties will not be considered; more often than not the electrons we                

discuss will be sitting happily in their ground state. Magnetic and relativistic effects will largely be                

ignored and our periodic table will exclude elements with unfilled shells of f electrons. Setting this                

list of exclusions aside, there remains much to be said about the physical properties and               

electronic structures of metal surfaces. 
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We then discuss cohesion in bulk metals, which serves mainly as a means to introduce               

important concepts and models used for bonding in metals such as densities of states, jellium,               

and tight-binding. 

Let’s first recall some basic features of bonding and cohesion in bulk metals. We first introduce                

simple models for bonding such as jellium and tight binding.  

 

5.1.2. Metal bonding and densities of states 

 

The essential characteristic of metal bonding is that the valence electrons are delocalized             

among a lattice of metal atoms. Delocalization is the consequence of heavy overlap between the               

individual valence wave functions resulting in the valence electrons being shared by all the atoms               

in the “community”. In most abstract terms, metals can thus be perceived as atomic nuclei               

immersed in a featureless sea (or “glue”) of electrons. This electron sea leads to bonding that is                 

generally not directional, resulting in close-packed crystal structures being often favored, such            

as the fcc and hcp structures. Because of the strong overlap of the orbitals the resultant                

electronic wavefunctions or bands of a metal will thus exhibit a strong dispersion in reciprocal               

space, k space. 

 

Simple Metals and Jellium 

 

It turns out that for the s and p block metals a simple model, namely the jellium model provides                   

useful insight. In this model the discrete nature of the ionic lattice is replaced with a smeared out                  

uniform positive background exactly equal to that of the valence electron gas. In jellium, each               

element is completely specified by just the electron density n = N/V , where N is the number of                   

electrons in the crystal and V is its volume. Usually the electron density is given in terms of the                   

so-called Wigner-Seitz radius, rs, where rs = (3/4πn) 1/3 which corresponds to the spherical              

volume in Bohr atomic units available to one valence electron. The rs of real metals range from                 

∼ 2 (high density) to ∼ 6 (low density).  

 

The exchange energy per particle can be computed exactly from HF theory and together with               

accurate parameterizations of the correlation energy, the binding energy of jellium (in atomic             

units) is  
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                                                            (5.1) 

 

where Ts is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting electron gas and Exc is the exchange and                 

correlation energy [5.1,5.2] 

 

The kinetic energy contribution to equation (5.1) is, of course, positive and repulsive, whereas              

the contribution from electron exchange and correlation is attractive. The latter is the glue that               

hold metals together and arises from the formation of the so-called exchange correlation hole.              

This is a region of charge depletion around each electron due to the fact that electrons of like                  

spin keep apart because of the antisymmetry condition and the motion of electrons of unlike spin                

is correlated. The main consequence of this region of charge depletion around each electron for               

the present discussion is that each electron feels an attractive potential from the surrounding              

positive jellium background. Therefore the equilibrium bound state of minimum total energy            

results from a balance between the kinetic energy of the valence electrons, which tries to push                

the atoms apart, and the exchange-correlation energy, which tries to pull them together. The              

minimum in this binding energy curve for jellium occurs at an rs = 4.2 with a binding energy of                   

2.2 eV/atom. This is quite close to the cohesive energy, Ecoh, of real sp metals which fall at                  

around 1-2 eV/atom [5.3] and quite good agreement considering the simplicity of the model.              

Indeed jellium can be modified [5.1, 5.4-5.6] to do better and to describe a range of properties                 

(for example, phonon spectra, optical absorption, superconducting transition temperatures, and          

equations of states) by replacing our initial approximation of a uniform positive background with              

something less extreme, like, for example, a weak pseudopotential.  

 

Transition Metals and Tight Binding 

 

The transition metals belong to three series in the periodic table which correspond to the               

progressive filling of 3d, 4d, and 5d states. The presence of the d electrons changes the picture                 

of bonding in these metals considerably from the simple metals and the jellium description of               
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metal bonding no longer suffices. Notably the cohesive energies rise to significantly more than              

the 1-2 eV/atom of the simple metals and follow a roughly parabolic variation across the               

transition metal series. For example, E coh goes from 4.36 to 6.66 to 3.92 eV/atom from Y to Ru                   

to Pd [5.7].  

 

To understand this variation in E coh it is useful to recognize that the electronic structure of the                  

transition metals is comprised of two largely separate contributions: a broad free electron-like sp              

band; and a considerably narrower d band. 

 

The d band is narrower than the sp band simply because the d valence orbitals and thus the                  

overlap between them is significantly smaller than the s and p valence orbitals. For example, the                

peak maximum of the 3d radial distribution for the 3d transition metals is typically >2 times closer                 

to the core than the peak maximum of the 4s radial distributions [5.8]. For such systems where                 

there is small overlap between orbitals a tight-binding description in which the system is              

described by a simple linear combination of atom centered d orbitals can be used. 

 

The simplest version of this applied to the transition metals is the the so called rectangular d                 

band model of Friedel, where the d Projected Density Of States (P-DOS) is assumed to be                

rectangular and Ecoh takes the following form  

 

                                                                                             (5.2) 

 

where W is the width of the d band and Nd is the number of d electrons. 

 

As one can see from equation (5.2) this model leads to a parabolic shape for the cohesive                 

energy over the transition metal series and suffices at catching the basic chemical behavior that               

as one moves from left to right across the transition series one gradually fills up the d band,                  

which, of course, involves filling the bonding, non-bonding and then anti-bonding states until             

finally at the end of the transition metal series, the d band is completely filled. We illustrate this                  

progression schematically Figure 5.1(a). 
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Figure 5.1. - (a) Schematic illustration of the relative filling of the d and sp densities of states as one moves                     

from left to right across the transition metals. (b) Computed d and sp partial densities of states for several 4d                    

transition metals, as obtained from a plane-wave pseudopotential DFT calculation within the LDA (computed              

by the authors).  

 

 

This crude model captures the qualitative cohesive trend over a large number of elements and               

with a suitable choice of the parameter W and the introduction of an (empirical) proportionality               

constant to account for repulsion between the ions in the solid, also the absolute cohesive               

energies come out quite well. For the interested reader a detailed discussion on this topic can be                 

found in the book by Desjonquères and Spanjaard [5.9].  

 

We will see when we move to surfaces that the rectangular d band model helps to explain trends                  

in surface electronic structures also. However, it must be recognized that this is merely a highly                

simplified model of the electronic structures of transition metals. In reality the DOS results from               

an integration over the Brillouin zone and so points that occur often and where the bands are                 

relatively flat will give rise to a high density of states. This implies that the detailed shape of the d                    

DOS is more complex that the simple rectangular model assumes and reflects the lattice type of                

the crystal rather than the filling. This can be seen in Figure 5.1(b) where P-DOS from                

self-consistent DFT calculations are shown for four 4d metals (Zr, Mo, Ru, and Pd). 
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The two hcp metals Zr and Ru exhibit similar d P-DOS and the bcc metal metal Mo, exhibits a                   

large dip in the center of the d P-DOS characteristic of bcc metals [5.10]. Despite the added                 

complexity, however, it can be seen from Figure 5.1 that the trend embodied in the rectangular d                 

band model with regard to d band filling holds, which is, of course, the reason for the qualitative                  

success of the model. 

 

5.1.3.  Basics of metal surfaces  

 

Surface Structure  

 

Knowledge of the atomic arrangement in the surface region is a prerequisite to understanding              

the properties of surfaces, and so let’s now briefly consider the structures of metal surfaces. As                

we know metals come most often in fcc, hcp, or bcc structures. Of the many ways to cleave                  

such crystals to produce a surface the most interesting to us here are those with low energy.                 

These tend to be close-packed surfaces such as the (111), (100) or (110) surfaces of fcc and                 

bcc metals, or the (001), (100), and (101) surfaces of the hcp metals. For orientation purposes                

we show the structures of the aforementioned fcc and bcc surfaces in Figure 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.2. - Structures of some (unreconstructed) low Miller index surfaces of fcc and bcc metals. The                 

surface unit cell is shown in each case. The density of surface atoms decreases from left to right for the fcc                     

surfaces and from right to left for the bcc surfaces. 
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Because the atoms at the surface of a crystal have less neighbors than they do in the bulk it is                    

unlikely that they will remain at their precise “bulk truncated” positions. Rather, the atoms are               

likely to move in response to their new environment. Minor displacements in which the top few                

layers of metal atoms move inward or outward along the surface normal, but retain their               

periodicity parallel to the surface, are generally referred to as surface relaxations. More             

pronounced alterations of the atoms in the surface region involving lateral displacements which             

alter their translation symmetry parallel to the surface and/or changes in the surface layer atomic               

density are generally known as surface reconstructions. We illustrate the distinction between            

surface relaxations and surface reconstructions in Figure 5.3 and now discuss some examples             

of each type of behavior.  

 

Surface Relaxation 

 

Many close-packed metal surfaces undergo a simple relaxation in which only the interlayer             

spacings of the top layer or so change. For such systems the well-known model of Finnis and                 

Heine is applicable and used to rationalize how the surface atoms can be expected to relax                

[5.11]. This model predicts: (i) a small contraction for the first interlayer spacing; and (ii) that the                 

contraction is more pronounced for open surfaces than for close-packed ones. The original             

application was to the low Miller index surfaces of Al, for which contractions of 2, 5, and 16 %                   

were predicted for the (111), (100), and (110) surfaces, respectively. Such contractions were not              

inconsistent with experimental observations at the time [5.12-5.14].  

 

Figure 5.3. - Schematic side views of: (a) a bulk truncated surface; (b) a relaxed surface; and (c) a                   

reconstructed surface. 
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Figure 5.4. - Illustration of the Finnis-Heine model for interlayer relaxation at metal surfaces. 

 

 

The physical basis of the model is the Smoluchowski smoothing of the electron charge density               

at the surface [5.15]. When a crystal is cut to form a surface, the electrons rearrange in order to                   

reduce the charge-density corrugations and by this way their kinetic energy. This leads to a               

motion of the electrons left on top of the surface atoms downward to the crystal resulting in an                  

electrostatic attraction of the top layer ions toward the rest of the crystal. This is illustrated                

schematically in Figure 5.4. As electronic corrugations are rather flat for close-packed surfaces,             

small contractions are expected in that case. For more open surfaces larger contractions can be               

expected. Landman et al. [5.16] subsequently expanded the model to show that the redistribution              

of electronic density extends over several layers, giving rise to a tendency for a damped               

oscillatory nature to the relaxation. Indeed for Al(110) subsequent low-energy electron-diffraction           

(LEED) analysis confirmed the prediction of multilayer relaxation [5.17], thus representing an            

early success for the predictive nature of electronic structure theories in their application to the               

structure of surfaces. The model as outlined above, however, is not as general as one might be                 

lead to expect, and not as widely applicable as it is often said to be [5.18, 5.19]. In particular the                    

closest packed hexagonal surfaces of the fcc and hcp metals often undergo an “anomalous”              

expansion of the first to second layer distance relative to the bulk interlayer spacing. 

 

Surface Reconstruction  

 

For many surfaces the displacements of the atoms from their bulk truncated positions are more               

pronounced than a simple relaxation in which only the interlayer spacings change. These may              

involve lateral displacements of atoms within the surface layers and/or a change in the surface               
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layer atomic density. In Figure 5.5 we show three well-known examples of the common types of                

reconstructions observed for clean metal surfaces. Following Titmuss et al. [5.20] we discuss             

these examples as representative of three classes of reconstruction that may occur at metal              

surfaces:  

 

(a) Displacive reconstructions at constant layer density : Some surfaces undergo displacive            

intralayer lateral relaxations within the surface layers, lowering the layer symmetry but not the              

density. Within this class of displacive reconstructions the c(2×2) reconstruction of W(100) is             

the most well characterized. As illustrated in Figure 5.5(a) the top layer of W atoms reconstructs                

from the ideal square lattice to a “zigzag” atomic arrangement. This is achieved through a pair of                 

symmetry breaking lateral displacements as indicated by the arrows in the top part of Figure               

5.5(a). LEED structural analysis gives a lateral displacement of the top layer W atoms of ∼ 0.2 Å                  

[5.21-5.24]. Although not apparent from Figure 5.5(a) this reconstruction also involves           

displacements of the sub-surface W atoms as well as a contraction of the topmost interlayer               

spacing of 6 %.  

Figure 5.5. - Illustration of three bulk truncated surfaces and typical types of reconstruction that they                

undergo. (a) depicts the (1×1) to c(2×2) reconstruction of bcc W(100). The arrows indicate the direction in                 

which the top layer W atoms move upon reconstruction. (b) displays an example of the “hex” reconstruction                 

that the late 5d (fcc) transition metals undergo. The specific example is the (1 × 1) to (1 × 5) reconstruction                     

of fcc Ir(100). (c) displays the (1 × 1) to (1 × 2) “missing row” reconstruction that occurs on the (110)                     

surfaces of the late 5d (fcc) transition metals. The rows of atoms removed by the reconstruction are                 

indicated by the × at the edge of the unit cell.  
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The results obtained from DFT LDA calculations are consistent with the experimentally 

determined structural model and point to a coupling between one of the surface states of W(100) 

and a particular surface phonon mode as the origin of the reconstruction [5.25, 5.26].  

 

(b) Changes in surface layer atomic density : Large-scale surface reconstructions producing            

changes in the surface layer density have been identified on several metal surfaces. Notably the               

top layer of the (100) surfaces of Pt, Au, and Ir reconstruct from their ideal square arrangements                 

into quasi-hexagonal configurations known as “hex” phases [5.27-5.34]. Because of the different            

symmetries of the reconstructed top layer and the substrate, generally commensurate hex            

phases have rather long periodicities; (5 × 1) and (20 × 5) surface unit cells have been observed.                  

Indeed the (5 × 1) periodicity, which takes place on Ir(100), is the simplest of the hex                 

reconstructions found and the one displayed in Figure 5.5(b). Again this reconstruction involves             

displacements of subsurface atoms and a change in surface interlayer distances. Based on             

DFT calculations Fiorentini et al. [5.35] suggested that the driving mechanism for this class of               

reconstruction is the tensile excess stress present in the unreconstructed surfaces. This            

explanation, which finds its origin in a depletion of d charge from the surface layer, also explains                 

why the 4d isoelectronic upper neighbors of Pt, Au, and Ir, i.e., Rh, Pd, and Ag, do not                  

reconstruct.  

Another surface reconstruction that fits happily into this class of reconstructions is the so-called              

herring bone reconstruction of Au(111) [5.36-5.40]. Here a uniaxial contraction along one of the              

h110i directions in the top layer leads to a layer with a higher density of atoms in it than the                    

unreconstructed (111) surface and a surface unit cell of (n × √ 3) (n = 22). 

 

(c) Missing row reconstruction of fcc (110) surfaces: A well-known class of reconstruction is the               

so-called missing row reconstruction of the fcc (110) surfaces [5.41-5.45]. The (110) surface is              

the most open of the widely studied low Miller index fcc surfaces. Consequently, it has the lowest                 

surface layer atomic density and the highest surface energy, making it the most likely to               

reconstruct. In the case of Ir, Pt, and Au the clean (110) surface spontaneously reconstructs,               

giving rise to the the (1 × 2) missing row reconstruction. As the name suggests every second                 

close-packed row along the (110) surface is removed (Figure 5.5(c)), resulting in a surface              

comprised of ribbons of (111)-like microfacets. On closer inspection, LEED as well as DFT find               

that each of the missing row reconstructed surfaces show all three effects discussed above: a               

relaxation of the first to second interlayer distance; a change in the surface layer atomic density;                
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and a displacive reconstruction of some of the surface layers parallel to the surface. For the                

interested reader ref. [5.46] and references therein provides a more detailed discussion of this              

particular type of reconstruction for the specific case of Pt(110).  

 

To conclude, surfaces tend not to retain their bulk-truncated structures. Most surfaces undergo a              

multilayer relaxation driven by the movement of surface atoms into new locations. However, a              

variety of other displacements and reconstructions are possible and occur. Again the interested             

reader may wish to refer to Tables 2.3a and 2.3b of Somorjai’s textbook on surface chemistry for                 

a more complete overview of the many and varied structures clean metal surfaces can adopt               

[5.18].  

 

Surface States 

 

The electronic structure of metal surfaces is likely to differ from that in the bulk. One way this                  

altered behavior is exemplified is through the formation of so-called surface states [5.47-5.50].  

Figure 5.6. - Schematic illustration of: (a) an idealized bulk state; (b) an idealized surface resonance; (c)                 

an idealized surface state; and (d) an idealized image potential state.  
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Surface states represent interesting physical phenomena in their own right, as examples of 

confined two-dimensional electronic systems, but can also affect the physical and chemical 

properties of metal interfaces, playing, for example, a role in the mediation of adsorbate lateral 

interactions [5.51-5.53]. They are routinely observed in experiment, notably with angle-resolved 

photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) or with scanning tunnelling microscopy when they 

scatter from surface defects or adsorbates [5.54,5.55].  

 

Consider a wavefunction in the bulk as it approaches a metal surface. If it is reflected back into                  

the bulk and decays exponentially into the vacuum it is a bulk state (Figure 5.6(a)). Certain bulk                 

states may have a larger weight at the surface than in the bulk. Generally these are referred to                  

as surface resonances (Figure 5.6(b)). However, other wavefunctions may be localized almost            

exclusively at the surface and decay exponentially into the bulk as well as into the vacuum                

(Figure 5.6(c)). These electronic states localized near the surface are surface states, and can              

be defined more precisely as states that occur in “forbidden” [5.56] regions of the bulk band                

structure, i.e., at an energy and kk value or point-group symmetry for which there are no bulk                 

states into which they can decay. This implies that surface states appear in “gaps” of the bulk                 

band structure. Even though metals do not (by definition) exhibit absolute band gaps there can               

be many regions of k-space for which at specific energies there are no states. 

 

Surface states are usually classified as Shockley [5.56] and Tamm states [5.57], and we now               

briefly discuss these two types of surface state in turn. However, we caution in advance that                

while useful the distinction is somewhat arbitrary since both types of state describe the same               

physical phenomenon of a wavefunction that is localized at the surface and decays exponentially              

into the bulk. 

 

(a) Shockley states: These are typical of the simple and noble metals. Indeed the hexagaonal               

close-packed surfaces of Be, Mg, Al, Cu, Ag, and Au all possess an occupied Shockley state                

[5.58]. They arise simply because the presence of the surface allows solutions of the              

Schrödinger equation which would otherwise be imaginary in the bulk to become real in the               

semi-infinite crystal. Shockley states appear close to the low energy (i.e., high binding energy)              

border of a gap and reveal a free-electron-like behavior parallel to the surface. A particularly well                

characterized Shockley state is the one that occurs on Cu(111). According to ARPES this is a                

free electron-like state which at the Γ point of the surface Brillouin zone resides ∼ 0.4 eV below                  
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EF [5.59, 5.60].  

 

(b) Tamm states: These are characteristic of more tightly bound systems such as the transition               

metals in which the valence electrons are d states. Tamm states are split-off states due to the                 

reduced atomic coordination of the surface and the weaker potential that arises. They reside              

also at the low energy border of gaps and often exhibit negative effective masses. Noble metal                

surfaces such as Cu(111) also exhibit Tamm states (in addition to Shockley states). Again the               

computed value of this surface state agrees with experiment [5.6, 5.62].  

 

Finally we mention yet one more type of state that can occur at metal surfaces, these are                 

so-called image potential states which are localized mostly in the vacuum region of the metal               

surface (Figure 5.6(d)). Recall from statistical theory how the image potential rises to the              

vacuum level V∞ as one moves out from the surface into the vacuum (Figure 5.7(b)). 

Figure 5.7. - (a) Self-consistent electron density distributions at a jellium surface for rs=2 and rs=5. (b)                 

Schematic illustration of the potentials that develop at the jellium surface within the local density               

approximation for an rs ∼ 5. 

 

 

This potential can actually support unoccupied bound states, i.e., image potential states. These             
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states lie above the Fermi energy, in a Rydberg-like series of states converging towards the               

vacuum level. Should such image potential states become populated with electrons these states             

can have relatively long lifetimes. The reader interested in learning more about image potential              

states, in particular, and surface states, in general, should consult the book by Davison and M.                

St¸eślicka [5.47] or some of the excellent reviews on these topics [5.50, 5.63, 5.64].  

 

5.1.4. Reactivity of transition-metal surfaces  

 

Preliminary considerations 

 

When a molecule or atom adsorbs to surface atoms, there is a local rearrangement of electrons                

and change in atom positions. The local nature of the interaction does not necessarily imply that                

chemisorption or adsorption is a weak interaction. Whereas a typical value for the bond strength               

of a metal-metal bond is 80 kJ/mol, for the interaction with ‘adatoms’ (which is a contraction of                 

‘adsorbed-atoms’, a term borrowed from the surface chemistry slang) typical values are 700             

kJ/mol. Chemisorption usually causes a weakening of the metal-metal bonds next to the             

chemisorbed molecule or atom. This effect is the most significant when the interaction with the               

adsorbate increases. Any theory of chemisorption has to include the energetic consequences of             

changes in metal bond energies. The surface chemical bond consists of a distribution of              

electrons over bonding as well as antibonding adsorbate-surface fragment orbitals mainly           

involving the surface metal valence s, p and d orbitals. Usually the interaction with the s,                

p-valence-electron bond dominates. Differences between metals, however, are often controlled          

by the altered interactions with the metal d-valence electrons. Surface properties influence the             

chemisorptive bond in two ways. Firstly, the electronic nature of the surface orbitals determines              

the splitting in bonding and antibonding surface fragment orbitals. Secondly, for a surface the              

Fermi level determines the amount of filling of those fragment orbitals. Interestingly, the degree of               

splitting into bonding and antibonding surface fragment orbitals relates to the width of the surface               

local electron energy density of states. This width depends strongly on the coordination number              

of the surface atoms involved. It provides the fundamental link between the chemical             

coordination approach and its electronic physical basis. The filling of the bonding and antibonding              

adsorbate-surface-fragment orbitals controls the strength of the adsorbate bond.  

For molecules the surface chemical bond is more complex, because usually their highest             

occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) as well as lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO)            
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interact significantly. The corresponding surface fragment orbitals have a very different           

distribution of electrons over bonding and antibonding fragment orbitals, which may result in             

counteracting effects when surface geometry or the number of surface d-valence electrons            

changes. When the two interactions nearly balance the preference for molecules to adsorb to              

specific surface metal atomic geometries is small. In this view, the concept of HOMO-LUMO              

interactions will be generalized to surfaces and the chemisorptive electronic interactions will be             

related to an averaged surface local density of states.  

 

Rules of chemisorption 

 

The valence-electronic structure of the transition-metal surface consists of a narrow d-valence            

electron band of varying electron occupation, typically between six and nine electrons per metal              

atom. The d-valence electron band is overlapped by a broad s, p-valence electron band that has                

an approximate constant electron occupation of one electron per atom. Many computational            

studies of chemisorption to metal surfaces or clusters simulation metal surface exist [5.66-]. In              

addition analysis of semi-empirical calculations has significantly contributed to the understanding           

of the chemical bond of molecules, molecule fragments or atoms to metal surfaces [5.67]. A few                

general rules of chemisorption become apparent. One important rule concerns differences           

between atomic and molecular adsorption as mentioned in the introduction. Atoms as O and C               

are stable in high coordination positions, whereas molecules as CO do not have a strong               

preference for particular adsorption sites. Also the bond energies of adsorbed atoms are usually              

significantly larger than those of the molecules and vary much stronger with metal. Because of               

the large spatial extension of the metal s-atomic orbitals, interaction with these orbitals tends to               

dominate chemisorption energies. Differences derive mainly from the more subtle interactions           

with the metal d-valence electrons. Because of the many interaction possibilities provided for by              

the five d-atomic orbitals, interaction with the d-valence electrons is usually not restrained by              

orbital symmetry requirements. This is very different for interaction with s-valence electrons.            

When the z direction is along the surface normal, orbitals of px or py symmetry of a molecule or                   

atom, adsorbed perpendicular to the surface plane and interacting with a single surface atom will               

have a zero overlap with a metal s-atomic orbital. Only in high coordination sites group orbitals,                

constructed of s-atomic orbitals, of proper symmetry will be available that will give a non-zero               

overlap with the adatom Px or py orbitals. Because the atomic orbital energies of the adatom pz,                 

py and py atomic-valence orbitals are close to the metal Fermi level, they will mainly lead to                 
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occupied bonding adatom-surface-fragment orbitals. This favours binding to high coordination          

sites. This preference for high coordination sites is less for adsorbate orbitals of s-symmetry.              

Now a strong interaction with a surface metal s-atomic orbital is also possible when adsorbed               

onefold. Due to the smaller extent of the d-atomic orbitals, the interaction with the d-valence               

electrons will usually be less than with the s-valence electrons. However, the small interaction              

with the d-valence electrons determines the difference in interaction strengths to a significant             

measure. The bond strength will decrease when bonding to different elements with increasing             

number of d-valence electrons is compared, because this will lead to an increasing occupation              

of antibonding adsorbate-surface-fragment orbitals. This appears to be a very general result also             

found for adsorption of molecules. In general the chemical bond between molecules and the              

surface can be considered a combination of the interactions of doubly occupied highest             

occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and unoccupied lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals          

(LUMO). In the case of chemisorbed atoms the interaction with the LUMOs usually dominates.              

For molecular adsorption both the HOMO and LUMO interactions often are of comparable             

strength and tend to have opposing behaviour when differences in coordination or different             

metals are compared. A doubly occupied HOMO of low energy will participate in             

adsorbate-surface orbital fragments with a relative high electron occupation of antibonding orbital            

fragments. An unoccupied LUMO of high energy will participate in adsorbatesurface orbital            

fragments with no or low electron occupation of antibonding orbitals. Mainly bonding fragment             

orbitals are occupied. Because of the dominance of Pauli repulsion, a strong interaction of an               

adsorbate HOMO orbital with a highly occupied d-valence electron band will push the molecule              

to a onefold position. This will minimize Pauli repulsion. The interaction with a LUMO, however,               

will always tend to favour high coordination sites. Now the interaction with bonding orbital              

fragments dominates. In the case of CO chemisorbed at low coverage the balance of these two                

interactions causes CO to chemisorb preferentially in onefold coordination to metals as Co, Rh              

or Pt, but twofold to metals such as Ni or Pd [5.68]. The difference between metals Ni and Pd                   

versus Pt is the much larger spatial d-atomic orbital extension of the latter. The interaction with                

the d-valence electrons in Co and Rh is larger than with those of Ni and Pd, because of their                   

spatial extension as well as their lower d-valence-electron occupation. The interaction between            

adatom and surface atoms decreases the larger the coordination number of the surface atoms              

with their neighbour metal atoms. This derives from a decreasing downward shift of the bonding               

adsorbate-surface orbital fragments. It is counteracted by the reverse effect on the position of              

the antibonding adsorbate-surface orbital fragments. Since mainly LUMO type interactions          
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determine the bond energy of adatoms it is more affected by changes in surface-metal atom               

coordination than that of molecules, with adsorbate-surface-fragment orbitals of bonding as well            

as antibonding character occupied by electrons. These chemical-bonding features are in line            

with the experimental observation of the generally enhanced reactivity of low index versus high              

index surfaces planes [5.69]. On low index planes surface atoms have a lower coordination              

number versus higher index plane surface atoms. The thermodynamics of surface dissociation            

reactions of adsorbed molecules shifts more towards the adsorbed dissociation products, due to             

the larger increase in adatom than admolecule energy when the surface atom coordination             

number decreases. The electronic basis to the low reactivity of low index planes is the increased                

bandwidth of the corresponding surface local density of states (Figure 5.8).  

 

 

Figure 5.8. - The local density of states as a function of energy. Expressions for general lattices can be                   

found elsewhere [5.70]. Z' is the coordination number (the number of nearest-neighbour atoms) of the surface                

atom, Z is the coordination number of the atom in the bulk of the metal, ℇ is the tight-binding free metal                     

atomic orbital energy and ϐ the overlap energy integral. Z' = Z- 1, (------) Z' < Z - 1.The most important                     

feature of the local density of states expression is that the width is proportional to the surface coordination                  

number and its maximum inverse to the surface coordination number. 

 

 

This is due to the increased delocalization of the metal electrons with increasing metal              

coordination number. The corresponding decrease in chemical reactivity can be considered           

related to the increase in localization energy of the surface electrons in order to form a surface                 
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chemical bond. This notion is the analogue of the bond order conservation concept [5.71]. 

 

5.1.5 Some perspective conclusions 

 

Much is known about clean metal surfaces. In many cases we know where the atoms are,                

where the electrons are, and how stable both the atoms and electrons are at their chosen                

locations. We have seen how at some metal surfaces the atoms rearrange to form complex               

structures not known elsewhere in nature, whereas at other metal surfaces the atoms remain              

happily at their bulk-like positions. We have seen how electrons literally spill out of some metal                

surfaces, whilst at others they become trapped finding it almost impossible to escape. We have               

seen how at some metal surfaces the electrons signal their knowledge of the surface by moving                

up in energy, at others they move down, and at yet other metal surfaces they do nothing,                 

apparently oblivious to their reduced coordination compared to the bulk. And, we have seen that               

the cost in energy to make some metal surfaces is high, to make others it is low, and the                   

balance between them conspires to yield a rich variety of equilibrium shapes for metal crystals.               

This body of knowledge comes from countless surface science experiments over the last 30-40              

years, a small few of which we have mentioned, and from theoretical calculations, a larger               

number of which we have mentioned. In particular, we have focused mainly on the contributions               

from density-functional theory, although the qualitative insight obtained from simplified          

tight-binding schemes should not be overlooked [5.9,5.65].  

 

Let’s recap some of the key points: 

 

(a) Surface structures: atoms at clean metal surfaces generally do not maintain their             

bulk-truncated positions. Relatively simple relaxations in which the interlayer spacings in the            

surface region are modified are common, as are more complex reconstructions in which the              

atoms in the surface region undergo lateral displacements or experience a change in atomic              

density. In most cases the results of DFT calculations and LEED analyses agree on the               

structural details of a particular relaxation or reconstruction. Further, DFT can generally provide             

an adequate a posteriori explanation for why a relaxation or reconstruction take places, such as               

for the hex phase of the late 5d fcc transition metals. 

 

(b) Surface electronic structures: the general qualitative behavior of the ground-state electronic            
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structure at metal surfaces is qualitatively well understood. Much of this insight comes from the               

pioneering studies of Lang and Kohn on jellium surfaces and the semi-empirical tight-binding             

studies discussed briefly here and covered in more detail elsewhere [5.9]. The former provide              

the basis for understanding the physical origin of the work function and trends in the work                

function from one metal to another. Whereas the latter are helpful for understanding concepts              

such as band narrowing and surface core level shifts.  

 

(c) Adsorbed atoms: they usually favour high coordination sites. Their adsorption energy            

decreases strongly with increased d-valence-electron occupation, due to the occupation of           

antibonding adsorbate-surface fragment orbitals. The adsorption energy of a molecule is           

controlled by the balance donating (HOMO) and backdonating (LUMO) interaction terms.           

Backdonation favours high coordination. Donation can favour low coordination. The interaction           

with the d-valence electrons controls the balance. Bond order conservation predictions agree            

qualitatively with the dependence of surface atom reactivity on the surface metal atom             

coordination. It leads to a decreased surface atom reactivity with increasing surface electron             

delocalization. 
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5.2. O1s angle resolved NEXAFS spectra in O2 adsorbed on Ag(110) 

 

In this section a finite cluster model approach has been employed to simulate the adsorption of                

O2 molecule on the Ag(110) surface by means of density functional theory. O 1s NEXAFS               

spectra have been calculated with the transition potential scheme in order to include the core               

hole relaxation effect. From the analysis of the density of states, experimental and calculated              

NEXAFS spectra found that the O2 molecule upon adsorption on Ag(110) has completely filled              

π* orbitals consistent with a closed shell electronic structure of peroxide. The only virtual valence               

molecular orbital still belonging to the O2 fragment is the antibonding σ*, which will be               

responsible for the most intense resonance observed and calculated in the O 1s NEXAFS              

spectra. The simulated polarized spectra are in good agreement with two different sets of              

experimental data, with the exception of grazing incidence, for which a disagreement between             

theory and experiment is found. We attributed this disagreement to a slight deviation of the               

adsorption geometry with respect to the ideal case, suggesting a tilt angle of about 10°–15° of                

the O-O bond with respect to the surface plane. 

 

5.2.1 Introduction 

 

The adsorption of O2 on the silver surface has been studied for many decades, because of its                 

important implications in the oxygen dissociation, in the oxidation of surface and in catalytic              

processes. In particular silver is employed as catalyst for epoxidation reaction of ethene in a very                

important large-scale industrial process [5.72]. The first fundamental problem to assess the            

coordination geometry of O2 on Ag(110) consists of identifying the length of the O-O bond of the                 

adsorbed molecule as well as its direction with respect to the surface and the [001] or                

azimuths. Initial studies led to controversial results, in fact the first electron energy loss              

spectroscopy (EELS) analysis suggested that O-O bond is oriented along azimuth with a              

length around 1.4 Å [5.73, 5.74]. Therefore a noticeable elongation was found with respect to the                

bond length of the free O2 molecule which is 1.207 Å [5.75]. This analysis was consistent with                 

Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES) [5.76] while from Electron-Stimulated        

Desorption Ion Angular Distribution (ESDIAD) it was inferred that O-O bond direction was along              

the [001] azimuth [5.77]. Theoretical calculations employing a model Ag24 cluster to describe the              

Ag(110) surface and the Xα Hamiltonian for the electronic structure suggested adsorption along             
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the direction [5.78]. The situation became clearer when near-edge X-ray-absorption           

fine-structure (NEXAFS) studies started to appear [5.79–5.81], in fact from the spectral behavior             

with respect to light polarization it was found that the O-O bond lies along the i direction with                  

an estimate of its length around 1.47 Å [5.79]. The unambiguous determination of the O-O bond                

direction from experimental NEXAFS spectra was relatively easy, since the most salient spectral             

feature is the strong O 1s → σ* resonance, which can be observed only when light polarization                 

matches the O-O bond direction, so the comparison of spectra taken at different polarization              

allows identifying the O-O bond direction. On the other hand, other less prominent spectral              

features appear to change in the experimental NEXAFS reported by different authors [5.80, 5.81],              

and this was already noted and attributed to the different conditions employed to register the               

spectra and to prepare the sample. Up to now, a theoretical simulation of the NEXAFS spectrum                

of O2 adsorbed on Ag(110) has never been published, so it has been considered useful to                

compare the calculated spectra with the experimental ones in order to confirm the adsorption              

geometry and to better understand the minor spectral features observed in the experiment, trying              

for their assignment based on an electronic structure calculation. It is worth noting that also very                

recently the adsorption of O2 on Ag(110) has been studied by Scanning Tunneling Microscope              

(STM) [5.82] revealing two types of O2 chemisorbed molecules, one along [001] and the other               

one along direction, making the situation again debated. Actually it was even found that O2                

molecules can be rotated from the [001] direction to the one by tunneling of electrons [5.83],                 

which can be obtained by positioning the STM tip over the molecule and applying a proper                

voltage to generate a tunneling current. Such rotation resulted to be irreversible, which suggests              

the higher stability of O2 along the direction. This is consistent with the computational study                

about the energetic and dissociation of O2 on Ag(110) [5.78] as well as with the NEXAFS                

measurement [5.80]: both indicate that physisorbed O2 is along the [001] direction while             

chemisorbed O2 lies along . A recent theoretical study with plane waves at DFT level               

employing the projector augmented wave method with periodic supercell [5.84] also found the             

two chemisorbed situations, and the orientation along was found more stable than that              

along [001]. In the present section the NEXAFS at the O K-edge of O2 adsorbed on the Ag(110)                  

surface has been calculated employing a DFT methodology, while the surface has been             

simulated employing finite size clusters of large size (Ag156). Although the infinite nature of the               

surface would lead to employ computational schemes with periodic boundary conditions, the            
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NEXAFS process, where the core hole transition is very localized on a specific atomic site, can                

be properly described with cluster models of finite size. This has two important practical              

advantages: first molecular quantum chemistry codes can be directly applied to describe the             

absorption spectra and second most implementations with periodic boundary conditions cannot           

describe properly core orbitals due to the cutoff of plane wave momentum, a problem which is                

circumvented in introducing pseudopotentials. Present NEXAFS spectra have been calculated          

from dipole transition moments between initial core orbital and final virtual one, taking the dipole               

component along the electric vector polarization and employing a code developed in the authors'              

research group [5.85]. 

 

Theoretical modelling and computations 

 

In this present section the following computational scheme has been employed to obtain the              

geometrical and electronic structure of the O2 molecule adsorbed on the silver cluster. The              

computational strategy followed in this approach consists of two different successive steps: first             

a proper cluster model for O2 chemisorbed on Ag(110) must be identified and second the               

NEXAFS spectrum at the O K-edge is calculated employing the cluster identified in the first point.                

For both geometry optimization and spectra calculations the Density Functional Theory (DFT)            

formalism has been employed (section 2.3). 

 

5.2.2 NEXAFS computational details 

 

The Kohn–Sham (KS) equations at DFT level are solved employing a finite basis set of Slater                

Type Orbital (STO) functions, with the Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) program [5.86,            

5.87]. The exchange–correlation potential has been approximated according to the Local Density            

Approximation (LDA) with the VWN [5.88] parametrization. In the geometry optimization           

calculations the all-electron Double Zeta Polarized (DZP) basis set for O and the DZ basis set                

for Ag, with frozen core orbitals up to 4p shell included, are employed, using ground-state               

occupation numbers in the equation of the electron density ρ which is calculated from KS               

occupied orbitals (section 2.3 - equation 2.2). For the calculation of the spectra, the Transition               

Potential (TP) scheme is employed [5.89]. 

A more extended basis set has been employed on the oxygen atom carrying the core half-hole                

(referred as ET-QZ3P-3DIFFUSE in the ADF database) consisting of 9s, 7p, 5d and 4f functions.               

Intensities are then calculated from the so-obtained TP relaxed orbitals via dipole transition             
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moments: oscillator strengths for fixed in space molecule are calculated in the same             

computational scheme of sub-section 4.3.3 (main ref. section 3), for the case of N1s and C1s                

angle resolved NEXAFS spectra of C5H5N adsorbed on Si(100), with a program developed by              

the authors [5.85] which is interfaced to ADF. 

 

5.2.3 Cluster design and electronic structure 

 

For the construction of the cluster model, a portion of the Ag(110) surface has been cut out from                  

the periodic structure, and the O2 molecule has been set in the center of the cluster along the                  

direction in order to keep the C2v symmetry. Three different clusters of increasing size               

have been considered: Ag64, Ag100 and Ag156 as reported in Figure 5.9. In the top panel of                 

Figure 5.9 the adsorption geometry of O2 over the Ag(110) surface has been reported, observing               

the surface from a perpendicular direction. The geometric structures of such models have been              

optimized, performing a partial geometry optimization: only the coordinates of O2 and of the              

closest four Ag atoms have been optimized, the remaining ones have been kept fixed at the                

values of optimized surface structure [5.91]. As initial geometry, the O2 molecule has been set               

at a distance of 0.92 Å [5.78] from the plane of the first layer of Ag atoms. The optimized values                    

of the O-O interatomic distances obtained are 1.474 Å for Ag64, 1.444 Å for Ag100 and 1.456 Å                  

for Ag156, showing a rather irregular convergence with cluster size but excellent agreement with              

respect to the experimental estimate of 1.47 Å [5.79] and previous calculated value of 1.50 Å                

[5.78] and 1.45–1.48 Å [5.84]. It is worth noting that in our calculations the electronic structures of                 

the three cluster models are all closed-shell electronic configuration, at variance with the free O2               

which is an open shell triplet state. This is in agreement with previous periodic boundary               

condition calculations [5.84] which gave closed shell electron configuration for O2 chemisorbed            

along the direction. This observation, together with the large elongation of adsorbed O2 with               

respect to the free molecule which displays an interatomic distance of only 1.207 Å, suggests               

that, upon adsorption, a peroxide species is actually formed. This is confirmed by the partial               

density of states (DOS) analysis of O2 on Ag156 considered in Figure 5.10, where the partial O                 

2p contributions to DOS are reported: the z direction is perpendicular to the surface and the y                 

direction is along the O-O bond which corresponds to the 
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Figure 5.9. - The structures of the surface cluster models Ag64, Ag100 and Ag156 (lower panels) with                 

adsorbed O2 molecule. Upper panel: sketch of adsorption site seen from above, with indicated labels of                

surface direction axis. 

 

direction. Starting with O 2px analysis, the partial DOS is characterized by two equally               

strong maxima, which correspond respectively to the π and π* molecular orbitals of O2 parallel               

to the surface and both lying below the Fermi energy, indicated by a vertical dashed line. The                 

molecular orbitals corresponding to the DOS maxima are π (1b1) and π* (202a2). This means               

that the π* molecular orbital is completely filled and the chemisorbed molecule can be formally               

considered as a peroxide. Actually an important virtual π* contribution is visible above the Fermi               

energy, this must be ascribed to the antibonding O2–Ag interaction which is opened as a               

consequence of the formation of the covalent chemical bond between the peroxide and the Ag               
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surface. Moreover, between the two intense maxima, a third structure is apparent which is  

Figure 5.10. - Partial DOS for O2 adsorbed on Ag156 calculated with GS electron configuration. Partial O                 

2px, 2py and 2pz contributions in upper, central and lower panels respectively. Blue profile: σ or π                 

contribution, red profile: σ* or π* contribution, and black profile: total contribution. Vertical dashed line:               

Fermi energy 

 

 

ascribed to the antibonding interaction between the O2 π and the Ag surface. In fact the O2 π                  
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orbitals interact with the atomic orbitals of the neighboring silver atoms, giving rise to a bonding                

delocalized orbital describing the interaction between the surface and the O2 adsorbed            

molecule. For O 2py, the partial DOS is characterized again by two equally strong maxima,               

which correspond to the occupied σ (3a1) and virtual σ* (254b2) molecular orbitals of O2 along                

the O-O bond direction. In this case the σ* molecular orbital is completely empty and will play an                  

important role for the transition from O 1s core orbitals in NEXAFS spectra. Apart from the two                 

maxima there are no other significant features in the partial DOS, however there is a bonding                

interaction between the σ molecular orbital and the surface, so it is justified to assume that each                 

oxygen atom interacts with three silver atoms. The two tiny structures at lower energy (−19 eV                

and −26 eV) correspond to hybridization with O 2s functions. The O 2pz partial DOS closely                

resembles the 2px one, in fact it corresponds to the other π and π* components, now                

perpendicular to the silver surface. The main difference consists in the fact that the two π                

features now show comparable weights, at variance of the 2px case where the second π feature                

is much less pronounced than the first one (orbitals 210a1 and 214b2 respectively), the              

interaction with the Ag surface seems rather modest, so they both retain their molecular              

character. The fairly nice agreement of present partial DOS analysis with a previous one              

obtained with periodic boundary conditions [5.84] validates the choice of present cluster models             

as good descriptors in terms of electronic structure of O2 adsorption on Ag(110) surface. It is                

important to recall a recent work about the adsorption of O2 along the other surface direction                

[001] [5.92]: in that case the authors found that O2 behaves like a mixed-valent system keeping                

its paramagnetic property. In the present case the direction of adsorption is different so it should                

not be so strange that the system becomes diamagnetic. However, just to confirm the              

diamagnetism presently found, we tried to employ a correlated ab-initio method (CASSCF) on a              

very small cluster consisting of only four Ag atoms. Such cluster has been obtained by simply                

cutting out from the optimized O2–Ag156 model, the O2 moiety together with the four Ag atoms                

which interact with O2. On such system a CASSCF calculation with active space (6,6) and               

3-21G Gaussian basis set has been carried on with Gaussian code [5.93], confirming the closed               

shell diamagnetic nature of the ground state. Of course this finding is not conclusive due to the                 

extremely small size of the cluster, however it corroborates the more approximate DFT results              

obtained with a more realistic cluster. 
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Figure 5.11. - Partial DOS for O2 adsorbed on Ag156 calculated with TP electron configuration. Partial O                 

2px, 2py and 2pz contributions in upper, central and lower panels respectively. Vertical dashed line: Fermi                

energy 

 

5.2.4 Results and discussion 

 

The NEXAFS spectra have been simulated employing the TP procedure outlined in Section 2.              
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Since our aim is to discuss the spectral features in terms of electronic structure, it is interesting                 

to assess the effect of the formation of the core electron hole on the electronic structure, that is                  

the relaxation of the valence orbitals. In Figure 5.11 we have repeated the partial DOS analysis,                

but this time with TP electron configuration, having removed half an electron from one O 1s core                 

orbital. Due to localization of the core half-hole, calculations have been carried on with the lower                

Cs point group symmetry. The comparison between Figs. 2 and 3 indicates that the electronic               

structure is only slightly distorted by the formation of the core hole, the main effect is a                 

broadening of the profile on the energy scale, due to the lower symmetry. Moreover the O 2px                 

partial TP DOS and O 2pz partial TP DOS show a slight shift below the Fermi energy of the                   

features attributed to the π* filled orbital of the peroxide moiety with respect to the GS DOS. This                  

suggests a weakening of the O2–Ag surface covalent interaction upon the core hole formation              

and this is consistent with the chemical bond resulting as an electron donation from O2 to silver,                 

which is less favored by the formation of the core hole on O site. In summary we can say that                    

the relaxed electronic structure resembles closely the GS one, and therefore the NEXAFS             

analysis can furnish useful information to characterize the O2–Ag surface interaction in the GS              

as well. The following step consists of checking the adequacy of the cluster size to simulate                

properly the property of interest, that is the NEXAFS spectra.  

Figure 5.12. - O 1s simulated unpolarized NEXAFS for O2 adsorbed on Ag64 (green), Ag100 (red) and                 

Ag156 (black). 
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Therefore in Figure 5.12 we have considered the O 1s calculated NEXAFS spectra of O2 on the                 

series of cluster of increasing size (Ag64, Ag100 and Ag156) whose structures have been              

already shown in Figure 5.9. For the calculation of the spectra we did not consider a specific light                  

polarization. From the comparison it is evident that, although the salient features are captured              

already with the smallest cluster, the convergence of the spectra with cluster size is slow and                

somehow irregular and for this reason we have decided to employ the largest cluster for all the                 

following calculations. In Figure 5.13 we have compared present calculated results with the             

experimental spectra, registered with various light polarization directions, taken from [5.79]. In            

particular four different situations have been considered: in (a) the light incidence is             

perpendicular to the surface, with polarization along direction, in (b) the incidence is again               

perpendicular but with polarization along [001] direction, in (c) the incidence is grazing along              

direction and the polarization is almost perpendicular to the surface, with a tilt angle of 10°,                 

and finally in (d) the incidence is grazing along [001] direction and the polarization gives an angle                 

of 10° with respect to the surface normal. The oscillator strength's absolute scale reported in the                

figure refers to the calculated discrete excitations (vertical bars), which have been convoluted             

with Gaussian functions with FWHM = 2 eV (thick line). The experimental profiles (thin line) have                

been arbitrarily normalized on the calculated profiles, in order to have the best match in the                

off-resonance energy region, that is 540–545 eV and the same normalization constant has been              

employed for all four polarizations, so the relative ratios among experimental data are preserved.              

We chose to normalize in the off resonance energy region because it is well known that                

calculated profiles often give too sharp resonances with respect to the experiment, since             

core-excited states may exhibit many different decaying channels which tend to widen the             

resonance and are not included in the theoretical model. All the experimental profiles have been               

shifted by +4.1 eV in order to have the best match with calculated profiles; in fact it is well known                    

that, due to the self-interaction error introduced by the approximate treatment of exchange by              

DFT methods, absolute core-electron excitation energies are affected by errors of several            

electronvolts. We can start the discussion with the panel (a) of Figure 5.13, the light polarization                

is along which corresponds to the O-O bond, according to the assumed adsorption              

geometry (Figure 5.9). The experimental profile displays a maximum followed by a flat tail and               

this behavior is qualitatively reproduced by the calculation, although the theory exagerates the             

maximum intensity. The intensity is calculated by expression 4.1 in section 3 and since the initial                

state corresponds to an atomic core O 1s function, the atomic electric-dipole selection rules              
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dictate  

 

Figure 5.13. - O 1s polarized NEXAFS for O2 adsorbed on Ag156. Vertical solid lines: calculated discrete                 

spectrum, thick solid curve: calculated spectrum with Gaussian smoothing of 2 eV FWHM, and thin solid                

curve: experimental data from Ref. [5.79] shifted by +4.1 eV with arbitrary normalization. Polarization and               

incidence directions are shown in insets. For grazing incidence (panels (c) and (d)) the light propagation is                 

10° away with respect to surface. Calculated ionization threshold indicated by a vertical dashed line. 

 

 

that the oscillator strength will map the O 2py contribution of the virtual valence final states. This                 

observation is consistent with the O 2py partial DOS reported in the central panel of Figure 5.11                 

(relaxed orbitals): the maximum is ascribed to the transition to the σ* valence virtual molecular               

orbital of the O2 moiety, around 1 eV below the calculated O 1s ionization threshold, which is                 

indicated by a vertical dashed line in Figure 5.13 and corresponds to zero energy in Figure 5.11.                 

This assignment has been already proposed in previous experimental works [5.79, 5.81] and is              

confirmed by present calculations. Although the maximum can be safely assigned to the O 1s →                

σ* transition, it is not easy to explain why the intensity is so overestimated by the theory. One                  
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possible explanation might be the existence of many decaying processes (not considered in the              

present theoretical model) which lead to the deexcitation of the core hole reducing its lifetime.               

These effects should increase the width of the transition and therefore explain its intensity              

reduction with respect to the non-resonant background. In the panel (b) the polarization lies in the                

surface plane and is perpendicular to the O-O bond. The experiment is characterized by two               

shallow maxima, well reproduced by theory at 534.5 eV and 545.5 eV, although the first               

calculated maximum falls about 2 eV at lower energy than that of the experiment. In this case it                  

is worth noting that the absorption maxima do not correspond actually to any resonance, in fact                

the O 2px partial DOS profile (Figure 5.11, upper panel) is very flat. Therefore we are led to                  

attribute the observed modulation of the intensity as caused by the weak coupling of the               

occupied π* molecular orbital of the peroxide with the empty conduction band of Ag of essentially                

Ag 4s nature. In fact the chemical bond which binds the peroxide to the Ag metal surface can be                   

interpreted as a donation from occupied orbitals of the adsorbed molecule to a multiplicity of               

empty states of the metal surface: the result consists of a manifold of empty states belonging to                 

the Ag 4s conduction band ‘contaminated’ by O 2p weak contributions which are mapped by the                

intensity of the non-resonant background. The panel (c) of Figure 5.13 reports the experimental              

and calculated spectra with grazing incidence at 10° with respect to surface and polarization              

almost perpendicular, with a small contribution along the direction. The experiment is rather              

flat: a weak maximum is apparent just below the ionization threshold while above it a very flat                 

maximum is just sketched. The calculation reproduces satisfactorily the first maximum, while            

the second one is overestimated by theory. As already observed for the resonant case, it may                

happen that core-hole decay mechanisms not included in present theory may wash out sharp              

structures, which eventually become hardly distinguishable from background. About the nature of            

the observed features, we can safely attribute the first one at 537.5 eV to the transition to the σ*                   

valence virtual molecular orbital of the O2 moiety, as in the previous panel (a). In fact since the                  

polarization is not perfectly orthogonal to the surface, the small component along the O-O bond               

is able to produce enough intensity, due to the very high dipole transition moment between O 1s                 

and the O2 σ* valence virtual molecular orbital. From a general comparison among panels (a),               

(b) and (c) of Figure 5.13, it can be also noticed that there is a general good agreement about the                    

relative intensity (preserved by present normalization of the experimental data), with the only             

exception of the intense resonance reported in the panel (a) which is overestimated by theory.               

Finally in the panel (d) of Figure 5.13 the grazing incidence at 10° with respect to surface and  
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Figure 5.14. - O 1s polarized NEXAFS for O2 adsorbed on Ag156. Vertical solid lines: calculated discrete                 

spectrum, thick solid curve: calculated spectrum with Gaussian smoothing of 2 eV FWHM, and thin solid                

curve: experimental data from Ref. [5.81] shifted by +4.1 eV with arbitrary normalization. Polarization and               

incidence directions are shown in insets. For grazing incidence (panels (c) and (d)) the light propagation is                 

20° away with respect to surface. Calculated ionization threshold indicated by a vertical dashed line. 

 

 

the [001] direction. In this case the experiment resembles the panel (c) but with higher intensity                

on the maximum just below the threshold. On the other hand the theory gives opposite behavior                

with respect to the panel (c) that is a lower intensity below the threshold. The actual difference                 

between (c) and (d) should be very small, since the polarization is almost perpendicular to the                

surface in both cases, only a very small contribution parallel to the surface changes between               

them. In any case for the polarization in (d) there is no dipole component along O-O bond                 

direction at all and this is consistent with the low calculated intensity below ionization threshold               

due to the absence of the transition to the σ* valence orbital which was responsible for the peak                  

at 537.5 eV in the panel (c). For the situation considered in the panel (d) the theory is not in                    
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agreement with the experiment, at variance with the previous three cases where the agreement              

was always good at least at qualitative level. In order to discuss this disagreement, we will                

consider again this point at the end of this section. In Figure 5.14 the experimental data from a                  

more recent experiment have been considered [5.81]. For (a) and (b) boxes actually the              

polarization directions are the same as in Figure 5.13, the only difference is relative to (c) and (d)                  

panels where the angle between light polarization and the perpendicular to the surface is now               

20° instead of 10°. The arbitrary normalization of the experimental data with respect to              

calculations has been performed in the same manner as in Figure 5.13, as well as the energy                 

shift of +4.1 eV of the experimental energy scale. The discussion of the results in (a) and (b)                  

remains the same as in Figure 5.13 and it is worth noting that the slightly different shape of the                   

experimental profile in (b) where the maximum is just below appears more pronounced than in               

Figure 5.13. The comparison of panel (c) between Figs. 5 and 6 shows a more pronounced                

maximum below threshold in the latter, in both measured and calculated profiles. This is              

consistent with the concomitant increase of the component of dipole moment along the O-O              

bond direction, with the consequent enhancement of the intense transition to the σ* valence              

virtual molecular orbital. The calculation overestimates the effect, but the fact that the same              

effect is observed in both theory and experiment confirms the adequacy of the present method to                

assess the salient spectral features as well as the correctness of the assumed coordination              

geometry of O2 over the silver surface. Finally in the (d) panel of Figure 5.14 we find the same                   

disagreement between theory and experiment already observed in Figure 5.13. From the            

comparison of the simulated spectra with the two sets of experimental data, we can conclude               

that the polarized spectra considered in panels (a), (b) and (c) are satisfactorily reproduced by               

theory at least at qualitative level, while for (d) polarization the disagreement is evident, although               

we do not expect a particular deterioration of the theoretical method for this particular case for                

any reason. Therefore it is reasonable to attribute the deterioration to other causes like for               

example a slight deviation of the adsorption geometry with respect to the ideal one. In fact it is                  

worth noting that the measured maximum near the threshold could be the result of the presence                

of some electric dipole transition moment component along the O-O bond, whose component,             

although small, can be enhanced by the high oscillator strength of the transition to the σ* valence                 

virtual molecular orbital. Such component should be zero with the light polarization of (d), but if                

the adsorbed O2 is not perfectly aligned along and slightly tilted with respect to the surface                 

plane, then the component will be non-zero. In order to simulate this effect, we have calculated                
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the spectra of (d) situation adding a small component of polarization along so that the light                 

polarization is rotated by 5°, 10° and 15° from its original direction around the [001] direction;  

 

 

 

Figure 5.15. - O 1s polarized NEXAFS for O2 adsorbed on Ag156. Vertical solid lines: calculated discrete                 

spectrum, thick solid curve: calculated spectrum with Gaussian smoothing of 2 eV FWHM, and thin solid                

curve: experimental data from Ref. [5.79] (left panels) and Ref. [5.81] (right panels) both shifted by +4.1 eV                  

with arbitrary normalization. Grazing incidence along [001] with additional rotation of polarization around             

[001] by 5° in panels (a) and (d), by 10° in panels (b) and (e) and by 15° in panels (c) and (f). Calculated                        

ionization threshold indicated by a vertical dashed line. 
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such analysis is presented in Figure 5.15, where the experimental data of Ref. [5.79] are               

compared in panels (a), (b) and (c) and the experimental data from Ref. [5.81] are instead                

considered in panels (d), (e) and (f). In Figure 5.15 the calculated spectra have been obtained                

with the polarization rotated as previously described, by 5° in panels (a) and (d), by 10° in panels                  

(b) and (e) and by 15° in panels (c) and (f). It should be considered that to simulate such tilting                    

with respect to the surface, it would have been more correct to move the molecule with respect                 

to the surface keeping the polarization fixed, while we kept the molecule fixed and moved the                

polarization, assuming that most of the effect is governed by the mutual direction between the               

polarization and the molecule, while the surface plays a secondary role. This is a crude               

approximation but allows a very cheap calculation keeping the same geometrical model, while             

moving the molecule over the surface would have required the design of a new structural model.                

In any case with the present analysis we do not pretend to give a quantitative answer but rather                  

to give a qualitative information about the consequence on the spectra of the polarization not               

perfectly orthogonal to . If we analyze the effect of increasing the tilting angle, we observe                

that at 10° (panels (b) and (e)) a noticeable maximum is already calculated just below the                

threshold, which further increases at 15° (panels (c) and (f)). So we are led to conclude that the                  

disagreements between theory and experiment found in the panel (d) situations in both Figs. 5               

and 6 are consistent with a slight deviation of the ideal O2 adsorption geometry, which is                

probably tilted by 10°–15° with respect to the surface plane. On the other hand such deviation                

from the ideal geometry of adsorption should not change appreciably the calculated            

photoabsorption profiles of the other polarization directions, which already display maxima just            

below the threshold at the ideal geometry. In order to confirm this hypothesis, we tried to                

optimize the O2–Ag156 cluster relaxing all symmetry constraints, in order to check if a tilting               

would have been actually found. However this is not the case, since the O-O bond is again found                  

parallel with respect to the surface, at least within less than 1°. Therefore it is reasonable to                 

ascribe the supposed O2 tilting to possible surface irregularities. 

 

5.2.5 Conclusions 

 

We have employed a set of cluster models of increasing size to simulate the adsorption of O2                 

molecule on the Ag(110) surface. Although the salient features of the O 1s NEXAFS spectra               

appear already with the Ag64 cluster, the convergence with cluster size is not regular so we                

have preferred to employ the largest model Ag156. The electronic structure of the systems has               
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been discussed with the help of the O 2p partial DOS, for both ground state and relaxed                 

transition potential, with half core hole O 1s. The difference between GS and TP DOS is very                 

small, suggesting that the information regarding the electronic structure extracted from NEXAFS            

analysis keeps its validity for the ground state as well. In particular the O2 molecules upon                

adsorption on Ag(110) show completely filled π* orbitals consistent with a closed shell electronic              

structure typical of peroxide. The only virtual valence molecular orbital still belonging to the O2               

fragment is the antibonding σ*, which is responsible for the most intense resonance observed              

and calculated in the O 1s NEXAFS spectra. The simulated polarized spectra are in good               

agreement with the experimental data of two different experiments when the polarization lies in              

the surface plane. On the other hand we find a disagreement between theory and experiment for                

grazing incidence, when polarization is almost perpendicular to the silver surface. We attributed             

this disagreement to a slight deviation of the adsorption geometry with respect to the ideal case,                

suggesting a tilt angle of about 10°–15° of the O-O bond with respect to the surface plane. From                  

the present analysis we conclude that NEXAFS simulation can be very helpful to assist the               

interpretation of experimental data not only to attribute the spectral features to specific electron              

transition, but also to extract useful structural information if polarized spectra are calculated. 
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5.3. N1s angle resolved NEXAFS spectra of 1,4-benzenediamine adsorbed on Au(111) 

 

Primary amines can interact with neighbor molecules or with a metal substrate via weak bonds               

involving the electron lone pair of their amino functional group. Near edge X-ray absorption              

spectra (NEXAFS) on the N 1s edge show that the structure of the empty molecular orbitals                

localized on the nitrogen atom is very sensitive to these interactions. Here we investigate the               

origin of these changes by means of theoretical calculations. NEXAFS spectra are simulated for              

the 1,4-benzenediamine (BDA) molecule in its free, crystalline, and monolayer on Au(111) forms.             

We identify the electronic states which are affected by these amino-based interactions. In the              

case of the molecular layer grown on the gold substrate, we show how the results of the                 

calculations can be used to identify intermolecular interactions influencing adsorption geometries           

in molecular monolayers. 

 

5.3.1 Introduction 

 

Primary amines have a preeminent role in many biological processes like the condensation of              

the peptides, the folding of the proteins, and the metabolism of living cells. In all these cases, the                  

chemistry of the amines is crucial. In particular, the nitrogen lone pair enables the formation of                

weak bonds with less electronegative terminations of other molecules or with inorganic            

compounds. In recent years an effort has been made in surface science to exploit the chemical                

properties of amines to control the growth of ordered organic structures on surfaces. It has been                

shown that in the assembly of bio-templates of amino acids on metal surfaces, the affinity               

between amino- and carboxylic-groups leads to the formation of hydrogen bonds between            

adjacent molecules and drives the growth of long range ordered 2D systems.[5.94, 5.95] The              

same interaction has been adopted to form complex hetero-organic architectures both in            

solution and in vacuum, based on the recognition between the two terminations [5.96−5.98] More              

recently, the chemistry of the amino group has been investigated in single molecule             

conductance experiments with the amino-terminated molecules in contact with gold electrodes           

[5.99] Interestingly, despite the weaker donor / acceptor bond in the amine-Au junction, these              

measurements provide well-defined and uniform values of molecular conductance contrary to           

the case of thiol terminated molecules. Such a uniform bonding scheme has been attributed to               

the donor−acceptor coupling between nitrogen lone pair of the molecule and under coordinated             

Au atoms on the tip/substrate. A deeper understanding of how the electronic properties of the               
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amines change when involved in a lone-pair interaction becomes therefore important for            

characterizing the electronic coupling between the functional group and the surrounding           

environment. We have recently studied the amino−gold interaction for the prototype case of the              

1,4-benzenediamine (BDA) on Au(111) surface, by means of X-ray spectroscopies. A coverage            

dependent geometry was observed [5.100] with strong impact on the molecular transport            

properties [5.101] Whereas for low molecular coverages a flat molecular geometry was found, at              

increasing coverages, a tilted molecular adsorption geometry was reported with average tilt            

angles values up to 48° [5.101] This finding alone indicates that at higher coverages              

intermolecular interactions may play a crucial role in the geometry of the molecular assembly. In               

fact when symmetrical molecules such as BDA with two amine end-groups weakly coupled to              

the Au substrate tilt off the surface at increasing molecular coverage, the effective strength of the                

intermolecular coupling competes with that of the amine−Au bond [5.102] Theoretical studies of             

BDA molecule adsorption at Au adatom sites have reported a possible inclined geometry for the               

molecule [5.102] whereas almost flat adsorption geometry was found on flat Au(111) with the              

inclusion of van der Waals dispersion forces. Recently, the role of van der Waals forces in                

stabilizing non-flat molecular adsorption was also addressed [5.103] where similarly small tilt            

angles (5°−9°) have been found, but adsorption angles as high as 21° have been obtained with                

the inclusion of intermolecular interactions. Experimentally, non-flat geometry of BDA/Au can be            

identified as non-equivalency of the two amine molecular end-groups, one close to and coupled              

to the Au(111), and one far from the surface and effectively decoupled from the Au, but coupled                 

to the adjacent molecules. Here we address the spectroscopic fingerprints of such            

intermolecular couplings between BDA molecules in the tilted/flat monolayer phase, as           

measured by the NEXAFS experiments. Whereas C 1s NEXAFS results are found to be mostly               

unaffected by both molecule−molecule and molecule−substrate interactions, the N 1s NEXAFS           

spectra are an extremely sensitive spectroscopic fingerprint of the amine coupling, as it is              

observed from the comparison with the gas phase spectrum. The resonances in the edge region               

are quenched upon the formation of the amino-gold bond, and the quenching is different for the                

different features of the absorption edge, i.e. for the different unoccupied electronic states             

corresponding to the NEXAFS peaks.  

In order to understand the role of environmental changes around the amino groups, we              

investigate the nature of the N K-edge resonances in the case of BDA on Au(111) system by                 

means of DFT calculations. We compare the experimental N 1s NEXAFS spectra with the              

calculated core excitation energies and oscillator strengths, obtained by a molecular density            
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functional methodology based on the transition potential (TP) scheme [5.105] The agreement            

between theory and experiments is first verified on the gas-phase spectra of the BDA molecule               

where the nature of the different resonances can be properly assigned. Then different on-surface              

configurations are explored and the role of both the molecule−substrate and the            

molecule−molecule interaction is investigated. In the calculations of the crystalline form of BDA,             

the intermolecular forces are shown to cause a redistribution of the intensities of the              

resonances, which is consistent with the experimentally observed smoothing of the features            

present in the NEXAFS spectra with respect to the gas phase case. At the monolayer stage we                 

identify new electronic states in the low photon energy range, which can be assigned to the                

Au−N interaction and that involve the lone pair electrons of the amino group in contact with the                 

substrate. Moreover, the NEXAFS resonance corresponding to the σ*(NH) transition is identified            

as a fingerprint of the interacting state of the amine with adjacent molecules in the tilted phase. 

 

Theoretical modelling and computations 

 

As in the previous cases of C2H4 and C5H5N both adsorbed on Si(100) (sections 4.2 and 4.3                 

respectively), the approach to the calculations of NEXAFS spectra of the BDA on Au(111) is               

characterized by two main steps. In the first step a periodic slab methodology is used for the                 

optimization of the BDA molecules adsorbed on the Au(111) surface. DFT calculations are             

performed with the Kohn−Sham orbitals expanded in plane waves and the effects of atomic core               

regions accounted for by pseudopotentials. The Quantum-Espresso suite of code [5.106] was            

used for the implementation of this methodology. In the second step, suitable finite clusters are               

cut out from the periodic relaxed structures and used for the calculation of core excitation               

energies and oscillator strengths, employing the molecular quantum chemistry Amsterdam          

Density Functional (ADF) code [5.107, 5.108]. This methodology has been previously tested on             

organic molecules adsorbed on the Si(100) surface [5.109, 5.110]. showing its reliability for             

describing the polarized K-shell spectra of the adsorbed molecules. 

 

5.3.2 Periodic optimization of adsorbate models 

 

Periodic first principle calculations were performed in the frame of density functional theory with              

the Kohn-Sham orbitals expanded in plane waves and the effects of atomic core regions              

accounted for by pseudopotentials. The Quantum-Espresso suite of codes [5.111] was used as             
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the practical implementation of this methodology. The adsorption of benzenediamine on the            

(111) surface of gold was modeled with the slab method. A gold crystal slab with the open                 

surface parallel to the (111) family of planes was set up by periodic repetition of a supercell                 

consisting of 6 layers of Au atoms. The supercell was built with a conventional lattice parameter                

of 4.237 Å obtained from a preliminar relaxation of bulk gold and in good agreement with the                 

value obtained in a previous study under comparable conditions [5.112] . A vacuum region of 10                

Å was added along the z axis (normal to the surface) in order to minimize spurious interactions                 

between the upper and lower faces of successive images. After relaxation of the clean slab, one                

or two PDB molecules were placed on the exposed surface of the supercell, according to the                

adsorption configurations considered in this paper. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials [5.113] were used           

throughout the calculations. The exchange–correlation part of the energy functional was modeled            

with the (spin–unpolarized) generalized gradient approximation (GGA), in the PBE          

parameterization [5.114] . Van der Waals interactions were accounted for by use of the vdW-DF               

functional, available in the Quantum-Espresso suite. The plane wave expansion of the crystalline             

orbitals was truncated at a cutoff energy of 25 Ry and a corresponding cutoff of 250 Ry was                  

used for the expansion of the augmentation charge needed by the ultrasoft pseudopotential             

method. The first Brillouin zone was sampled at a regular (4 × 4 × 2) grid of k points, built                    

according to the Monkhorst and Pack recipe7 . During structural relaxations, all coordinates were              

allowed to be refined. Convergence thresholds for geometry optimization were 1 × 10−4 Ry for               

total energy and 1 × 10−3 Ry / Å for the maximum force component acting on atoms.  

 

 

5.3.3 NEXAFS computational details 

 

The electronic structure of the finite clusters have been obtained by scalar relativistic (SR)              

self-consistent field (SCF) Kohn-Sham (KS) calculations employing the gradient corrected          

Perdew-Wang exchange functional 8 and the Perdew correlation functional [5.117] using the            

Amsterdam Density Functional (ADF) program [5.118,5.108] . Relativistic effects have been           

included at the SR level within the SR zero-order regular approximation (ZORA) formalism             

[5.119] . Different basis sets consisting of Slater-Type Orbital (STO) functions have been             

selected to calculate the N K-edge spectra of the adsorbed PDB, taken from the ADF database.                

The PDB molecule considered for the spectra calculation (“central PDB”) has been described             

employing a QZ3P-3DIF basis set for the excited N atom and a TZP basis set for all the other                   
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atoms. The core orbital (N1s) of the second N atom has been treated by the Frozen Core (FC)                  

technique (TZP.1s basis set). The use of diffuse functions on the excited atom allows for an                

improved representation of relaxation effects of the inner orbitals as well as for the description of                

the higher energy excitations contributing to the near-edge structures. The FC procedure            

ensures the localization of the core hole on the excited N atomic site. This basis set has been                  

used also for the calculation of the free PDB NEXAFS spectrum. The N and C atoms of the side                   

adsorbed PDB molecules have been described with a DZ - FC(1s) basis set, while the H atoms                 

with a SZ basis set. The Au atoms of the cluster which directly interact with the N atoms of the                    

PDB molecules selected for the spectra calculations have been described with a ZORA Triple              

Zeta Polarized basis set (TZ2P), with a FC up to 4f (TZ2P.4f); a ZORA TZP.4f set has been                  

instead employed for the Au atoms interacting with the surrounding PDB molecules and a ZORA               

DZ.4f basis set for all the remaining Au atoms of the cluster. This choice results from several                 

tests with different basis sets and allows to reduce the computational effort without losing              

accuracy. The DFT transition potential (TP) method [5.105] has been employed for the             

calculations of the N1s core excitation spectra.  

As we know from previous sections, the TP approach leads to a less attractive potential and the                 

absolute transition energies are generally too large. In order to correct the NEXAFS energies, KS               

(SCF Kohn-Sham) calculations of the relaxed ionization energies have been performed, allowing            

a full relaxation of the ionized core hole. The energy of the 1s-1 ionic state is obtained from a KS                    

unrestricted calculation. The TP excitation energies are then shifted with respect to the IP value               

corresponding to .  

 

The excitation spectrum at each non-equivalent N site of the adsorbed PDB is obtained as a                

single calculation, while the total N1s NEXAFS spectrum is obtained by summing up the different               

contributions. All the calculated spectral profiles have been convoluted by Gaussian functions of             

appropriate Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) value, which has been chosen referring to the               

N1s figures of the experimental spectra. The use of Gaussians functions to smooth calculated              

discrete lines allow to include on average and statistically all effects which can cause line               

broadening and facilitate the comparison with the experiments. 
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5.3.4 Results and discussion 

 

Periodic computations 

 

Structural relaxation of bulk Au gave a cell parameter of 4.237 Å, larger than the experimental                

value of 4.078 Å [5.120], but in line with a previous study under comparable conditions [5.112] .                 

Cell parameter overestimation is well known for the GGA approximation. Two main adsorption             

configurations have been considered, namely a tilted binding mode, in which the            

benzenediamine binds through only one nitrogen atom to an Au of the surface, and a flat binding                 

mode, in which the benzenediamine molecule binds parallel to the surface with both nitrogen              

atoms. The adsorption configurations are reported in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. For the tilted binding               

mode we setup a (2 × 2) surface unit cell with a single benzenediamine N-bonded to an Au atom                   

(see panel A of Figure 5.16). The relaxed values of the Au−N distance and the dihedral angle                 

between the phenyl ring and the surface are 2.92 Å and 46.3°, respectively. These values are                

both higher than the corresponding values (2.66 Å and 22°) recently reported in the literature               

[5.112] . The difference can be rationalized with the much higher coverage of the surface               

simulated in the present study: assuming that every Au atom at the surface is a possible                

adsorption site, our coverage is 1/4, i.e. three times larger than the coverage in the quoted paper.                 

The larger tilt angle can thus be explained with the need to accommodate more molecules per                

unit surface area and the adsorbed molecules tend to move outwards in response to the               

increased lateral interactions. With the aim of exploring the possible influence of H−bond             

formation between adsorbed molecules, a “tilted-facing” configuration has been setup, in which            

two benzenediamine molecules have been placed in a (3 × 3) surface unit cell, facing each other                 

in a “roof-like” configuration, such that an H−bond interaction could be established between the              

two amino groups pointing away from the surface (see panel B of Figure 5.16). In line with an                  

increased intermolecular interaction, after relaxation the tilt angles of the two molecules are 71.6°              

and 76.8° and the Au − N distances increases to 3.12 Å (N1R) and 3.20 Å (N1L), respectively. An                   

H−bond interaction between the two facing molecules is suggested by the intermolecular N−H             

distance of 2.51Å, slightly longer than the experimental X-ray diffraction value of 2.35 Å. For the                

flat binding mode we setup a surface unit cell containing a single benzenediamine              

molecule. Coverage definition is not straightforward in this case: considering every Au atom as a               

possible adsorption site does not seem to be meaningful  
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Figure 5.16 -  Perspective view of the supercells used for the periodic model of the tilted binding mode.  

 

for this adsorption mode. If we consider an adsorption site to be an Au atom with its hexagonal                  

shell of nearest neighbors, then the coverage for this configuration is 1/4. We have considered               

two variants of this binding mode: the on-top variant, in which the two N atoms bind on top of two                    

corresponding Au atoms of the surface, and the hollow variant, in which the two N atoms are                 

positioned over two corresponding tetrahedral sites of the FCC structure. For the on-top             

configuration (see panels A, D of Figure 5.17), we find equal Au−N distances of 3.07 Å, larger                 

than the Au−N distance found for the tilted binding mode (2.92 Å). This can be explained with an                  

unfavorable interaction of the phenyl ring with the surface, suggested by its slight outwards              

displacement , which gives the adsorbed molecule a small convexity (distance from the center              

of the phenyl ring to the Au surface: 3.47 Å). In the hollow variant (see panels B, E of Figure                    

5.17), the benzenediamine is even more weakly bound to the surface, with a distance of the N                 

atoms from the center of the three Au atoms defining the hollow position of 3.34 Å and 3.35 Å;                   

the distance from the center of the phenyl ring to the Au surface is equal to that of the on-top                    
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variant.  

 

Figure 5.17 - Perspective and top view of the supercells used for the periodic model of the flat binding                   

mode. (A)(D): on-top configuration; (B)(E) hollow configuration; (C)(F) H-bond on-top configuration: to make             

the connection with the cluster used in the NEXAFS calculations clearer, the N1R and N1L nitrogen atoms                 

have been indicated.  

 

Similar to the tilted binding mode, we have probed any possible effect of H−bond formation also                

in this case. For this purpose, two benzenediamine molecules have been arranged in the flat               

on-top configuration in a surface unit cell, at a distance such that an H−bond could be                 

established (see panels C, F of Figure 5.17). After relaxation, the two N atoms not directly                

involved in the H−bond are found at equal distances of 3.02 Å from the corresponding Au atoms                 

of the surface; the remaining two N atoms (the ones connected by the H−bond) are slightly                

moved away from the surface [Au – N distances: 3.14 Å (N1L) and 3.09 Å (N1R)]; an H−bond                  

weaker than that found in the case of the “tilted-facing” configuration is indicated by a N – H                  
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distance of 2.84 Å. The experimental conditions of thick film adsorption have been simulated              

assuming that the structure of the adsorbed thick film could be approximated by the bulk               

crystalline structure of benzenediamine. The experimentally determined X-ray geometry of bulk           

benzenediamine [5.121] has been thus taken as a starting point for a geometrical relaxation. The               

final relaxed geometry was nearly equal to the starting experimental one, thus validating our              

general computational methodology. From the obtained relaxed structure a cluster of five            

benzenediamine molecules has been isolated (see Figure 5.18). The main aim was to capture              

any possible effect due to inter-molecular H-bonding: for this reason, the cluster consisted of a               

central molecule surrounded by four molecules involved in H-bonds with the two amino groups of               

the former. The two N atoms of the central molecule interact with two H atoms of two of the                   

peripheral molecules at 2.11 Å; moreover, one H atom on each of the two amino groups of the                  

central molecule interacts with a N atom on each of the remaining two peripheral molecules, at a                 

longer distance of 2.41 Å. 

 

Figure 5.18. - View of the cluster cut out from the bulk crystalline structure of benzenediamine. 

 

 

N K-edge spectra 

 

We first discuss the N1s spectrum of the free benzenediamine. Figure 5.19 reports the              
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experimental gas phase spectrum (panel a) and the simulated one (panel b), using the general               

expression for free molecules in gas-phase to calculate the intensity. To facilitate the             

comparison between experiment and theory, the experimental spectrum has been shifted on the             

theoretical energy scale (by about 1.4 eV) in panel b. In this way, the relative energy shift among                  

the calculated transitions, which actually represents the most significant observables, is           

preserved. This is a usual procedure adopted to overcome the general overestimate of the              

calculated excitation energies with respect to the experimental ones, due to the electron             

self-interaction error typical of density functional methods where the exchange operator is            

approximated. The spectrum of the calculated free PDB (panel b) shows a lower energy two               

peaked feature which compares well with the first asymmetric peak of the experiment; this              

structure is attributed to transitions towards π* (C=C) orbitals of the benzene ring (LUMO+1 and               

LUMO+2); the rather large intensity of the line calculated at 402.24 eV is due to a valence                 

σ*(N-H) contribution while the second line (at 402.80 eV) to a small N lone pair participation to                 

the final MO. The next band derives from a single transition towards a final state of Rydberg                 

nature mixed with σ*(N-H) valence contribution which is responsible for its large intensity. The              

following peaks before the N1s threshold correspond to transitions to Rydberg orbitals of mainly              

nitrogen np and nd character. Few states have rather large intensity because of mixed              

Rydberg-valence character (σ*(NH)) of the transitions. The Rydberg orbitals are split into a             

number of components in the non-spherical symmetry of the molecule; the symmetry lowering             

(to Cs) due to the localization of the N 1s core hole further splits the Rydberg orbitals, giving rise                   

to the higher number of lines observed in the calculated spectrum. The overall comparison with               

the experimental spectrum is satisfactory, confirming the reliability of the computational           

approach. As concerns the N1s spectra simulation of the PDB molecules adsorbed on Au(111),              

two main perspectives have been considered in the design of the adsorption models: the              

orientation of the molecule on the surface and the role of the inter-molecular interaction through               

hydrogen bonds formation. As a first test, the effect of the inter-molecular H-bonds on the N1s                

spectrum has been studied considering the cluster model cut out from the optimized bulk              

crystalline structure of benzenediamine described in the previous section and reported in Figure             

5.18. The N1s spectrum has been calculated for the central PDB molecule (labelled A), whose               

amino groups can form H-bonds with the four surrounding molecules (B and C), and it has been                 

compared with that of the free PDB molecule in Figure 5.19. The oscillator strengths are still                

calculated with the general expression. The first two transitions have a nature similar to those               

present in the free PDB spectrum; the main difference is the energy decrease (of about 0.4 eV)                 
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of the second transition, which has a contribution from the nitrogen lone-pair. This energy shift  

 

Figure 5.19. - Panels a and b: experimental and theoretical N-K edge spectra of the free 1,4 -                  

benzenediamine. Calculated lines are convoluted with Gaussian functions of FWHM= 0.5 eV. Panel c: N-K               

edge spectrum of model cluster for bulk p-benzenediamine. Calculated lines are convoluted with Gaussian              

functions of FWHM= 0.8 eV. Vertical dashed lines : KS N1s ionization thresholds (eV) (free               

p-benzenediamine : 405.31 eV; model cluster for bulk p-benzenediamine : 404.84 eV). 
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could be ascribed to a stabilization of the structure due to the interaction of the N atoms of the                   

central PDB with the H atoms of the peripheral molecules (B and C in Figure 5.18) and the                  

concomitant increasing of its coordination number. The third larger transition has a mixed  

 

Figure 5.20. - View of the cluster models of p-benzenediamine on Au(111)) employed for the N1s NEXAFS                 

spectra calculations. Panel a): on top flat with one PDB on Au55 surface cluster; panel b): H-bond on top                   

flat with two PDB on Au66 surface cluster; panel c) tilted with seven PDB on Au52 surface cluster; panel d):                    

facing tilted with eight PDB on Au48 surface cluster. 
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Rydberg and σ*(NH) valence character as in the free benzenediamine. This cluster is too simple               

for representing the thick film adsorption, as revealed by the comparison of the calculate              

polarized spectra with the experimental ones.  

This model cluster has however point out the quite significant change of the spectral shape and                

the intensity redistribution induced by the intermolecular interactions. In order to support the             

interpretation of the experimental spectra relative to ordered monolayer of benzenediamine           

molecules on Au (111) we have built several absorption models based on two main              

configurations which simulate the different experimental conditions of the adsorption: the flat            

binding mode, with the PDB molecule parallel to the surface (low coverage condition) and the               

tilted binding modes, with the benzenediamine inclined with respect to the surface (high             

coverage condition). For each of these two main configurations we have considered also models              

where the adsorbed PDB molecules can form intermolecular H-bonds, as described in the             

previous section. The clusters cut out from the periodic structures for the spectra calculations              

are reported in Figure 5.20. The polarized spectra have been calculated considering the two light               

polarizations used for the acquisition of the experimental spectra: the polarization with the             

electric field vector E normal to the surface (p-pol) and with E parallel to the surface (s-pol). In                  

the reference system used for the calculations, the Au surface lies in the xy plane and z is the                   

normal direction. The s-pol spectra have been obtained as an average of the x and y                

components of the dipole transition moments. Consider first the flat binding modes (Figure 5.17).              

In the on-top configuration the N atoms of the PDB bind on top of two corresponding Au atoms of                   

the surface; the quite long calculated distance between the N atoms and the surface (3.07 Å)                

describes a weak interaction, far from a bonding interaction. The cut cluster (panel a of Figure                

5.20) is large enough to accommodate only one PDB molecule, considering negligible the             

interaction with neighbour molecules in a lower coverage simulation. The calculated polarized            

spectra (reported in Figure 5.21) accordingly show very low intensity in the lower energy region               

(around 400 eV), where excitations to final orbitals largely localized on the surface are present               

with negligible contribution from N2p atomic functions. The intensity starts to increase beyond             

402 eV where the final orbitals have predominant π* (C=C) character; the N2p contributions              

mapped by the intensity are involved in antibonding interactions of the nitrogen lone pair with the                

π* (C=C) ring orbitals and in the σ* (N-H) orbitals. The intensity reaches a maximum in the p-pol                  

spectrum around 403 eV due to a single transition towards a final MO with a main σ* (N-H)                  

character. This virtual MO has a large diffuse nature with a significant extension along the z                

direction which is probed by the p-polarization. The s-pol spectrum in this energy region acquires               
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intensity from the rather large components of the σ* (NH) orbitals in the xy plane. The excited  

Figure 5.21. - Calculated N-K edge polarized spectra of p-benzenediamine in the on-top flat adsorption               

mode. Calculated lines are convoluted with Gaussian functions of FWHM= 0.8 eV. For each polarized               

spectrum the corresponding experimental profile is superimposed with appropriate energy shift to facilitate             

the comparison. The experimental spectra are reported on top of the figure together with the sketch of the                  

cluster model employed for the spectra calculations. Vertical dashed lines : KS N1s ionization thresholds               

(eV) : 405.69 eV  

 

 

states in the 404-406 eV energy range have a mixed Rydberg and σ* (N-H) valence character;                
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the final MOs mainly extend in the xy plane and are actually enhanced in the s-polarization with                 

respect to the p polarization. The match with the experimental spectra is only partial for two main                 

discrepancies: the double-peak shape of the main p-pol experimental structure which is            

represented as a single peak by the theory and the more pronounced dichroic effects provided               

by the calculations with respect to the experiment. This behavior suggests that this on-top flat               

configuration is not effective to simulate the disposition of the molecules on the surface in the                

experimental low coverage conditions, some level of disorder is missing in the model and/or              

possible inter-molecular interactions. For the hollow variant of the flat configuration (Figure 5.17)             

we cut a cluster analogous to that used for the on-top flat mode of adsorption; the calculated N1s                  

spectra do not provide significant variations with respect to the on-top model, therefore we do not                

report the relative results. The effect of intermolecular interactions on the N1s spectra has been               

explored by means of the H-bond on-top model where pairs of PDB molecules can interact               

through two amino groups. The relative cut cluster is shown in Figure 5.20 (panel b) and the                 

calculated polarized spectra are compared with the experimental ones in Figure 5.22. In this              

configuration there are four non-equivalent N atoms: in the sketch of the cluster reported in               

Figure 5.22, the N1L and N1R labels indicate the nitrogen atoms of the two interacting amino                

groups while N2L and N2R labels refer to the two free amino groups. The match with the                 

experiment is improved with respect to the simpler on-top model, in particular as concerns the               

appearance of a lower energy shoulder of the main peak in the p-pol spectrum, around 402.45                

eV. This feature is present also in the s-pol spectrum and mainly derives from N1L and N1R                 

transitions with σ* (N-H) character. These final states are strongly localized on the hydrogen              

atoms of the two amino groups and extend in all the three directions giving rise to structures both                  

in the p- and s-polarized spectra. The most evident dichroic effect in the theoretical spectra is                

associated to the strong peak located around 403.5 eV which dominate the p-pol spectrum; a               

correspondent intensity drop is present in the s-pol spectrum. All the N sites contribute to the                

p-pol peak; the transitions are due to final MOs where the N2p contributions participate to               

antibonding interactions with the π* (C=C) ring orbitals as well as to the σ* (N-H) antibonding                

interactions. The major extension of these final states along the z direction accounts for the               

enhanced intensity in the polarization normal to the surface. At higher energy a reverse of the                

intensity trend is observed with an increase in the s-pol spectrum and a decrease in the p-pol                 

one. The trend follows the nature of the transitions with mostly σ* (N-H) character; the final MOs                 

appear very diffuse and localized on the hydrogen atoms of the amino groups with major               

extension in the xy plane.  
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Figure 5.22. - Calculated N-K edge polarized spectra of p-benzenediamine in the on-top H-bond flat               

adsorption mode. Black lines: total N1s spectrum; the calculated lines are convoluted with Gaussian              

functions of FWHM= 0.3 eV. Coloured lines representing the convolution of the four N non-equivalent sites                

are show in the insert; the spectral profiles have been convoluted with Gaussian functions of FWHM= 0.5                 

eV. For each calculated polarized spectrum the experimental profile is superimposed with appropriate             

energy shift to facilitate the comparison. The experimental spectra are reported on top of the figure together                 

with the sketch of the cluster model employed for the spectra calculations. Vertical dashed lines : KS N1s                  

ionization thresholds (eV) ( N1L: 405.76 eV; N2L: 405.64 eV; N1R: 405.82 eV; N2R: 405.59 eV). 
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These results seem to indicate that in the experimental conditions of low coverage the              

molecules can accommodate almost parallel to the surface but a certain extent of disorder with               

possible intermolecular interactions have to be considered in the design of the adsorption             

geometry. Consider now the calculated N1s spectra of the tilted binding configurations (Figures             

5.16). The cut cluster of the simpler tilted mode ( panel c of Figure 5.20) contains seven PDB                  

molecules: this choice allows to consider only the central PDB molecule for the spectral              

simulations because in this position it feels the presence of the neighbor PDB molecules on the                

surface and is virtually free from border effects of the cluster. The N1s experimental and               

theoretical polarized spectra are reported in Figure 5.23; there are two non-equivalent N sites in               

the adsorbed benzenediamine labeled N1 and N2 in the sketch of the cluster : the N1 atom                 

refers to the nitrogen of the amino group pointing towards the Au surface while N2 refers to the                  

nitrogen of the free amino group. The calculated spectral structures in the lower energy region               

(up to 401.5 eV) have low intensity being the final orbitals largely localized on the surface with                 

strong contributions from the Au surface atoms, as in the previous geometries. Small N2p              

components of the N1 atom pointing towards the surface are present and are probed by the p-                 

pol spectrum where two weak features are present (around 400 and 401 eV) while they               

disappear in the s-pol spectrum. Only one weak structure is present in the s-pol spectrum at                

401.8 eV and its intensity mainly derives from the N1 excitations due to the presence of a small                  

σ* (N-H) component, which almost lie in the xy plane, in an orbital mostly localized on the Au                  

surface. This intensity trend describes quite correctly the dichroic experimental effects observed            

at lower energy. Many transitions starting from both N1 and N2 1s orbitals give rise to an intense                  

double peaked feature in the 402-404 eV energy region. The p-polarization enhances the lower              

energy side of the feature for the contributions from the N1 2pz atomic component around 402.5                

eV, which is involved in an antibonding interactions with the π* (C=C) ring orbitals, and from the                 

z component of the N2 lone pair; also the small components along the z direction of the σ*                  

(N2-H) bond can contribute to the p-pol intensity. The higher energy side of the double peaked                

feature increases the intensity in the s-pol spectrum due to the σ* (N-H) character of the final                 

MOs: the σ* (N-H) bonds of both N1 and N2 atoms have major components in the xy plane. The                   

transitions in the 404-406 eV energy range are due to strong Rydberg-valence final states              

involving the σ* (N-H) unoccupied MOs; the intensity enhanced in the s-polarization with respect              

to the p-polarization probe the major components of these MO in the xy plane. The theoretical                

polarized spectra reproduces quite well the shape of the corresponding experimental spectra            

supporting the hypothesis of a tilted binding of the molecules to the Au surface in the higher  
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Figure 5.23. - Calculated N-K edge polarized spectra of p-benzenediamine in the tilted adsorption mode.               

Black lines: total N1s spectrum. Coloured lines representing the convolution of the two N non-equivalent               

sites are show in the insert. All the spectral profiles have been convoluted with Gaussian functions of                 

FWHM= 0.5 eV. For each calculated polarized spectrum the experimental profile is superimposed with              

appropriate energy shift to facilitate the comparison. The experimental spectra are reported on top of the                

figure together with the sketch of the cluster model employed for the spectra calculations. Vertical dashed                

lines : KS N1s ionization thresholds (eV) (N1: 405.24 eV; N2: 495.80 eV). 

 

coverage experimental conditions. The tilted configuration which includes more effective          
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inter-molecular interactions is the “tilted-facing” binding mode; a more complex arrangement of            

the molecules on the surface is present with pairs of PDB molecules facing each other to                

establish possible H−bonds between the two amino groups pointing away from the surface. The              

corresponding tilted-facing cluster, shown in panel e of Figure 5.20, includes eight adsorbed             

PDB molecules; the central pair of “facing” PDB molecules feels the electronic environment             

generated by neighbor molecules and is virtually free from border effects, therefore it has been               

considered for the spectra calculation of each of the four non-equivalent nitrogen sites indicated              

by the labels reported in the sketch of Figure 5.24. A slight modification in the spectral shape is                  

apparent with respect to the simpler tilted model which improves the comparison with the              

experiment. The lower energy structures (below 402 eV) derive from transitions towards orbitals             

largely localized on the surface, as in the tilted model; the N1R spectrum gives the main                

contribution in this energy region. In particular, the p-pol polarization probes the interaction of the               

N1R atom with the surface which has a significant component along the z direction. The N2p                

contribution of the N1L atom to these final orbitals is instead negligible, due to the larger distance                 

of the left PDB molecule from the surface. Accordingly with the model geometry, very low               

intensity is found in the s-pol spectrum, which does not account for the bump observed in the                 

experiment around 400 eV. The next energy region up to the ionization thresholds is essentially               

characterized by transitions due to strong Rydberg-valence states involving σ*(NH2) unoccupied           

MOs. All the spectra of the four non-equivalent N atoms contribute and the resulting high number                

of transitions make very complex the analysis of the spectral features. We focus therefore only               

on the most salient features in the p- and s polarization spectra. In particular, the intense and                 

well defined peak around 402.7 eV which dominates the p-pol spectrum mainly derives from a               

N2.L transition to a final MO of very diffuse nature involving the two hydrogen atoms of the N2L                  

amino group. This orbital of σ* (N2L-H) character has a significant component along the z               

direction which is probed by the polarization normal to the surface. Around 403 eV the s-pol                

spectrum acquires intensity for the N1R and N2R transitions towards orbitals with σ* (N-H)              

character which mainly extend in the xy plane. It is interesting to note that none of the main                  

structures in this energy region can be specifically related to the H−bond formation between the               

two N2L and N2R amino groups. Only the small peak at 402.35 eV in s-pol spectrum generated                 

by the N2R spectrum is assigned to a final state localized on the H atoms of the N2R amino                   

group which points towards the N2l atom and extends mainly in the xy plane. The H-bond                

formation can accounts for the lower energy of this transition with respect to the others with σ*                 

(N-H) character.  
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Figure 5.24. - Calculated N-K edge polarized spectra of p-benzenediamine in the facing-tilted adsorption              

mode. Black lines: total N1s spectrum. Coloured lines representing the convolution of the four N               

non-equivalent sites are show in the insert. All the spectral profiles have been convoluted with Gaussian                

functions of FWHM= 0.5 eV. For each calculated polarized spectrum the experimental profile is              

superimposed with appropriate energy shift to facilitate the comparison. The experimental spectra are             

reported on top of the figure together with the sketch of the cluster model employed for the spectra                  

calculations. Vertical dashed lines : KS N1s ionization thresholds (eV) ( N1L: 404.96 eV; N2L: 405.94 eV;                 

N1R: 404.81 eV; N2R: 405.22 eV). 
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The energy region around and above 404 eV is still associated to σ* (NH2) transitions from all                 

the four N atoms; depending on the shape of the final MO these components can be enhanced                 

more or less in one of the two polarizations, although the overall intensity is higher in the s-pol  

spectrum because of the major components in the xy plane of the various σ* (N-H) bonds. The                 

comparison of the theoretical polarized spectra with the experimental ones is overall satisfactory             

and improved with respect to the simpler tilted model. The results support the hypothesis that in                

the experimental conditions of high coverage the molecules interact with the surface with a large               

tilt angle as well as that the intermolecular interactions can play an important role in determining                

the adsorption geometry.  

 

5.3.5 Conclusions 

 

In conclusion, in this section have been calculated the N 1s NEXAFS spectra for the BDA                

molecule in different environmental conditions, with the amino-group involved in weak interaction            

with the substrate and/or the neighboring molecules. For the crystalline phase, a redistribution of              

the empty electronic states localized on the N atoms is observed and shown to be responsible                

for the smoothing of the measured NEXAFS spectrum. From novel experimental data for the              

monolayer stage, there is evidence of the presence of electronic states at low photon energies,               

which are not present in the gas phase and can be attributed to the Au−N interaction. For higher                  

photon energies, the intermolecular interaction strongly affects the spectra profile. The amino−            

amino interaction between adjacent molecules is responsible for the better agreement of the             

simulated p-pol spectrum of the tilted-facing model with the experiment, with respect to the              

simpler tilted model where the H-bond interaction is absent. 

Our calculations confirm therefore the occurrence of BDA intermolecular coupling in the tilted             

phase, which involves the amino molecular groups not coupled to Au substrate. This finding may               

be related to the fast charge delocalization over these amino terminations, previously reported in              

ref [5.101]. 
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6. Summary conclusions 

 

The main task of the research on which the present work is based has been the development of                  

a computational scheme suitable for the simulation of NEXAFS spectra of molecules adsorbed             

on surfaces both as concerns the design of the molecule/surface models and the calculation              

and interpretation of the spectroscopic results. During this research work a hybrid computational             

methodology at periodic/finite level was tuned with a subsequently implementation of the coded             

algorithm ADF-External © [6.1], intended to compute angle-resolved NEXAFS spectra as           

embedded tool in the software suite managed by our theoretical group. 

One simulation of NEXAFS spectra of ethylene adsorbed on a Si(100)-2x2 surface was             

completed as first [6.2]. Two geometries were involved, the on-top geometry and the bridge              

geometry. The methodology employed has proven to be able to describe the K-shell spectra of               

C2H4 adsorbed on Si (100) and appears affordable to be applied to larger adsorbed molecules.               

The periodic optimization of the Si(100) reconstructed surface and of the molecule adsorbed on              

it is a step of fundamental importance to obtain optimized clusters which correctly model the               

adsorbed system. This case has constituted a good testing framework for the methodology and              

an out-and-out benchmark case for the underlying computing algorithm of ADF-External © .  

In a second step several models of silicon surfaces Si(100) with a Pyridine molecule adsorbed               

on were simulated at DFT level to reproduce NEXAFS spectra both at N1s and C1s level [6.3], in                  

order to give a comparison with two different sets of experimental data at 200K and 300K. It                 

seems from first comparisons that in case of the main features of the N1s experimental spectra                

at low temperature (200 K) only 4 over 14 possible geometries are favoured for different reasons                

related to the level of coverage and to the thermodynamics of the adsorption mechanism. These               

configurations cannot explain instead all the experimental features emerging at room           

temperature (300 K) in both the N1s and C1s spectra. To deal with this issue, mode IX, which                  

involves a −C=N− (imine) chemical group, has also been considered. The final match with the               

computed spectra shows a good agreement with our proposals and this case is a further               

validation of the tuned computational methodology. 
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At the same time, one study of adsorption of the oxygen molecule O2 on a surface of silver                  

Ag(110), by using the same angle-resolved computational framework, was completed [6.4] and it             

demonstrated the different complexity in treating transition metal surfaces. Furthermore, this           

study gives completion to a partial assignation of the spectral structures from the             

experimentalists. As we already noticed in conclusions of this analysis, the simulated polarized             

spectra are in good agreement with the experimental data of two different experiments when the               

polarization lies in the surface plane. On the other hand we find a disagreement between theory                

and experiment for grazing incidence, when polarization is almost perpendicular to the silver             

surface. This disagreement has been attributed to a slight deviation of the adsorption geometry              

with respect to the ideal case. Again, from the present analysis it has to be inferred that                 

angle-resolved NEXAFS simulations can be very helpful to assist the interpretation of            

experimental data to attribute the spectral features to specific electron transition and to extract              

useful structural information. 

At the end, one precious collaboration with an experimental group from the Elettra Synchrotron in               

Trieste at Aloisa beamline took place. The main focus of this work has regarded the theoretical                

analysis of the main geometrical adsorption features in different spectral families (multi, flat,             

tilted) which come in N 1s core spectroscopic data from some novel NEXAFS experiments in               

the Aloisa Beamline. The system is made of an adsorbing surface of gold Au(111) on which one                 

deposition of 1,4 - benzenediamine molecules at different level of coverage takes place [6.5].              

Several adsorption models have then been tested for the different adsorption experimental            

families and the comparison with the computed spectra highlights the difficulty in understanding             

the real situation by using these attempts of interpretation but, due the fact that we have not been                  

completely confident with the adsorption models initially suggested from the experimentalists, as            

we trusted in the goodness of our theoretical approach, sufficiently tested in the previous cases               

cited above, after refined theoretical considerations and a systematic application of the hybrid             

computational method to different well-posed geometries theoretically in-line with the          

experimental spectroscopy, we succeeded to get focus on some of them, rejected partially the              

hypotheses of a prevalent presence of the flat configuration because the inability to reproduce              

some typical spectral features present in the experiments at computational level. 
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It can be retained that the method tested in all the above situations to approach such kind of solid                   

state problems of adsorption on surfaces of different chemical nature has revealed to be              

extremely versatile and powerful to investigate with a large amount of computational time saving              

(which means it is low computational demanding in terms of machine-time with the same              

resources employed) with no stress in the high quality of the final results. 

Furthermore, in the same view, all the cases mentioned above can be suggested in other               

research contexts to use them like reliable benchmarks for different methodological approaches. 
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